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III
Descending from the planetary space and firmament to the surface
of our earth, we find a vast variety of phenomena connected with
the conversion of living force and heat into one another, which
speak in language which cannot be misunderstood of the wisdom
and beneficence of the Great Architect of nature. The motion of
air which we call wind arises chiefly from the intense heat of the
torrid zone compared with the temperature of the temperate and
frigid zones. Here we have an instance of heat being converted
into the living force of currents of air. These currents of air,
in their progress across the sea, lift up its waves and propel the
ships; whilst in passing across the land they shake the trees and
disturb every blade of grass. The waves by their violent motion,
the ships by their passage through a resisting medium, and the
trees by the rubbing of their branches together and the friction of
their leaves against themselves and the air, each and all of them
generate heat equivalent to the diminution of the living force of
the air which they occasion. The heat thus restored may again
contribute to raise fresh currents of air; and thus the phenomena
may be repeated in endless succession and variety.
J. Joule, 1847∗
∗ A lecture at St. Ann’s Church Reading-Room, Manchester, 28 April, 1847; reported in the
Manchester Courier, 5 and 12 May, 1847; reprinted in The Scientific Papers of James Prescott
Joule, The Physical Society, London, 1884, pp. 265-76.
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Summary
The surface circulations play a major role in a variety of phenomena operating at the
regional scale such as the dispersion of pollutants over a region, the production and
transport of dust due to wind erosion or the wind resource evaluation. An accurate surface
wind field estimation is therefore an issue of interest for a wide range of applications.
This is specially challenging over complex terrain areas wherein the surface wind field
can present a high complexity as a consequence of the strong influence that orography
produces over the large scale flows through channeling, forced ascents, blocking, etc.
The present study analyzes the capability of a dynamical downscaling performed with
the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) modeling system to reproduce the surface
wind variability and climatology over the Comunidad Foral de Navarra (CFN), a complex
terrain region located in the northeast of the Iberian Peninsula (IP). Wind observations
acquired during the 1992 to 2005 period at 41 stations are used to represent the surface
wind field over the area of study. A quality control is imposed to the original observations
in order to remove unrealistic records. The surface wind variability and climatology are
analyzed using the quality-controlled observations; the knowledge gained is subsequently
used to evaluate the capability of the WRF estimation to reproduce the observed behav-
ior. The simulation was made at the highest possible spatial resolution balancing out the
interest in getting a representation of surface features that is as realistic as possible, the
simulations of the available parameterizations and computational time. This led to sim-
ulate the complete observational period at a horizontal resolution of 2 km. This provides
a high horizontal resolution to capture the complexity of the terrain, and a reasonable
long simulated period to robustly evaluate the influence of the large scale over the surface
flow simulation.
The wind variability over the area is analyzed in a first step using the information
from the observational network to identify areas of coherent wind behavior. This classi-
fication is accomplished with a twofold objective. In first place, it contributes to under-
stand the surface wind variability over the CFN and secondly, it provides an appropriate
framework to evaluate the simulation performance. The regionalization is accomplished
by classifying together those observational sites with similar temporal wind variability,
which allows to identify the subregions with homogeneous wind behavior. A total of four
regions that broadly follow the topographic features of the terrain are identified. The
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meridional wind variability is rather similar at the four subregions, the zonal variability
being responsible for the differences between the subregions. The spectral analysis of
wind variability within each subregion reveals a dominant annual cycle and a varying
presence of higher-frequency contributions in the subregions. The valley subregions tend
to present more variability at high frequencies than do higher-altitude sites.
Evaluating the model performance at the regional scale provides certain advantages
than the traditional evaluation at the sites. The analysis reveals the ability of the WRF
simulation to reproduce areas of coherent wind behavior. Based on the good performance
shown by the simulation during the evaluation, an analysis is performed to infer the wind
variability where and when observations are not available. The inference analysis shows
that the reduced number of stations reasonable represent the wind variability over the
CFN suggesting some potential improvements.
A further understanding of the wind circulations over the CFN is obtained by ana-
lyzing the climatological surface flows over the area. This is accomplished by classifying
the observed wind fields with similar structure into groups of typical surface circulation
or wind patterns (WPs). The resulting classification is also used to evaluate the WRF
simulation performance in reproducing the climatological flows over the area. A total of
six WPs are identified. The WPs tend to show a northwest or southeast orientation of
the flow. This result shows the strong influence that orography produces over the surface
circulations, since the valleys over the region are mainly oriented in the NW-SE direc-
tion. The frequency of occurrence of WPs shows an annual cycle. In order to understand
the large scale mechanisms that originate the regional circulations, the sea level pressure
(SLP) fields over the area are classified into pressure patterns (PPs) and related to the
WPs already identified. The relationships found between the PPs and the WPs reveal
the influence exerted by the ageostrophic balance over the CFN surface circulations, and
the wind intensification produced by the pressure gradient along the valleys.
The WRF simulation reproduces the spatial structure of the climatological flow of the
WPs. However, the simulation underestimates the wind on the mountain stations (the
windiest sites) and tends to overestimate the wind at the valley subregions where wind
speed tends to be lower, therefore causing an underestimation of the spatial variability
of the wind speed field. In spite of the high spatial resolution, this behavior is partially
related with an still inaccurate representation of some orographic features. The accuracy
of the downscaling to reproduce the WPs under their associated PPs is also evaluated to
understand the influence of the large scale forcings in the performance of the simulation.
For a given WP there is not a PP under which the downscaling clearly outperforms the
accuracy displayed by the rest of PPs. Limitations to reproduce the large scale structure
in some of the synoptic situations lead to inaccurate downscaled winds. This indicates
that the expected improvement obtained with a high spatial resolution in the dynamical
downscaling may be at least partially hampered if the large scale cannot be appropriately
represented.
Resumen
Entender y predecir la variabilidad del campo de viento a nivel regional es importante
para una gran variedad de estudios como pueden ser el transporte y la dispersio´n de
contaminantes sobre una zona, la toma de decisiones en situaciones de riesgo relacionadas
con incendios forestales o con situaciones de vientos extremos, o la estimacio´n de la
potencia que van a producir los parques eo´licos. Esta u´ltima aplicacio´n esta´ siendo muy
demandada recientemente como consecuencia del gran desarrollo experimentado por la
energ´ıa eo´lica en los u´ltimos an˜os (Goswami, 2008; Lu et al., 2009).
Los vientos superficiales medios son el reflejo de la circulacio´n general de la atmo´sfera,
que trata de compensar el calentamiento irregular de la superficie terrestre transportando
energ´ıa desde el ecuador a los polos (e.g. Lorentz, 1967; Holton, 2004; Schneider, 2006).
El viento promedio zonal procede del este en latitudes bajas, del oeste en latitudes medias
y del este en latitudes altas. Los vientos promedios meridianos son ma´s de´biles y esta´n
orientados hacia el norte en regiones de vientos zonales del oeste, y hacia el sur en regiones
con vientos superficiales del este. Esta estructura del viento superficial puede reconocerse
en los promedios de las circulaciones superficiales del reana´lisis de ERA-40 (Simmons and
Gibson, 2000; Uppala et al., 2005) mostradas en la Figura 1.1.
Los vientos asociados con la circulacio´n general de la atmo´sfera son el resultado de la
interaccio´n de procesos radiativos y efectos rotacionales que actu´an en la atmo´sfera de
una Tierra esfe´rica de superficie uniforme. La heterogeneidad de la superficie terrestre
introduce variabilidad adicional en el campo de viento. La influencia de la orograf´ıa
sobre las circulaciones atmosfe´ricas ha sido foco de numerosos estudios tanto teo´ricos
(Queney, 1948; Scorer, 1949; Jackson and Hunt, 1975; Sykes, 1980; Hunt et al., 1988)
como pra´cticos (Mason and Sykes, 1979; Jenkins et al., 1981; Mason and King, 1985;
Taylor and Teunissen, 1987; Vosper et al., 2002). Los efectos orogra´ficos pueden dividirse
en forzamientos dina´micos y te´rmicos asociados con la interacio´n de la orograf´ıa con la
dina´mica y radiacio´n atmosfe´rica, respectivamente (Whiteman, 2000). Los forzamientos
dina´micos modifican la circulacio´n atmosfe´rica a gran escala a trave´s de canalizaciones,
ascensos forzados, bloqueos, etc. Los efectos te´rmicos introducen variabilidad adicional,
generando circulaciones diarias como los vientos de valle o las circulaciones montan˜a-
valle (Wagner, 1938; Defant, 1949). Los efectos de la orograf´ıa sobre las circulaciones
atmosfe´ricas a gran escala pueden observarse en la Figura 1.1. El Hemisferio Norte pre-
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senta ma´s continentes y por lo tanto la circulacio´n zonal se interrumpe ma´s que en el
Hemisferio Sur (Manabe and Terpstra, 1974). La hetereogeneidad de las propiedades
f´ısicas de la superficie terrestre originadas como consecuencia del distinto tipo de suelo
o la distinta cubierta vegetal pueden inducir circulaciones te´rmicas adicionales. Un claro
ejemplo de esta clase de circulaciones es la brisa marina (Simpson, 1994).
La variabilidad del viento superficial sobre una regio´n esta´ por lo tanto controlada en
buena medida por su su posicio´n geogra´fica, que determina la influencia de la circulacio´n
general, y por las cara´cter´ısticas del terreno en la regio´n. Su estudio puede abordarse
desde un punto de vista observacional, que proporciona informacio´n de la variabilidad
del viento (e. g. Baker et al., 1978; Martner and Marwitz, 1982; Wendland, 1982; Klink,
2002; Archer and Jacobson, 2003, 2004, 2005; McVicar et al., 2008), o, alternativamente,
se pueden usar modelos nume´ricos que permiten una mayor comprensio´n de los procesos
f´ısicos involucrados en el flujo regional, sus interacciones con las cara´cter´ısticas del ter-
reno, as´ı como otros factores a mesoscala y a gran escala (e. g. Mahrer and Pielke, 1977;
Mahrer et al., 1985; Rife et al., 2004).
Los estudios basados en observaciones intentan proporcionar una interpretacio´n lo
ma´s precisa posible de la variabilidad del viento a escala regional asumiendo que las
observaciones in situ son representativas de una cierta a´rea en su entorno y que la in-
tegracio´n de la informacio´n de todos los emplazamientos es suficiente para proporcionar
una buena cobertura espacial a nivel regional. La fiabilidad de la representacio´n del flujo
regional puede estar por lo tanto limitada por la calidad y disponibilidad de datos ob-
servacionales. La topograf´ıa influye en la variabilidad del flujo como consecuencia de los
efectos dina´micos y te´rmicos generados por el terreno (Whiteman, 2000), de tal forma
que un campo de viento ma´s complejo requiere una red de observaciones ma´s densa para
capturar mejor la variabilidad espacial de las circulaciones superficiales.
Los estudios basados en modelos nume´ricos emplean las ecuaciones de la hidrodina´mica
(e.g. Cushman-Roisin, 1994; Dutton, 2002; Holton, 2004) para proporcionar estimaciones
f´ısicamente consistentes del estado atmosfe´rico. Al tratarse de un sistema no lineal de
ecuaciones en derivadas parciales no es posible obtener una solucio´n anal´ıtica y se nece-
sita encontrar una solucio´n aproximada (Bjerknes, 1904). La solucio´n es una funcio´n de
las condiciones iniciales que necesitan ser facilitadas de antemano.
Los algoritmos nume´ricos usados para simular la evolucio´n de la atmo´sfera a nivel
global se conocen como modelos de circulacio´n general (MCGs). Los MCGs son capaces
de reproducir la alternancia del este y oeste de los vientos superficiales, y han contribuido
a comprender mejor la circulacio´n general de la atmo´sfera (Phillips, 1956; Lewis, 1998).
No obstante, la integracio´n de las ecuaciones de la hidrodina´mica sobre toda la atmo´sfera
requiere recursos computacionales elevados que limitan severamente la discretizacio´n es-
pacial empleada. La resolucio´n horizontal t´ıpica de los MCGs es del orden de un grado de
latitud x longitud (111 km de brazo de red en el Ecuador). Por tanto, los MCGs pueden
producir estimaciones adecuadas en regiones de terreno homoge´no, pero sus estimaciones
deben de interpretarse con cuidado a medida que la heterogeneidad de la superficie ter-
restre aumenta. Este es el caso de las regiones de terreno complejo, en donde el campo
de viento superficial puede presentar una alta variabilidad espacial como consecuencia
de las modificaciones que la orograf´ıa produce sobre los flujos a escala sino´ptica.
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Teo´ricamente, esta limitacio´n de los MCGs podr´ıa ser evitada incrementando la res-
olucio´n horizontal para poder capturar los detalles a nivel regional. Sin embargo, el coste
computacional necesario resulta prohibitivo. Por lo tanto, para obtener informacio´n a
nivel regional es necesario emplear procedimientos alternativos a los MCGs. Con este
propo´sito, y basa´ndose en el buen funcionamiento de los MCGs para reproducir los cam-
pos de la escala sino´ptica, se desarrollaron te´cnicas para aumentar la resolucio´n espacial
o te´cnicas de “downscaling” (Giorgi and Means, 1991; von Storch, 1995; Hewitson and
Crane, 1996; Wilby and Wigley, 1997). Estas te´cnicas pueden dividirse en dos grandes
grupos: estad´ısticas y dina´micas, dependiendo de los procedimientos empleados para es-
timar la informacio´n a escala regional.
Las te´cnicas estad´ısticas establecen relaciones emp´ıricas entre los campos a gran escala
y las observaciones existentes durante un periodo de calibracio´n (Zorita et al., 1992;
von Storch et al., 1993; Wilby et al., 1998; Gonza´lez-Rouco et al., 2000; Xoplaki et al.,
2004). Una vez establecida, la relacio´n emp´ırica puede usarse para estimar la variabilidad
regional en periodos en los que no hay observaciones disponibles utilizando las salidas de
un MCG como campos predictores. Por lo tanto, se esta´ asumiendo impl´ıcitamente que
la relacio´n encontrada durante el periodo de calibracio´n se mantiene en otros periodos
temporales. Esta hipo´tesis no puede garantizarse y constituye una limitacio´n. Adema´s, las
te´cnicas estad´ısticas so´lo pueden proporcionar estimaciones en aquellos lugares donde hay
observaciones disponibles. Por otro lado, presentan la ventaja de requerir pocos recursos
computacionales para obtener la informacio´n a escala regional una vez que la relacio´n
con la gran escala ha sido encontrada. La te´cnicas estad´ısticas han sido ampliamente
utilizadas con variables relacionadas con la precipitacio´n y la temperatura del aire en
superficie (e.g. Kim et al., 1984; Wigley et al., 1990; Noguer, 1994; Gonza´lez-Rouco
et al., 2000; Huth, 2002; Xoplaki et al., 2003a,b, 2004; Vrac et al., 2007; Paul et al., 2008;
Busuioc et al., 2008; Li and Smith, 2009). Por el contrario, un ana´lisis exhaustivo de
su capacidad para estimar variables relacionadas con el viento ha sido poco explorado.
Un estudio pionero aplico´ metodolog´ıas lineales basadas en el ana´lisis de correlacio´n
cano´nica para reconstruir para´metros asociados con el viento durante el u´ltimo siglo en
varios emplazamientos en el Atla´ntico Norte (Kaas et al., 1996). Faucher et al. (1999)
usaron te´cnicas estad´ısticas para reconstruir el viento observado en boyas situadas al oeste
de Canada´. Otros estudios realizan estimaciones de diferentes variables meteorolo´gicas
entre las que se encuentran algunas relacionadas con el viento (e.g. Gutie´rrez et al., 2004;
Cheng et al., 2007). El a´rea donde mayor uso han tenido este tipo de te´cnicas ha sido
la estimacio´n de los cambios de la velocidad del viento en escenarios de futuro asociados
con un potencial cambio clima´tico (Bogardi and Matyasovszky, 1996; Sailor et al., 2000;
Pryor et al., 2005b,c, 2006; Najac et al., 2009).
La simulaciones regionales se basan en principios f´ısicos muy similares a aquellos
usados por los MCGs para aumentar la resolucio´n espacial (Krishnamurti and Bounoua,
1995; Pielke, 2002). Sin embargo, la evolucio´n atmosfe´rica se simula so´lo sobre una regio´n
de la superficie terrestre. Esto permite aumentar la resolucio´n espacial sin comprometer
los recursos computacionales, alcanzando resoluciones horizontales t´ıpicas que var´ıan
entre unas decenas de km hasta 1 km. El aumento de la resolucio´n espacial proporciona
una mejor representacio´n de la heterogeneidad de la superficie terrestre que deber´ıa
traducirse en una mejor estimacio´n de la variabilidad regional (Mass et al., 2002). El
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incremento de la resolucio´n espacial tambie´n permite mejorar la representacio´n de los
procesos f´ısicos que se parametrizan en los volu´menes en los cuales se ha discretizado la
atmo´sfera por tener una escala de resolucio´n inferior a la del modelo (Stensrud, 2007).
La mejora en la representacio´n de los procesos f´ısicos en los modelos regionales tambie´n
deber´ıa contribuir a aumentar su realismo con respecto a las simulaciones proporcionadas
por los MCGs.
Las simulaciones regionales se realizan con modelos de a´rea limitada o modelos
mesoscalares (Black, 1994; Grell et al., 1994; Bubnova et al., 1995; Cotton et al., 2003;
Skamarock et al., 2005). Estos modelos usan las salidas de los MCGs para obtener las
condiciones iniciales y de contorno necesarias para aproximar una solucio´n. Al principio,
los modelos de a´rea limitada se usaron para realizar predicciones nume´ricas del tiempo
o para analizar feno´menos a mesoscala (Physick, 1988; Warner, 1989). La idea de usar
los modelos de a´rea limitada para estudiar los impactos regionales del sistema clima´tico
global fue propuesta por Dickinson et al. (1989). Tras dicha propuesta, no se tardo´ mucho
en realizar las primeras simulaciones regionales de un mes de duracio´n (e.g. Giorgi and
Bates, 1989; Giorgi, 1990; Marinucci et al., 1995; Walsh and McGregor, 1995); estos ex-
perimentos se ir´ıan aumentando en longitud temporal y resolucio´n espacial con la mayor
disponibilidad de medios computacionales (e.g. Giorgi et al., 1993; Christensen et al.,
1998). El campo experimento´ un desarrollo enorme en los an˜os sucesivos (McGregor,
1997; Wang et al., 2004; Giorgi, 2006). Algunos estudios han evaluado la capacidad de
simulaciones regionales relativamente largas en reproducir el campo de viento en superfi-
cie (Buckley, 2004; Conil and Hall, 2006; Walter et al., 2006; Kanamitsu and Kanamaru,
2007). Sin embargo, la realizacio´n de simulaciones de varios an˜os a muy alta resolucio´n es-
pacial (unos pocos km) todav´ıa resulta computacionalmente costoso y esta v´ıa no ha sido
au´n muy explorada a pesar de su potencial para analizar la variabilidad espaciotemporal
del viento en regiones de terreno complejo. Normalmente se suele simular un periodo
temporal corto, de unos pocos meses o la duracio´n de una campan˜a observacional, para
dimensionar los recursos computacionales necesarios (e.g. Georgelin and Richard, 1996;
Masson and Bougeault, 1996; Zhong and Fast, 2003; Cairns and Corey, 2003; Rife et al.,
2004; Rife and Davis, 2005; Zagar et al., 2006; Soriano et al., 2006; Pe´rez-Landa et al.,
2007). Estos estudios han contribuido a entender mejor la influencia que la orograf´ıa
ejerce sobre las circulaciones superficiales o a evaluar la bondad de una simulacio´n bajo
determinados forzamientos sino´pticos. Ser´ıa interesante explorar la capacidad de repro-
ducir la variabilidad de baja frecuencia de las circulaciones en superficie por medio de
simulaciones regionales realizadas a alta resolucio´n espacial. Otro aspecto interesante a
analizar consistir´ıa en evaluar la mejora introducida en las estimaciones como consecuen-
cia de aumentar de resolucio´n horizontal.
Por lo tanto, necesitamos evaluar mejor la capacidad de las te´cnicas de aumento de
resolucio´n espacial, tanto las estad´ısticas como las basadas en simulaciones regionales,
antes de usarlas de forma rutinaria para estimar las circulaciones superficiales.
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Objetivos
El objetivo principal de este trabajo es analizar la capacidad del modelo mesoscalar para
la investigacio´n y prediccio´n del tiempo (WRF, Skamarock et al., 2005) de reproducir
la variabilidad y la climatolog´ıa de las circulaciones superficiales en una zona de terreno
complejo. Para ello se ha realizado una simulacio´n en alta resolucio´n espacial que cubre
un intervalo temporal de trece an˜os. El ana´lisis se lleva a cabo con medias diarias del
viento. Esta decisio´n filtra parcialmente los efectos asociados con forzamientos te´rmicos,
y permite centrar el estudio en la influencia de los forzamientos dina´micos asociados a la
interacio´n de la dina´mica atmosfe´rica a escala sino´ptica con la orograf´ıa regional.
Para proporcionar una evaluacio´n adecuada es necesario entender el comportamiento
del viento sobre la zona. Por lo tanto, este trabajo analiza primero la variabilidad y la
climatolog´ıa del viento en superficie con observaciones in situ para seguidamente analizar
la habilidad de la simulacio´n nume´rica en reproducir el comportamiento del viento ob-
servado. Con este propo´sito, los ana´lisis realizados con las observaciones esta´n orientados
a entender las circulaciones superficiales sobre la zona de estudio y a la vez proporcionar
un marco adecuado para la evaluacio´n. Por tanto, hay dos objetivos parciales en la Tesis:
i) analizar la variabilidad y climatolog´ıa del viento superficial en una zona de terreno
complejo y ii) evaluar la capacidad de reproducir el comportamiento observado mediante
una simulacio´n regional realizada con el modelo WRF.
El a´rea de estudio seleccionada es la Comunidad Foral de Navarra (CFN), una regio´n
de terreno complejo situada en el noreste de la Pen´ınsula Ibe´rica (IP, Fig. 1.2). La CFN
se caracteriza por sus altas velocidades de viento que han favorecido la instalacio´n de
numerosos parques eo´licos sobre la zona en los u´ltimos an˜os (Fairless, 2007; Garc´ıa-
Bustamante et al., 2008, 2009). La CFN tiene una red de estaciones meteorolo´gicas
razonablemente densa con observaciones de viento disponibles desde 1992 lo que ha per-
mitido llevar a cabo varios ana´lisis del viento en la zona (Garc´ıa et al., 1998; Torres et al.,
1999, 2005; Jime´nez et al., 2008, 2009b). Dada la existencia de una orograf´ıa relativa-
mente compleja y una buena red de observaciones, la CFN constituye un a´rea interesante
para evaluar la capacidad de reproducir el viento en superficie mediante simulaciones re-
gionales.
Aproximacio´n conceptual
No hay ninguna razo´n obvia para justificar el uso de una simulacio´n regional en detri-
mento de te´cnicas estad´ısticas, porque ambas metodolog´ıas presentan sus ventajas y
desventajas y ser´ıa interesante evaluar el comportamiento de ambas. Entre las ventajas
que presenta la simulacio´n regional sobre las te´cnicas estad´ısticas cabe destacar su mayor
cobertura espacial en tres dimensiones, su consistencia f´ısica y su relativa independencia
de las observaciones.
La comparacio´n de las simulaciones nume´ricas con observaciones se suele denominar
proceso de “verificacio´n” o “validacio´n”. Sin embargo, se puede argumentar que la ver-
ificacio´n o validacio´n de los modelos nume´ricos que describen los sistemas naturales es
imposible (Oreskes et al., 1994; Oreskes, 1998). Las simulaciones pueden compararse con
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las observaciones para “confirmar” que la simulacio´n es adecuada para reproducir ciertos
aspectos de la realidad en un caso particular, pero nada puede asegurarnos que la sim-
ulacio´n sera´ adecuada en otras situaciones. Cuanto mayor sea el nu´mero de ana´lisis en
los que la simulacio´n muestre resultados adecuados, mayor sera´ la posibilidad de que la
simulacio´n proporcione resultados aceptables en otras situaciones comparables. En este
sentido, las simulaciones regionales so´lo pueden evaluarse en te´rminos relativos (Oreskes
et al., 1994).
Por otro lado, la comparacio´n de las simulaciones con informacio´n local es siempre del-
icada (von Storch, 1995). Normalmente, las observaciones in situ se comparan con la sim-
ulacio´n en el punto de la rejilla computacional ma´s cercano a la estacio´n de medida (Cox
et al., 1998; Hanna and Yang, 2001; Buckley, 2004). Sin embargo, merece la pena destacar
dos razones por las que este tipo de comparaciones resultan problema´ticas. Por un lado,
las simulaciones proporcionan variables promediadas en volu´menes con propiedades ho-
moge´neas debido a la discretizacio´n espacial y al promedio de Reynolds que se aplica
para simplificar las ecuaciones (Reynolds, 1895). Por tanto, su comparacio´n con obser-
vaciones in situ es discutible en aquellos emplazamientos sometidos a efectos locales no
considerados en el volumen simulado. Por otro lado, la discretizacio´n introducida suaviza
la complejidad del terreno y las propiedades f´ısicas de la superficie terrestre. Esto puede
conducir a una situacio´n en la que la seleccio´n del volumen que incluye el emplazamiento
de la observacio´n no es la ma´s apropiada para representar la variabilidad observada;
siendo la simulacio´n en volu´menes cercanos ma´s adecuada. Nos referiremos a este u´ltimo
problema como el del error de representacio´n. Existen diferentes metodolog´ıas para mit-
igar estos efectos adversos. Por ejemplo, se pueden emplear modelos de diagno´stico para
aumentar la resolucio´n espacial proporcionada por las simulaciones regionales (e.g. Chan-
drasekar et al., 2003; Ludwig et al., 2006), o comparar los campos espaciales suavizados
de funciones ortogonales emp´ıricas (EOFs, del ingle´s “empirical orthogonal functions”)
procedentes de un ana´lisis de componentes principales (PCA, del ingle´s “principal com-
ponent analysis”) aplicado a la simulacio´n y a las observaciones (Volmer et al., 1984).
Un procedimiento interesante fue propuesto por Reid y Turner (2001) que compararon
los promedios en los volu´menes procedentes de una simulacio´n regional realizada a baja
resolucio´n horizontal (40 km) con promedios de observaciones en regiones definidas de
forma subjetiva. El promedio de las series observacionales necesario para obtener las series
regionales filtra la variabilidad local (ruido), reforzando la sen˜al regional. Esto condujo
a mejorar la comparacio´n entre las salidas del modelo y las observaciones respecto al
me´todo ma´s tradicional de comparar con el punto de la rejilla ma´s cercano.
En esta Tesis se usa un me´todo automa´tico para identificar las regiones con similar
variabilidad temporal del viento sin ningu´n conocimiento a priori del comportamiento del
viento sobre la zona. En este sentido se usa un procedimiento ma´s objetivo que el de Reid y
Turner (2001). La regionalizacio´n permite analizar la variabilidad espacial y temporal del
viento sobre la zona de estudio (Cap´ıtulo 4). A su vez, la identificacio´n de a´reas en las que
el viento se comporta de forma homoge´nea tambie´n proporciona un marco adecuado para
evaluar la capacidad de la simulacio´n regional para reproducir la variabilidad superficial
del campo de viento (Cap´ıtulo 5). En concreto, el promedio de las series temporales
necesario para obtener la serie regional mitiga los efectos locales en las observaciones y los
errores de representacio´n aleatorios en la simulacio´n, proporcionando series temporales
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ma´s adecuadas para su comparacio´n. Basa´ndose en los resultados obtenidos durante la
evaluacio´n, la mayor cobertura espacial y temporal que proporciona la simulacio´n regional
se usa para analizar la variabilidad del viento en lugares y periodos en los que no hay
observaciones disponibles (Cap´ıtulo 5).
El estudio de la climatolog´ıa de las circulaciones superficiales proporciona informacio´n
complementaria a los estudios de variabilidad del campo de viento. Las circulaciones cli-
matolo´gicas sobre la zona se estudian mediante la identificacio´n de patrones de viento
que caracterizan las circulaciones locales (Cap´ıtulo 6). Con este propo´sito, los campos
de viento observados se clasifican en grupos con similar tipo de circulacio´n, lo que per-
mite identificar las circulaciones predominantes sobre la zona y su relacio´n con el clima
regional. Los campos de presio´n a nivel del mar tambie´n se clasifican con el fin de identi-
ficar los patrones sino´pticos t´ıpicos y poder relacionarlos con las circulaciones de viento
y as´ı entender los mecanismos responsables de la variabilidad atmosfe´rica regional. Este
ana´lisis permite tambie´n analizar la capacidad de la simulacio´n regional para reproducir
la climatolog´ıa de las circulaciones sobre la regio´n (Cap´ıtulo 7). Cada tipo de circulacio´n
de viento agrupa un gran nu´mero de d´ıas lo que contribuye a aumentar la confianza al
generalizar los resultados obtenidos en la evaluacio´n (ver la discusio´n previa sobre Oreskes
et al., 1994 y Oreskes, 1998). Adema´s, el conocimiento de las situaciones a gran escala
que pueden producir cada tipo de circulacio´n en superficie permite evaluar la capacidad
del modelo en reproducir tales circulaciones bajo distintos forzamientos sino´pticos.
Aportaciones fundamentales
A continuacio´n se describen los objetivos parciales de cada seccio´n de la Tesis as´ı como
los resultados ma´s relevantes.
• Datos observacionales
En primera instancia, los datos observacionales se sometieron a un proceso de
depuracio´n con el objetivo de suprimir o corregir medidas potencialmente erro´neas
(Cap´ıtulo 2). Los datos observacionales consisten en promedios de 10 o 30 minutos
del mo´dulo y la direccio´n del viento registrados desde 1992 hasta 2005 en 41 esta-
ciones meteorolo´gicas automa´ticas (Fig. 1.2). Existen numerosas referencias para la
aplicacio´n de controles de calidad y homogenizacio´n de variables relacionadas con
la temperatura y la precipitacio´n, sin embargo, hay muy pocos estudios que se cen-
tren en variables relacionadas con el viento (DeGaetano, 1997, 1998; Graybeal, 2006).
En particular, no hay ningu´n trabajo previo cuyo objetivo sea mejorar la calidad de
observaciones de alta frecuencia del viento registradas en estaciones meteorolo´gicas
automa´ticas como es el caso de los datos empleados en esta Tesis.
Los datos de viento y direccio´n son sometidos a un control de calidad (Fig. 2.1)
para suprimir las medidas cuestionables y, seguidamente, se suprimen o corrigen los
periodos con diferencia de medias o varianza en las distintas series temporales. El
proceso de depuracio´n de la calidad de los datos descrito en este trabajo no solo
contribuye con la creacio´n de una base de datos de viento de mayor calidad, sino que
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tambie´n permite entender un poco mejor la problema´tica relacionada con la medida
de esta variable.
Los resultados ma´s relevantes de esta Seccio´n esta´n siendo redactados para su publi-
cacio´n (Jime´nez et al., 2009d).
• La simulacio´n regional
La simulacio´n regional se realiza con el modelo WRF (Skamarock et al., 2005) y com-
prende todo el periodo observacional disponible, desde 1992 hasta 2005, con una alta
resolucio´n espacial de 2 km sobre la CFN (Cap´ıtulo 3). Estas cara´cter´ısticas de la
simulacio´n permiten representar de forma realista la orograf´ıa compleja de la CFN
y a la vez proporcionan un periodo suficientemente largo como para poder analizar
la variabilidad de baja frecuencia del viento. El valor de la simulacio´n debe de con-
templarse teniendo en cuenta el alto coste computacional necesario que demandan los
modelos mesoscalares. No se tiene constancia de ningu´n estudio previo que evalu´e la
capacidad de una simulacio´n regional llevada a cabo a tan alta resolucio´n espacial y
sobre un periodo temporal tan extenso como es el caso descrito en esta Tesis.
• Variabilidad del campo de viento
La variabilidad del viento sobre la CFN se estudia mediante la identificacio´n de aquel-
los emplazamientos con variabilidad temporal similar del viento. Esta regionalizacio´n
permite determinar las zonas con comportamiento homoge´neo del viento. El obje-
tivo que se persigue con esta clasificacio´n es doble. Por un lado permite estudiar la
variabilidad del viento sobre la zona, mientras que por otro lado permite realizar la
evaluacio´n de la simulacio´n por subregiones en vez de por emplazamientos.
La regionalizacio´n se lleva a cabo por medio de dos metodolog´ıas basadas en PCAs.
Esto permite comparar resultados y as´ı determinar las subregiones de forma ma´s
robusta. El primer me´todo de regionalizacio´n realiza un ana´lisis de conglomerados
(del ingle´s “cluster analysis”) de las componentes de los autovectores procedentes del
PCA (Romero et al., 1999b). El segundo me´todo rota los autovectores para identificar
las regiones de comportamiento homoge´neo del viento (White et al., 1991). Aunque
este tipo de clasificaciones se emplean con relativa frecuencia en la regionalizacio´n
de variables escalares (e.g. Dyer, 1975; White et al., 1991; Coronato and Bisigato,
1998; Bonell and Sumner, 1992; Fovell and Fovell, 1993; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2007,
2008; Burlando et al., 2008) no hay constancia de que se hayan aplicado al viento
horizontal, una variable vectorial, como es el caso de esta Tesis.
Los regiones identificadas por el me´todo de conglomerados y el me´todo basado en
la rotacio´n pueden observarse en las Figuras 4.8c y 4.11a, respectivamente. Ambas
producen regiones equivalentes distribuidas de acuerdo con la orograf´ıa de la zona.
Hay una primera subregio´n que engloba estaciones en el valle del Ebro (c´ırculos en
Fig. 4.11a). Otra subregio´n engloba las estaciones localizadas en la cima de montan˜as
(cuadrados en Fig. 4.11a). La tercera subregio´n esta formada por un conjunto de
estaciones con una orientacio´n Norte-Sur en el centro de la CFN (rombos en Fig.
4.11a). La u´ltima subregio´n esta´ fundamentalmente formada por estaciones en valles
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al norte del valle del Ebro (tria´ngulos en Fig. 4.11a). La principal diferencia entre
las dos clasificaciones es que la que se basa en el ana´lisis de conglomerados genera
una zona con regiones pequen˜as que son agrupadas en la subregio´n con orientacio´n
Norte-Sur por el me´todo basado en la rotacio´n.
La variabilidad meridiana del viento es similar en todas las regiones, siendo respons-
able de su diferente variabilidad la componente zonal del viento. El ana´lisis espectral
de la variabilidad del viento en las subregiones revela la presencia de una onda anual
dominante y diferentes contribuciones de alta frecuencia en las distintas regiones (Fig.
4.15). Las regiones de valle tienden a mostrar mayor actividad a altas frecuencias que
la subregio´n de montan˜a.
Los resultados ma´s importantes de esta Seccio´n de la Tesis han sido publicados como
Jime´nez et al. (2008).
• Evaluacio´n de la simulacio´n regional: variabilidad
El objetivo principal de esta seccio´n es evaluar la habilidad de la simulacio´n regional
para reproducir la variabilidad del campo del viento en superficie. El ana´lisis se basa en
la regionalizacio´n obtenida con las observaciones. Aqu´ı se muestra como la evaluacio´n
a nivel regional proporciona mejor concordancia entre observaciones y simulaciones
que la tradicional comparacio´n a escala local (Fig. 5.2). Esto se debe a que el prome-
diado de las series observadas/simuladas necesario para obtener las series regionales
filtra los efectos locales y errores de representacio´n de las series individuales (ruido)
y a la vez refuerza la sen˜al regional. El resultado de la evaluacio´n muestra el real-
ismo de la simulacio´n al reproducir las a´reas de similar variabilidad del viento. En las
subregiones del valle del Ebro y la de montan˜a la simulacio´n proporciona las mejores
estimaciones.
La adecuada reproducio´n de la variabilidad espaciotemporal del viento proporciono´
confianza para emplear la mayor cobertura espacial y temporal que proporciona la
simulacio´n para analizar la variabilidad del viento en periodos y a´reas con carencia de
observaciones. Este ana´lisis de inferencia sugiere que el reducido nu´mero de estaciones
es adecuado para representar la variabilidad espacial del viento, aunque convendr´ıa
aumentar la densidad de estaciones en algunas zonas. Este tipo de estudio puede ser de
cierta utilidad a la hora de mejorar el disen˜o de redes de observaciones meteorolo´gicas.
Los resultados ma´s importantes de esta Seccio´n de la Tesis esta´n actualmente en pro-
ceso de revisio´n para su publicacio´n (Jime´nez et al., 2009a).
• Climatolog´ıa del campo de viento
Las circulaciones climatolo´gicas sobre la CFN se analizan clasificando juntos aquellos
d´ıas con similar estructura en el campo de viento. De nuevo el estudio presenta el
doble objetivo de entender el comportamiento del viento y a la vez proporcionar un
entorno adecuado para la evaluacio´n de la simulacio´n. La clasificacio´n se realizo´ con
dos metodolog´ıas diferentes. El primer me´todo clasifica los campos de viento en base
a su similitud espacial (Kaufmann and Whiteman, 1999) mientras que el segundo se
basa en la variabilidad temporal (Green et al., 1993). Ambas clasificaciones propor-
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cionan resultados similares lo que confiere robustez a los seis patrones superficiales de
viento identificados (Fig. 6.7). Cinco de estos patrones presentan flujo del noroeste-
sureste (Fig. 6.7a-e) lo que indica la gran influencia que ejerce la orograf´ıa sobre las
circulaciones superficiales, dado que los valles en la CFN se alinean principalmente en
esa direccio´n. La frecuencia de aparicio´n de estos patrones a lo largo del an˜o muestra
una marcada estacionalidad (Fig. 6.14).
Los estados atmosfe´ricos asociados a cada uno de los patrones de viento representa-
dos por la temperatura, humedad relativa, radiacio´n global y precipitacio´n revelan
distintos reg´ımenes de adveccio´n dependiendo del patro´n de circulacio´n superficial.
Otro de los objetivos parciales en esta seccio´n es analizar los patrones sino´pticos re-
sponsables de las circulaciones superficiales. Con este fin, los campos de presio´n a nivel
del mar con una estructura similar se clasificaron juntos en lo que se denominaron
patrones de presio´n. Se identificaron ocho patrones de presio´n (Fig. 6.18). Estos pa-
trones son consistentes con los patrones identificados en otros estudios previos (Soler,
1977; Guardans and Palomino, 1995; Zhang et al., 1997; Trigo and DaCamara, 2000).
Los patrones muestran importantes asociaciones con los seis patrones t´ıpicos de cir-
culacio´n superficial (Tabla 6.2). Del resultado de analizar estas relaciones se deduce
la importancia del balance ageostro´fico y la intensifiacio´n del viento ejercida por el
gradiente de presio´n a lo largo del valle del Ebro.
Los resultados ma´s importantes de esta Seccio´n de la Tesis han sido publicados como
Jime´nez et al. (2009b).
• Evaluacio´n de la simulacio´n regional: climatolog´ıa
El objetivo de esta seccio´n es determinar la habilidad de la simulacio´n para reproducir
la climatolog´ıa de las circulaciones superficiales. El ana´lisis presta especial atencio´n
a la influencia de la orograf´ıa y las circulaciones a gran escala a la hora de estimar el
campo de viento.
En general, la simulacio´n muestra una tendencia a sobrestimar el viento en los valles,
las zonas menos ventosas, y a infraestimarlo en las estaciones de montan˜a, la ma´s
ventosas (Fig. 7.1). Esto conlleva a que la simulacio´n infraestime la variabilidad espa-
cial del campo de viento, y esta´ relacionado con el suavizado de la topograf´ıa que se
aplica para poder realizar la simulacio´n regional. Las estimaciones de la direccio´n son
mejores en la regio´n de montan˜a que en las regiones de valles. Esto probablemente
esta´ asociado con la menor influencia que ejerce la orograf´ıa circundante en la regio´n
de montan˜a que esta´ ma´s expuesta a los vientos geostro´ficos.
La simulacio´n reproduce de forma razonable la estructura del flujo superficial de cada
uno de los patrones t´ıpicos de viento (Fig. 7.4). Las principales discrepancias esta´n
asociadas a limitaciones de la simulacio´n para reproducir ciertas cara´cter´ısticas de
algunos patrones de presio´n. En concreto, la simulacio´n regional tiende a infraestimar
la presio´n a nivel del mar al noroeste de la Pen´ınsula Ibe´rica, lo que causa una
infraestimacio´n del gradiente de presio´n a lo largo de los valles de la CFN, que a
su vez se traduce en una infraestimacio´n de la velocidad del viento en los valles
en ciertos patrones de viento. En algunos casos esta infraestimacio´n del gradiente de
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presio´n conduce a la simulacio´n de vientos de sentido opuesto al observado. Por tanto,
limitaciones en la representacio´n de la topograf´ıa y limitaciones para reproducir la
gran escala introducen errores en las estimaciones de las circulaciones superficiales
observadas.
Los resultados ma´s importantes de esta Seccio´n de la Tesis esta´n siendo redactados
para su publicacio´n (Jime´nez et al., 2009c).
Conclusiones ma´s relevantes
Este trabajo ha contribuido a comprender mejor la capacidad de una simulacio´n regional
de alta resolucio´n espacial para reproducir las circulaciones superficiales en una zona de
terreno complejo.
La variabilidad de la componente meridiana del viento es similar en toda la CFN,
siendo la variabilidad de la componente zonal la que marca la diferencia en el compor-
tamiento de viento. El viento muestra un ciclo anual dominante con contribuciones de
alta frecuencia en los valles.
Las circulaciones predominantes son del noroeste seguidas por las del sureste. Esta
es la direccio´n de los valles ma´s importantes de la CFN, lo que revela la gran influencia
que ejerce la orograf´ıa sobre las circulaciones superficiales. El balance ageotro´fico y la
intensificacio´n ejercida por el gradiente de presio´n a lo largo de los valles de la CFN
controlan en buena medida las circulaciones superficiales.
La simulacio´n muestra estimaciones aceptables de la variabilidad del viento en su-
perficie (Fig. 8.1). Se han puesto de manifiesto las ventajas que la evaluacio´n a nivel
regional proporciona en comparacio´n con la evaluacio´n a nivel local. Los resultados ani-
man a extender la simulacio´n regional a periodos anteriores a 1992 para poder analizar
la variabilidad del viento cuando las observaciones son muy limitadas.
Limitaciones en la representacio´n de la orograf´ıa as´ı como problemas para reproducir
las circulaciones a escala sino´ptica introducen errores en las estimaciones de las circula-
ciones superficiales. Por tanto, la mejora que cabr´ıa esperar como resultado de aumentar
la resolucio´n espacial de la simulacio´n regional esta´ limitada por la capacidad del modelo
en reproducir las circulaciones a escala sino´ptica. Extender la simulacio´n a periodos ante-
riores a 1992 para analizar la climatolog´ıa del viento superficial requerir´ıa aplicar alguna
clase de correccio´n. Una posibilidad consistir´ıa en corregir los errores introducidos por
cada uno de los ocho patrones de presio´n identificados sobre la Pen´ınsula Ibe´rica (Fig.
8.2). Esta simulacio´n corregida podr´ıa usarse en el futuro para evaluar la sostenibilidad
del gran nu´mero de parques eo´licos instalados en la CFN. Otra posibilidad para mejorar
las estimaciones podr´ıa consistir en aplicar te´cnicas que impongan la estructura de la
gran escala (del ingle´s “nudging techniques”) a la simulacio´n regional.
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1Introduction
1.1 A challengeable problem
Understanding and forecasting regional wind variability is relevant for a wide variety of
phenomena, for example, the transport and dispersion of pollutants along an area, plan-
ning and decision making within situations of risk assessment related to the occurrence
of extreme events (e.g. forest fires, structural damages in buildings, etc) and power fore-
casting in wind farms. The latter is becoming an issue of increasing demand to establish
national policies in view of the recent developments of renewable energy technologies
(Goswami, 2008; Lu et al., 2009).
The mean surface winds are a result of the general circulation of the atmosphere,
which tries to compensate the differential heating of the Earth’s surface by transporting
energy from the equator to the poles (e. g. Lorentz, 1967; Holton, 2004; Schneider, 2006).
Mean zonal winds are easterly in low latitudes, westerly in middle latitudes and weak
easterly winds are present at high latitudes. The mean meridional winds are weaker and
display a poleward (equatorward) component in regions of surface westerlies (easterlies).
This structure can be recognized in the averaged surface circulations from the ERA-40
reanalysis project (Simmons and Gibson, 2000; Uppala et al., 2005) displayed in Figure
1.1. The surface zonal/meridional wind alternation is the result of meridional circulation
cells within the troposphere (Palme´n and Vuorela, 1963; Vuorela and Tuominen, 1964).
The winds associated with the general circulation of the atmosphere are a consequence
of radiative processes and rotational effects acting on the atmosphere of a spherical Earth.
Considering a nonuniform earth surface introduces additional variability. The topography
influence on the atmospheric circulations has been the focus of numerous theoretical
(Queney, 1948; Scorer, 1949; Jackson and Hunt, 1975; Sykes, 1980; Hunt et al., 1988)
and observational research (Mason and Sykes, 1979; Jenkins et al., 1981; Mason and King,
1985; Taylor and Teunissen, 1987; Vosper et al., 2002). In general terms, the orography
produces dynamical and thermal forcings generated by the terrain interaction with the
atmospheric dynamics and radiation (Whiteman, 2000). The dynamical forcing modifies
the large scale flow due to channeling, forced ascents, blocking, etc. Thermal effects
introduce additional wind variability by generating local diurnal circulations such as
valley winds or mountain-plain circulations (Wagner, 1938; Defant, 1949). The effects
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of topography over the planetary-scale flow can be noticed in Figure 1.1. The northern
hemisphere presents more continents and therefore more mountainous regions, and, as a
consequence, it shows a less clear zonal circulation than the southern hemisphere where
the flow encounters less obstacles (Manabe and Terpstra, 1974). The heterogeneity of
the surface physical properties such as the soil type or vegetation cover can potentially
generate additional thermally driven circulations. Clear examples of this kind of induced
flows are the land/sea breezes (Simpson, 1994).
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Fig. 1.1: Mean sea level pressure (contour lines) and mean wind (vectors) in the period 1957 -
2002 from the ERA-40 reanalysis project.
The surface wind characteristics over a particular region are therefore largely con-
trolled by its specific location within the globe, which determines the influence of the
large scale circulation and by the terrain features. Understanding of the regional wind
field can be undertaken from a purely observational standpoint that provides informa-
tion on the statistics of wind variability (e. g. Baker et al., 1978; Martner and Marwitz,
1982; Wendland, 1982; Klink, 2002; Archer and Jacobson, 2003, 2004, 2005; McVicar
et al., 2008). Additionally, using model based approaches allow for a more complete un-
derstanding of the physical processes and mechanisms operating on the regional flow, its
interactions with landscape features and other driving factors at meso- and large- scales
(e. g. Mahrer and Pielke, 1977; Mahrer et al., 1985; Rife et al., 2004).
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Observational based studies attempt to address an accurate representation of wind
variability at the regional level assuming that local in situ information is representative
for some area around the site, and that the integration of this information for all sites is
sufficient to provide a good regional scale coverage. The reliability on the representation of
the regional flow can be however hampered by the quality and availability of wind records.
Topography also impinges on the regional representation by increasing the complexity
of the flow as a consequence of the dynamical and thermal forcing generated by the
orography (Whiteman, 2000). Thus, a more complex wind field requires a denser network
of stations to better capture the spatial variability and details of the flow.
Model based assessments lean on the hydrodynamic equations (e.g. Dutton, 2002;
Holton, 2004) to provide physically consistent estimations of the atmospheric states. Since
these form a non-linear system of partial differential equations, it is not possible yet to
derive an analytical solution, and an approximate solution must be developed (Bjerknes,
1904). The solution is a function of the initial conditions which need to be provided
in advance. The first attempt to numerically integrate the equations was performed by
hand and it resulted in an unrealistic estimation (Richardson, 1922). It was necessary
considerably progress in our understanding of the atmospheric dynamics and numerical
methods before a successful estimation was achieved (Charney et al., 1950).
The numerical algorithms used to simulate the global behavior of the atmosphere
are known as General Circulation Models (GCMs). The GCMs have been shown to re-
produce the latitudinal eastward-westward-eastward surface wind alternation, and have
contributed to make progress in our understanding of the general circulation of the atmo-
sphere (Phillips, 1956; Lewis, 1998). The integration of the hydrodynamic equations over
the whole atmosphere requires large computational resources which severely limit the
spatial discretization. Even with the large computer development experienced during the
last decades, the typical GCMs horizontal resolution is on the order of 1o lat x lon (111
km at the equator). Hence, GCMs can potentially provide adequate results at homoge-
neous regions but their results must be considered carefully as the surface heterogeneity
increases. This is specially the case of complex terrain regions, wherein the surface wind
field can present a high variability as a consequence of the strong modifications that the
orography produces over the large scale flows.
Theoretically, this limitation of the GCMs could be avoided by increasing the hori-
zontal resolution to capture regional details. However, the computational cost necessary
to approximate a solution would be prohibitive. It is therefore necessary to look for addi-
tional procedures to obtain regional information. With this aim, downscaling techniques
based on the good performance of the GCMs to reproduce large scale fields were devel-
oped (Giorgi and Means, 1991; von Storch, 1995; Hewitson and Crane, 1996; Wilby and
Wigley, 1997). The downscaling approaches can be divided into statistical and dynamical
depending on the procedures used to derive the regional information.
The statistical approaches establish empirical relationships between large scale fields,
usually outputs of GCMs, and observed variables during a calibration period (Zorita
et al., 1992; von Storch et al., 1993; Wilby et al., 1998). The relationship is then used
to estimate the regional variability in the absence of observations. Quite different ap-
proaches based on either linear or non-linear techniques can be used to establish the
statistical relationship between the large scale and the regional scale. All the statistical
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downscaling approaches suffer from the assumption that the relationship encountered
during the calibration period will hold on for other temporal periods. In addition, these
techniques are able to provide estimations only at those places where observations are
available. On the contrary, the statistical downscaling presents the advantage of requiring
few computational resources to derive the regional variability once the relationship has
been found. The performance of statistical downscaling approaches has been extensively
explored for precipitation and temperature variables (e.g. Kim et al., 1984; Wigley et al.,
1990; Noguer, 1994; Gonza´lez-Rouco et al., 2000; Huth, 2002; Xoplaki et al., 2003a,b,
2004; Vrac et al., 2007; Paul et al., 2008; Busuioc et al., 2008; Li and Smith, 2009).
On the contrary, an exhaustive analysis of their performance with wind related vari-
ables was seldom attempted. A pioneering exercise used linear methodologies based on
canonical correlation analysis to reconstruct a wind climatology for the last century at
several locations in the North Atlantic area (Kaas et al., 1996). Another study used
statistical downscaling to reconstruct the wind climatology of several buoys in western
Canada (Faucher et al., 1999). Other statistical downscaling exercises have dealt only
partially with wind variables (e.g. Gutie´rrez et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2007) or use them
to estimate potential wind speed variations under climate change scenarios (Bogardi and
Matyasovszky, 1996; Sailor et al., 2000; Pryor et al., 2005b,c, 2006; Najac et al., 2009).
The dynamical downscaling techniques derive regional variability using physical prin-
ciples similar to those used by GCMs (Krishnamurti and Bounoua, 1995; Pielke, 2002).
However, the atmospheric evolution is simulated only over a limited area of the Earth,
which allows to reach horizontal resolutions of a few kilometers. Increasing the spatial
resolution provides a more accurate representation of the surface heterogeneity and a
better representation of physical processes (Stensrud, 2007), which should be reflected
in a more accurate simulation (Mass et al., 2002). The limited area models or mesoscale
models make use of GCM outputs to obtain the initial and boundary conditions neces-
sary to approximate a solution. A number of different models are available to perform
the downscaling (e.g. Black, 1994; Grell et al., 1994; Bubnova et al., 1995; Cotton et al.,
2003; Skamarock et al., 2005).
The limited area models were first used for numerical weather prediction or to analyze
mesoscale phenomena (Physick, 1988; Warner, 1989). For those purposes, only one or two
days of simulation were required. The idea of using limited area models to understand the
regional impacts of the global climate system was proposed by Dickinson et al. (1989).
Shortly after that study, longer regional climate simulations spanning a few months (e.g.
Giorgi and Bates, 1989; Giorgi, 1990; Marinucci et al., 1995; Walsh and McGregor, 1995)
and multi-year simulations were accomplished (e.g. Giorgi et al., 1993; Christensen et al.,
1998). The field experimented an impressive development in successive years (McGregor,
1997; Wang et al., 2004; Giorgi, 2006). Several studies have evaluated the performance of
multi-year simulations to reproduce the surface wind field (Buckley, 2004; Conil and Hall,
2006; Walter et al., 2006; Kanamitsu and Kanamaru, 2007). However, long simulations
at a very high spatial resolution (a few km), necessary to provide a relatively accurate
representation of the details of complex orography, are still computationally demanding
and thus have not been so far extensively used. Usually, a short temporal period of a
few months or specifically the duration of an observational campaign are simulated in
order to dimension the computational requirements (e.g. Georgelin and Richard, 1996;
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Masson and Bougeault, 1996; Zhong and Fast, 2003; Cairns and Corey, 2003; Rife et al.,
2004; Rife and Davis, 2005; Zagar et al., 2006; Soriano et al., 2006; Pe´rez-Landa et al.,
2007). These studies contribute to understand the influences that orography exerts over
the surface circulations or to evaluate the performance of the simulation under specific
synoptic situations. However, it is also necessary to evaluate the capability of dynamical
downscaling approaches to reproduce the long term characteristics of the surface flows
over complex terrain regions.
Considerable progress in our understanding of the behavior of both statistical and
dynamical downscaling approaches to reproduce surface wind circulations seems to be
necessary before using these techniques in routine activities with a certain degree of
confidence.
1.2 Objectives and rationale
This study aims to analyze the capability of a multi-year dynamical downscaling ac-
complished at a high spatial resolution to reproduce the surface wind variability and
climatology over a complex terrain region. The analysis is performed at daily time scales.
This decision filters out the effects associated with thermally driven circulations, and
allows to focus on the influence of dynamically driven circulations associated with the
atmospheric dynamics and its interaction with the topography of the region. In order
to provide an accurate evaluation, the surface wind variability and climatology is first
analyzed with observations, and the knowledge gained is subsequently used to evaluate
the behavior of the numerical simulation. With this aim, the observational analysis are
oriented to understand the surface circulations over the area and at a time provide an ap-
propriate framework to evaluate the performance of the dynamical downscaling. Hence,
there is a twofold objective in the present study: i) analyze the surface wind variabil-
ity and climatology over a complex terrain region; ii) to evaluate the performance of a
dynamical downscaling approach to reproduce the observed behavior.
The downscaling is accomplished at a very high spatial resolution over the area of
study in order to provide a relatively accurate representation of the topographic features.
In addition, the simulation spans a relatively long temporal period to provide a robust
evaluation of the large scale influence on the downscaled surface circulations. We are not
aware of previous studies analyzing the dynamical downscaling performance to reproduce
the surface wind behavior at such a high spatial resolution and over such an extended
temporal period as the one described herein.
There is not an obvious reason to justify the selection of dynamical downscaling
approaches in detriment of the statistical ones, since both methodologies present their
drawbacks and advantages and both deserve being evaluated. It can be argued that for the
analysis of any meteorological field, the dynamical approach presents certain advantages
over the statistical methodologies due to the higher spatial coverage provided, physical
consistency and relative independence of observations in the building of the downscaling
strategy.
The comparison of numerical simulations with observations is usually referred to as
“verification” or “validation”. However, verification or validation of numerical models of
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natural systems can be argued to be impossible (Oreskes et al., 1994; Oreskes, 1998).
The simulations can be compared to observations to confirm that the simulation is ap-
propriated for a particular case study, but nothing ensures that it will continue to work
in other situations. The higher the number of comparisons when the simulation shows an
adequate behavior, the more likely that the simulation would perform appropriately in
other situations. In this sense, the models can only be evaluated in relative terms (Oreskes
et al., 1994). In addition, the evaluation of a given simulation meets some uncertainties
when comparison with local information is involved (von Storch, 1995). Usually, in situ
observations are compared against the nearest simulated grid points (Cox et al., 1998;
Hanna and Yang, 2001; Buckley, 2004). However, two main reasons are worth to stress
as responsible for the uncertainty introduced in this particular type of comparison. First,
the simulated variables represent averaged quantities over volumes with homogeneous
properties due to the spatial discretization and the Reynolds averaging. Therefore, its
comparison to in situ observations is controversial, mostly at those locations that are
considerably affected by local features. Second, the discretization smooths the complex-
ity of orography and surface physical properties. This can potentially lead to a situation
in which the simulated volume, that includes the actual location with observations, may
not be the most suitable one to represent the observational variability; instead, nearby
volumes may be more appropriate. This last problem will be referred to hereafter as the
representativeness error. To mitigate such adverse effects, Reid and Turner (2001) com-
pared the volume averaged quantities simulated at a coarse horizontal resolution (40 km)
against averaged observations within grid cells representing subjectively defined subre-
gions. The averaging of the observational series to obtain regional ones filters out local
variability (noise), thus enhancing the regional signal. This led to stronger relationships
between model and data than in the traditional nearest grid point comparison.
Reid and Turner (2001) highlight the advantages of an evaluation performed at the
regional scale but their definition of subregions is however subjective. As a step for-
ward towards a more objective evaluation, this study uses an automated approach to
identify the regions with similar wind variability without any a priori knowledge of the
wind behavior over the area of study. Indeed, the regionalization allows to analyze the
spatio-temporal wind variability over the region (Chapter 4). The identification of areas
of internally coherent wind behavior also provides an appropriate framework to evaluate
the performance of the dynamical downscaling in reproducing the surface wind vari-
ability (Chapter 5). In particular, averaging the time series to obtain the regional ones
damps local effects in the observations as well as random representativeness errors in
the simulation leading to more appropriate time series for comparison. Additionally, the
higher spatiotemporal coverage provided by the downscaling is used to analyze the wind
variability where and when observations are not available.
The analysis of the climatological surface circulations over the area provides comple-
mentary information to the previous wind variability analysis. The climatological surface
flows are herein studied through the identification of wind patterns (WPs) that char-
acterize local circulations (Chapter 6). For this purpose, the observational wind fields
with similar structures are classified together. The classification allows to identify the
prevailing surface circulations and their relation to regional climate. The sea level pres-
sure (SLP) fields are also subjected to a classification procedure in order to identify the
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typical synoptic circulations or pressure patterns (PPs) that affect the area of study. The
relationship between the PPs and the already identified WPs allows to understand the
synoptic mechanisms responsible for regional atmospheric variability. The classification
of the wind fields into WPs is also used to evaluate the performance of the dynamical
downscaling in reproducing the climatological surface flows over the region (Chapter 7).
In addition, the knowledge of the synoptic situations that can produce a given WP, their
associated PPs, allows to discriminate the downscaling performance in reproducing the
climatological surface flows under their potential synoptic forcings. Again, the evaluation
is performed at the subregions with homogeneous wind behavior previously identified due
to the advantages that a regional evaluation provides in comparison with the evaluation
at the sites (see above). Also, the length of the simulation allows for a large number of
days within each WP class. This feature contributes to increase our confidence to gener-
alize the results obtained during the evaluation (recall the previous discussion of Oreskes,
1994, and Oreskes, 1998).
The Comunidad Foral de Navarra (CFN), a relatively complex terrain region located
in the Northeast of the Iberian Peninsula (IP, Fig. 1.2) was selected for this case study.
The CFN is characterized by strong wind conditions which have favored the development
of wind energy facilities in recent years (Fairless, 2007; Garc´ıa-Bustamante et al., 2008,
2009). The CFN presents a reasonably dense surface meteorological network including
wind observations available since 1992 that has made it possible to undertake various
analysis of surface wind over the area (Garc´ıa et al., 1998; Torres et al., 1999, 2005;
Jime´nez et al., 2008, 2009b). Therefore, this region constitutes, given the existence of
complex orography and good availability of data, an interesting case to evaluate the
performance of the numerical simulations.
The Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) modeling system is the mesoscale model
used to perform the dynamical downscaling (Skamarock et al., 2005). The whole available
observational period from 1992 to 2005 is simulated in this work at a spatial resolution
of 2 km (Chapter 3). This provides a long simulation with both a high spatial and
temporal resolution, comparable to that of the observational dataset. The value of the
WRF simulation should be viewed in the context of the computational costs of running
mesoscale models. We are not aware of previous studies that evaluate the performance
of mesoscale simulations of these characteristics.
1.2.1 The selected region
The IP surface circulation is controlled by the semi-permanent subtropical high pressure
center over the Azores Islands (Zimmerschied, 1949; Sahsamanoglou, 1990). In winter, it
is usually centered at lower latitudes (Davis et al., 1997) and thus the whole IP is often af-
fected by zonal circulations from the West combined with the perturbations originated by
the Polar Front. In summer, the subtropical high pressure center expands towards higher
latitudes, blocking the western circulations over the peninsula except for the northern re-
gion (Davis et al., 1997). In addition, the relative displacements and changes in intensity
of this semi-permanent subtropical high allow that a variety of air masses with distinct
physical properties influence the circulation over the IP at regional and local scales. Po-
lar continental air masses from the semi-permanent Siberian High, tropical continental
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Fig. 1.2: Location of the CFN and meteorological stations (symbols). Left panel highlights
the most relevant geographical features of the IP surrounding the CFN and the right panel
illustrates some regional details within the CFN. Thin lines in the right panel represent political
boundaries. Circles, diamonds and squares represent the location of the GN, INM and RN
observational stations, respectively. See Table 2.1 for an specific station description.
air masses from the semi-permanent Sahara Low, arctic and polar maritime air masses
coming through the North and Northwest of the Peninsula and subtropical or tropical
maritime air masses coming from the West or Southwest are some of the well known syn-
optic flows which affect the IP (Font, 2000). The different properties of the advected air
can lead to dust intrusion by southern flows coming from the Sahara desert (Rodr´ıguez
et al., 2001), advection of moisture by the western and southeastern flows (Trigo and
DaCamara, 2000) or favour the occurrence of minimum extreme temperature episodes
over the peninsula (Prieto et al., 2004). In addition, if air masses remain long enough
over the Mediterranean sea, they can potentially enlarge their water content and they
could move towards the IP penetrating from the East or Southeast. This Mediterranean
air masses have been shown to prevail during summer where they play an important role
in air pollution dynamics (Milla´n et al., 2003). The interaction of the large variety of air
masses with trajectories intercepting the IP, and a particular complex topography (Fig.
1.2) produces a range of differentiated regional climates.
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The rough orography of the CFN region produces an interesting degree of interaction
with large scale dynamics. The region is broadly limited by two large mountain systems:
the Iberian System in the South and the Pyrenees in the North, which merge westwards
with the foothills of the Cantabrian Mountains. Between them, the Ebro Valley crosses
the region from Northwest to Southeast towards the Mediterranean. A closer look at the
CFN (see zoomed area in Fig. 1.2) reveals a rather complex array of smaller mountain
systems and valleys. The North is dominated by the Pyrenees with the large Bidasoa
mountain lines or the smaller ridges of Abodi, Uztarroz, San Miguel, Zariquieta and
Leyre. To simplify, the latter will be referred to as the northern mountains. The western
and northwestern boundaries are outflanked by the Aralar mountain lines as well as the
Urbasa, Santiago and And´ıa which will be herein labelled as the western mountains,
unless treated specifically. The center and eastern side of the CFN is punctuated with
the mountain systems of Izco, San Pedro and the Ujue´ peak which will be referred to as
the eastern mountains. Finally, the South of the CFN is dominated by the lower lands of
the Ebro Valley. Virtually parallel to the Ebro valley, smaller valleys line up in a NW-SE
direction south of the northern mountains. Similarly, several of the mountain systems
and valleys West and East of the eastern mountains favor the wind channeling in the
NW-SE and in the N-S direction.
The CFN regional climate presents an important contrast between the North and
the South since the orography and the specific interactions with the different air masses
induce rather unlike physical conditions to the flow. The northern part is exposed to
mild and moist air from the Atlantic ocean during the whole year (Garc´ıa and Reija,
1994), while the southern part is dominated by the presence of the Ebro valley, whose
bounding ridges isolate it from the Atlantic circulations and give rise to a dry region
where winds are channeled and intensified (Biel and Garc´ıa, 1962). Northwestern cold
dry winds blowing down-valley are known as Cierzo and southeastern warm moist winds
blowing up-valley as Bochorno (Garc´ıa, 1985).
1.3 Structure
The study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the observational data and the
procedures applied to them in order to suppress and correct doubtful records. Contrary
to the relatively well referenced quality control (QC) of temperature and precipitation
variables, literature for wind variables is sparse (DeGaetano, 1997, 1998; Graybeal, 2006).
In particular, there is not any previous work devoted to ensure the quality of high fre-
quency wind observations from automated weather stations as those presented herein.
Chapter 3 briefly describes the WRF model and the configuration adopted to perform
the dynamical downscaling. The subsequent chapters analyze the surface wind over the
region through observations and in the numerical simulation.
The daily mean wind variability over the CFN is analyzed in Chapter 4. This is
performed by grouping together those observational sites with similar temporal wind
variability. The regionalization allows for the identification of areas of coherent wind be-
havior. Results from the classification are used in Chapter 5 to evaluate the performance
of the dynamical downscaling in reproducing the surface wind variability.
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The climatological surface flows over the CFN are analyzed in Chapter 6. Both, the
classification of SLP and surface wind data into classes of the most common synoptic
pressure patterns (PPs) and surface wind circulation patterns (WPs) is provided as well
as the associations between them. The performance of the dynamical downscaling to
reproduce the climatological surface circulations, the WPs, is presented in Chapter 7.
The evaluation focuses on the influence of the orography and the large scale effects on
the downscaled surface flows.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and an extended discussion of the work.
2Observational dataset: quality control and correction
of biases∗
I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking about, and express
it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it,
when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and
unsatisfactory kind; it may be the beginning of knowledge, but you have scarcely
in your thoughts advanced to the state of Science, whatever the matter may be.
Lord Kelvin, 1883.
The surface wind variability and climatology over the CFN is herein analyzed using
observations acquired at an automatic weather station network. This chapter presents
the observational dataset and the procedures applied to the original records in order to
improve their quality.
2.1 Background and motivation for quality control and
correction of biases
Meteorological observations are essential to understand the physical processes that affect
the regional and global climate. The quality of the data used in a given study affects,
in many ways, the reliability of the conclusions reached. It is therefore very important
to keep observational datasets as error-free as possible. According to Gandin (1988),
the errors associated with meteorological records can be classified in three main groups:
random, systematic and rough errors. Random errors are intrinsic to the measurement
definition, an approximation of the real atmospheric state, and therefore these errors
are unavoidable. Systematic errors are associated with a more or less persistent factor
that introduces a certain bias in the registered values. Biases can be produced by a
recalibration of the recording instrument, changes in exposure or type of the sensor,
changes in the observing time, etc (e.g. Karl et al., 1986; Parker et al., 2000; Pielke Sr.
et al., 2007b). The techniques developed to identify and correct for these biases in time
series are known as homogeneity adjustments (Alexanderson, 1986; Karl and Williams,
∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
paper prepared for sumbision (reference to be updated in the last version of this manuscript)
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1987; Peterson et al., 1998a). Rough errors are associated with a misfuncton of the sensor
or mistakes introduced during the data processing, transmission, reception or storage.
Recognition and suppression of this third type of erroneous records are the objectives of
any QC process (Gandin, 1988).
The identification and correction of systematic errors (or biases) and the suppression
of rough errors from the climatic datasets is a tedious and time-consuming task. To
optimize the resources required in this process, it is particularly important to understand
the routine observational activities as well as the sporadic incidents that have affected
the acquisition of measurements. This information is known as metadata (WMO, 2008)
and it facilitates the identification of suspicious observations through a specific design of
the procedures applied to assess the veracity of the records.
The surface meteorological observations can be acquired either manually or auto-
matically from the weather stations. The first atmospheric records available for climatic
research came from manually controlled stations. Temperature and precipitation are by
far the most studied variables and therefore the systematic errors associated with their
measurement are those best understood (e.g. Karl et al., 1989). In spite of our under-
standing of the potential biases, its detection is always complicated and even nowadays
new biases appear on the climatic datasets (Pielke Sr. et al., 2007a; Thompson et al.,
2008).
The main focus of the QCs was the outlier detection (Filippov, 1968; Grant and
Leavenworth, 1972). Outliers could be associated with an anomalous temporal or spatial
variability and specific checks to detect each one of them have been developed in past
QC exercises (Eischeid et al., 1995; Peterson et al., 1998b; Gonza´lez-Rouco et al., 2001).
In the last years, temperature and precipitation records are being analyzed on a daily
or even hourly basis and the complexity of the strategies used in the QCs and bias
corrections was considerably increased (Reek et al., 1992; Kunkel et al., 1998; Vincent
et al., 2002; Wijngaard et al., 2003; Kunkel et al., 2005; Brunet et al., 2006). Current
research has mainly focused on comparing the performance of different approaches to
identify rough errors (Hubbard et al., 2005, 2007; You et al., 2007; Durre et al., 2008).
The knowledge gained through the correction of errors associated with temperature and
precipitation variables has recently favored the correction of errors associated with other
meteorological variables which were manually acquired like surface wind, pressure or
humidity (e.g. Graybeal et al., 2004a,b; Feng et al., 2004; Wan et al., 2007).
The introduction of automatic weather stations has allowed to increase the temporal
resolution of sampling. In addition, observations are taken at regular time intervals along
the day. This has eliminated some biases of the manual observations associated with
changes in the timing of observation (Wu et al., 2005). The new automatic protocols have
logically introduced a new variety of systematic and rough errors that are still poorly
understood. Perhaps the best choice to deal with these unknown errors is to mitigate
their potential influence by performing routine maintenance operations on the weather
stations as well as applying daily QCs to the registered records (Shafer et al., 2000;
Fiebrich et al., 2006; McPherson et al., 2007). However, not all the automatic networks
follow these desirable practices and sometimes the observations are just stored without
applying any QC (Tucker, 1997).
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In recent years there is an increasing demand for high quality wind observations in
a wide range of applications: the evaluation of wind energy resources, the transport and
dispersion of pollutants within the frame of air quality studies, the analysis of extreme
wind events by insurance companies or for the design of buildings and structures, etc.
Despite this necessity for data of quality, QCs that specifically deal with wind related
variables from either manual or automatic origin are scarce (Wade, 1987; DeGaetano,
1997, 1998; Graybeal, 2006). Our understanding of the potential errors that are latent
on the climatic wind datasets is therefore very limited and hampers the creation of the
high quality datasets demanded.
In an early work, Wade (1987) analyzed wind data taken at a dense network of auto-
matic weather stations during a three month campaign. He identified biases introduced
on the wind speed records due to obstacles nearby the station as well as biases in the
wind direction as a consequence of a wrong fixation of the wind vane offset. More recently,
DeGaetano (1997) developed a complex QC for hourly records manually obtained during
almost 40 years at 41 stations in the eastern USA. A small percentage of the records
were considered suspicious indicating a good quality of the data, but he did not rule out
the possibility that other potential errors could still be present on the dataset. DeGae-
tano (1998) went further on by analyzing biases in the dataset. He found a tendency to
report even records, rounding problems and a distinct treatment of the calm depending
on the institution that maintained the weather station. Graybeal (2006) analyzed the
relationship of extreme wind variables with the daily mean wind speed to establish a
relationship that would be helpful to evaluate the quality of the extreme wind records.
Aside from these studies, errors associated with wind records have only been analyzed as
part of more ambitious programs that involved the correction of errors in other meteoro-
logical variables, and therefore without going into depth in the specific problems related
to these type of measurements (Meek and Hatfield, 1994; Shafer et al., 2000; Graybeal
et al., 2004a; Feng et al., 2004).
This chapter summarizes the QC and the correction of biases applied to the wind
observations taken at the 41 automatic weather stations over the CFN. The observations
available were collected over a thirteen year period at a high temporal resolution (10-min
or 30-min). The QCs applied to the data during the acquisition period were very limited
or inexistent and thus, the potential number of erroneous records could be high. In this
sense, this work does not only try to contribute with the creation of a wind dataset of
improved quality, but also reports about potential errors that could be present in other
wind datasets.
2.2 Observational wind data
The wind speed and direction measurements were collected from 1st January 1992 to
7th October 2005 at 41 automatic weather stations distributed over the CFN (Fig. 1.2,
Table 2.1). The stations are managed by three different institutions: Gobierno de Navarra
(GN, circles in Fig. 1.2), Agencia Estatal de Meteorolog´ıa (AEMET, though still known
as Instituto Nacional de Meteorolog´ıa, INM, at the time of the data adquisition; squares
in Fig. 1.2) and Riegos de Navarra (RN, diamonds in Fig. 1.2). The observations of the
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GN stations are acquired either via modem, with three calls every day, or in real time via
radio-trunking. This institution, GN, receives the observations from AEMET and RN
by a daily ftp and is responsible to store and maintain the whole dataset. Information
concerning maintenance operations of the weather stations is quite limited. Only the
operations performed to the wind sensors of the GN stations from 2000 to the end of
2002 were provided.
All stations recorded the wind speed in ms−1 and the wind direction in degrees respect
to North. However, two different wind sensors were used to acquire observations. The
wind sensor of GN and RN is able to measure wind speeds up to 60 ms−1 and presents a
cut-in wind speed of 1.0 ms−1. The anemometer employed by AEMET is able to register
a maximum wind speed of 50 ms−1 and presents a cut-in wind speed of 0.3 ms−1. The
temporal resolution of the records is 10 minutes except for the stations managed by RN
that after March 2004 provided averages of the wind observations every 30 minutes.
Another source of discrepancy between the various datasets is the treatment of calms.
Some datasets assign the zero wind direction value to zero wind speed records, keeping
360◦ for northern winds. Other datasets treat independently the wind speed and direction
measurements without a special attention to calm records. The original wind dataset
provided by GN contained both treatments of calm records. This was due to the different
criteria selected by each institution as well as to changes in the criteria adopted through
time. To avoid this bias in the dataset, it was decided to adopt the same calm criteria
for all the records. Since there are periods with zero wind direction values for calm winds
and its transformation to regular wind direction values is not obvious, the criteria that
assigns zero wind direction values to zero wind speed records was finally adopted.
The following sections describe the procedures used to improve the quality of the
dataset provided. The first subsection explains the procedures applied to suppress rough
errors, the QC (Section 2.2), and the second one deals with the systematic errors, the
biases (Section 2.3). Examples of the kind of problems that are addressed are also pro-
vided. Section 2.5 and 2.6 report on the corrections applied and Section 2.7 describes the
impacts that the corrections produced on the main statistics of the time series.
2.3 Methodologies: quality control
The QC applied herein consists of a sequential application of several checks attempting
to identify questionable data in both wind speed and wind direction time series. Tests
are arranged in a logical sequence to effectively assess the reliability of observations
attending to the kind of problem. There were some checks in the QC that directly flagged
observations as invalid while there are others that reported questionable observations for
a later inspection introducing a certain degree of subjectivity in the QC. This is an
undesirable characteristic that was mitigated by designing the checks in such a way that
minimized the number of periods to be manually inspected. No attempt was made to fill
up the missing values introduced on the time series.
The flux diagram of the QC is shown in Figure 2.1. The wind speed and wind direction
data are assessed independently although the majority of the steps; the ones in the central
column of the QC diagram, are common for both variables. The tests are subdivided
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Table 2.1: Code of the meteorological station as in Figure 1.2, name, longitude, latitude, altitude,
sensor height above ground level and installation date (dd/mm/yy).
Num. Name Long. (o) Lat. (o) Alt. (m) Height (m) Inst. date
1 Aguilar de Code´s -2.394 42.614 731 10 01/03/92
2 Aoiz-Agoitz -1.369 42.792 530 10 01/03/92
3 Aralar -1.963 42.954 1393 10 01/03/92
4 Arangoiti -1.194 42.646 1353 10 01/01/92
5 Arazuri -1.702 42.801 396 2 04/02/00
6 Bardenas-barranco salado -1.654 42.265 300 2 01/03/98
7 Bardenas-loma negra -1.375 42.071 646 10 01/03/92
8 Bardenas-Nstra Sra. del Yugo -1.582 42.206 472 10 01/01/92
9 Bardenas-pol´ıgono de tiro -1.473 42.200 295 10 01/05/97
10 Beortegi -1.434 42.796 580 10 01/05/97
11 Cadreita-Riegos -1.717 42.209 268 2 01/03/98
12 Cadreita-INM -1.710 42.208 268 10 01/03/92
13 Carcastillo -1.463 42.372 340 10 01/03/92
14 Carrascal -1.660 42.683 560 10 01/01/92
15 Doneztebe -1.660 43.132 138 10 01/06/99
16 Perdo´n -1.709 42.733 1024 10 01/03/92
17 Estella-Lizarra -2.028 42.676 480 10 01/03/92
18 Etxarri-Aranatz -2.057 42.910 507 10 01/03/92
19 Getadar -1.457 42.605 710 10 01/05/00
20 Gorramendi -1.432 43.220 1071 10 01/05/92
21 Ilundain -1.529 42.777 542 10 01/03/92
22 Isaba -0.923 42.864 843 10 01/07/92
23 Lekaroz -1.545 43.144 182 10 01/03/92
24 Lumbier-Ilumberri -1.275 42.668 484 2 05/05/00
25 Montes del Cierzo -1.652 42.133 310 10 01/07/98
26 Oskotz -1.756 42.956 562 10 01/03/99
27 Pamplona-Larrabide -1.638 42.810 450 10 01/01/97
28 Pamplona-Noain -1.639 42.769 461 10 01/04/92
29 Remendia-Salazar -1.184 42.879 1047 10 01/10/01
30 Roncesvalles-Orreaga -1.325 43.009 940 10 01/03/92
31 Sartaguda-Riegos -2.050 42.363 310 2 01/03/98
32 Sartaguda-INM -2.051 42.366 310 10 01/03/92
33 Tafalla -1.676 42.522 415 10 01/03/92
34 Traibuenas -1.614 42.363 312 2 14/04/99
35 Trinidad de Iturgoien -1.975 42.819 1222 10 01/01/92
36 Tudela -1.608 42.057 295 10 01/03/92
37 Ujue´ -1.510 42.513 826 10 01/01/92
38 Urbasa -2.175 42.853 890 10 01/10/01
39 Valdega -2.172 42.657 469 2 01/05/01
40 Villanueva del Yerri -1.949 42.736 498 10 01/01/98
41 Yesa -1.190 42.618 489 10 01/03/92
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into three main groups: 1) checks for the detection of manipulation errors associated
with the storage and maintenance of a dataset; 2) limits consistency checks to remove
records outside of the allowable range of variation; 3) and checks to ensure the temporal
consistency of the individual time series by assessing records with abnormally low/high
variations. The following sections describe the various cases.
Temporalcheck
Spatial check
Range check
Single repetitions
Step check
Repetitions along the years
Groups of
repetitions
Daily Maximum
Wind speed
Wind
direction
Wind
speed
Quality controled
wind data
Manipulation errors
Limits consistency
Temporal consistency
Abnormally low variations
Abnormally high variations
No-Calm Calm
Fig. 2.1: Diagram of the QC. The name of each check applied to the data is represented within
a thin rectangle. The three rectangles in bold comprise the checks associated with manipulation
errors, limits consistency and temporal consistency. The last one contains two additional rect-
angles (dashed) that comprise the checks that deal with abnormally low and high variations in
the records.
2.3.1 Manipulation errors
Firstly, wind speed and direction observations were screened to detect manipulation
errors. These type of errors are associated with the management and storage of the data.
The checks applied herein look for a temporal or spatial misplacement of observations
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that can coincide with other measurements in a given time series or with measurements
at other stations.
The temporal assessment attempts to detect periods with repeated observations
within the measurements at a single station. It requires the choice of a time step to
discretize the time series in order to define the periods to check. The length of the tem-
poral period used to discretize the time series should be that one at which the data is
received and stored. In this particular wind dataset, the frequency in the data acqui-
sition was eight and twenty four hours (see section 2.2) and therefore these were the
time steps selected. Thus, each period was compared against the rest looking for coin-
cident measurements, and verifying their variances were higher than zero. The date of
the period and the code of the station were reported for a posterior inspection. One of
these cases can be observed in Figure 2.2a. The wind speed observations from station
Lekaroz (23) show several days with a strong diurnal cycle due to its natural variability
but, there are identical measurements in the first and the second day of May. These
days also present coincident measurements in the wind direction time series (not shown),
suggesting a wrong temporal assignment of observations from one day to the other. Since
this type of coincidence is very unlikely to happen, both wind speed and wind direction
measurements of the two days were eliminated and flagged as missing values.
The spatial check for manipulation errors allows to detect coincident measurements
between stations. It reports the date of the coincidences and the code of the stations if
they present the same measurements for more than eight hours, which is the shortest
period in the data acquisition, and if their variance is higher than zero. The imposition of
variance higher than zero, both in the temporal and in the spatial assessments, is to avoid
periods with constant measurements. These will be treated in posterior checks. A typical
coincident interval in the measurements of two stations is displayed in Figure 2.2b. The
wind speed time series from station Aguilar de Code´s (1) and station Aoitz-Agoitz (2) are
coincident during one day. Wind direction presents a similar behavior with coincidences
in the same day as wind speed (not shown). The identical wind observations were finally
removed from the time series of both stations.
2.3.2 Limits consistency
After correcting for manipulation errors, a range check to remove unrealistic observations
is applied (Fig. 2.1). The range checks impose high and low limits for the possible values
of one variable and consider invalid the observations outside the range allowed. The
threshold values could be based either on static or dynamic climatic extremes or on the
response ranges of the given sensors (Meek and Hatfield, 1994). In this QC, the limits
are fixed attending to the anemometer characteristics. Hence, the low wind speed limit
is fixed to 0.0 ms−1, and the high limit to 60.0 ms−1 for the RN and GN stations and
to 50.0 ms−1 for the AEMET stations. For the case of wind direction, a low limit of 0◦
and a high one of 360◦ are selected. A period with wind direction records that exceed
these limits of variability registered at station Arangoiti (4) is shown in Figure 2.3. The
measurements reveal northwestern flows, close to 360◦, and suddenly they exceed this
limit and show values around 450◦ and 540◦. After that, the records show northwestern
flows again. The causes that originate these erroneous records are not obvious. The wind
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Fig. 2.2: Examples of wind speed records in two cases of identical observations: a) records
from a period registered at Lekaroz (23) associated with a potential temporal misplacement of
observations, and b) records from Aguilar de Code´s (1) and Aoiz-Agoitz (2) during a potential
spatial misplacement of observations. The black solid lines highlight the coincident records.
speed records associated with this temporal period were analyzed looking for potential
explanations, but nothing suspicious was found. The records higher than 360o were finally
removed.
2.3.3 Temporal consistency
The next step of the QC is to ensure the temporal consistency of the time series (Fig.
2.1). Wind speed checks are divided into two groups, the first one looks for periods with
abnormally low variations and the second one for abnormally high variations. For the case
of wind direction time series, only temporal consistency checks that look for periods with
abnormally low variations are applied. This is because the effects of turbulence are of
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Fig. 2.3: Wind direction records registered at Arangoiti (4).
relevance in the timescales considered, 10-min and 30-min, and can produce relatively fast
and large changes within which even a reversal in wind direction between two consecutive
records could be argued to be valid.
2.3.3.1 Abnormally low variations
Abnormally low variations are those periods which present remarkably long constant ob-
servations. In the case of wind speed, a difference is made between constant periods of
wind speeds equal or higher than 1.0 ms−1 and those of wind speeds lower than 1.0 ms−1.
This allows for a separate treatment of repetitions associated with calm periods and rep-
etitions related to other phenomena. This differentiation was performed in previous wind
QC (DeGaetano, 1997). The wind speed limit that separates between calm and no-calm
should be the cut-in wind speed of the anemometer, since lower wind speeds measure-
ments result from averaging over one or more zero records. The selection of 1.0 ms−1 is
in agreement with the cut-in wind speed of the GN and RN sensors (see section 2.2). The
possibility of selecting a threshold of 0.3 ms−1 for AEMET stations was considered since
this is the cut-in wind speed of its sensors. However, to maintain this theoretical cut-in
wind speed of 0.3 ms−1 it would have been necessary that strict maintenance operations
had been performed over the sensors in order to mitigate its deterioration by the effects
of adverse meteorological conditions (Fiebrich et al., 2006). Since there are not metadata
available to evaluate if maintenance operations were adequate, and some preliminary in-
spections revealed that the degradation of the sensor accuracy could indeed occur, the
limit between calm and no-calm wind speeds for these stations was fixed, as in the rest
of stations, to 1.0 ms−1.
The distinction between wind speeds associated with calm or no-calm periods to deal
with abnormally low wind speed variations causes a separation in the flow of the QC (Fig.
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2.1). Repetitions of wind speeds equal or higher than 1.0 ms−1 appear, most of the times,
in clusters. These periods of dubious quality are individually analyzed and suppressed
if considered appropriate. A typical case is displayed in Figure 2.4. Repetitions of wind
speed values over twenty days can be observed oscillating around 21 ms−1. Furthermore,
there exist periods with missing values before, between and after the repetitions. The
veracity of this group of measurements is highly questionable and thus the whole period
was considered invalid.
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Fig. 2.4: Observations corresponding to a period of the wind speed measurements from Bardenas-
Loma negra (7).
If repetitions of wind speeds higher than 1.0 ms−1 do not appear in groups, but
isolated within the series, the manual inspection becomes an unaffordable procedure.
In this case, a reasonable estimation of the length of a repetition considered valid is
established by analyzing, first, the number of repetitions as a function of its temporal
duration and second, the number of stations experiencing one or more constant records
of given durations (Fig. 2.5). This second analysis was employed to assess abnormally
low variations of wind direction observations by DeGaetano (1997). Both analysis show
similar characteristics and either one or the other could be employed indistinctively to
estimate a reasonable maximum duration of a constant wind speed episode. For short
durations, constant wind periods are registered by all stations with a high frequency of
occurrence. As duration increases, an abrupt decrease in the frequency of constant wind
periods appears, showing that the phenomenon is less frequent. Both procedures reach
zero, in absolute frequency or number of stations, at periods of eleven constant wind
measurements. Constant periods of longer durations are very unfrequent in the group of
stations thus suggesting eleven 10-min intervals as a reasonable choice for the maximum
number of constant records allowable. Hence, constant wind speed periods equal or higher
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than 1.0 ms−1 are considered invalid if its duration is equal or longer than 1 hour and 50
minutes. The 30-min wind speed observations only show repetitions of two records and
very few of three and thus there were not corrections for them.
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Fig. 2.5: Absolute frequency of 10-min constant periods as a function of its temporal duration
(solid line) and number of stations experiencing one or more constant wind speed period of a
given duration (dashed lines) for wind speeds equal or higher than 1.0 ms−1. Notice the reversed
scale for the number of stations.
Repetitions of wind speeds lower than 1.0 ms−1 are more frequent than those of
higher wind speeds. This is due to the presence of calm periods which logically include
the repetition of zero records and to several questionable periods that tend to report
the zero value. Two of these questionable periods are displayed in Figure 2.6. The first
case shows a sequence of missing observations followed by constant zero wind speed
measurements during more than 20 days, and after this period, the time series recovers a
realistic range of variability (Fig. 2.6a). The fact that observations within this period are
preceded by missing values and the long duration of constant measurements cast serious
doubts on the reliability of these data. The repetition is likely due to malfunction in the
weather station.
There are some other periods of constant zero wind speed measurements that seem
to be caused by freezing of the wind sensor such as that displayed in Figure 2.6b. The
wind speed records show zero values for more than four consecutive days. During these
days, the temperature was below 0 ◦C and the relative humidity close to 100 %. Under
this atmospheric conditions, the excess of water vapor in the saturated air must change
its phase into ice. These conditions plus a relatively weak wind, could potentially freeze
the wind sensor leading to zero wind speed values. The period in which the sensor could
be frozen finishes when very high wind speeds are registered. The hypothesis of freezing
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Fig. 2.6: Two different periods with constant wind speed records of 0.0 ms−1 from station a)
Gorramendi (20) and b) Arangoiti (4). Temperature and humidity are also shown in Arangoiti
for comparison.
in sensors is confirmed by metadata which reveals the presence of ice in the anemometers
at the highest locations.
To suppress questionable periods like the previous ones (Fig. 2.6), a reasonable value
for the maximum number of constant measurements associated with calm was estimated.
This could have been done with a similar analysis used for the case of wind speeds higher
than 1.0 ms−1 (Fig. 2.5). However, it could be argued that the durations associated
with calms depend on the specific location of the station. Different sites present different
wind distributions that can affect the length of the calm periods. This is illustrated in
Figure 2.7a where the number of repetitions associated with calm records as a function of
their duration is represented for each station. The length and frequency of calm periods
depends on the location. This different behavior can be better understood comparing the
number of calms with the mean wind speed. This comparison is displayed in Figure 2.7b.
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The number of constant periods associated with calm decreases with the mean wind speed
of the location. Therefore, the reasonable maximum duration of a calm interval should
be calculated for each individual time series. This is done by analyzing the frequency
of constant periods as a function of its duration for each station independently (Fig.
2.7a), in contraposition to the joint treatment of the sites for isolated wind speeds higher
than 1.0 ms−1 (see the previous discussion concerning Fig. 2.5). The constant periods
of 30-min wind speed observations lower than 1.0 ms−1 present a similar behavior (not
shown) and thus, an equivalent analysis is applied to them.
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Fig. 2.7: Absolute frequency of constant periods of 10-min wind speed records for the given
durations (a), and mean wind speed versus the number of constant wind speed periods. Each
line (a) or point (b) represent an observational time series. Only constant periods of wind speeds
lower than 1.0 ms−1 are considered.
After screening for abnormally low variations in the wind speed time series, the same
is done for wind direction (Fig. 2.1). Zero wind direction records are excluded from the
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analysis because they are associated with calm periods which were already assessed in
the wind speed temporal consistency evaluation. Again, a reasonable number of admis-
sible constant wind direction measurements is established by analyzing the frequency of
constant periods of 10-min wind direction as a function of their duration and the num-
ber of stations which present one or more constant wind direction periods for the given
durations. The analysis suggests forty as a reasonably limit for the maximum number of
constant measurements allowed. Hence, 10-min wind direction measurements repeated
during six hours and forty minutes or longer durations are considered invalid. For the
30-min wind direction measurements this occurs at four repeated records (not shown)
and repetitions equal or longer than this limit, two hours, were also assumed invalid.
At this stage of the QC, a first step in the assessment of questionable periods associ-
ated with abnormally low variations from both wind speed and direction time series was
accomplished (Fig. 2.1). The next step consists in a check that analyzes the frequency of
constant measurements within each year before and after the corrections of the previous
checks. The purpose of the analysis is to inspect the year to year variability in the number
of repetitions and, if any abnormal behavior is detected, inspect the causes. The check
is applied to each one of the wind speed and direction time series separately. None of
the 41 stations present an abrupt decrease of the frequency of constant measurements,
which would be an indicative of an excessive suppression of measurements by the previous
checks. In contrast, most of the stations show a reduction in the number of repetitions in
years with an abnormally high frequency of repetitions, like station Roncesvalles-Orreaga
(30) where corrections suppress a peak in 1997 and other secondary peaks in 1993 and
1999, keeping the frequency of repetitions approximately constant along the nineties (Fig.
2.8a). However, during 2001 and 2002 around 80 % of the records are associated with
repetitions. An inspection of the wind speed time series shows extremely low values in the
period shown in Figure 2.8b. It can be noticed that wind speed records before and after
this period present different variability. Due to the questinable veracity of the records, it
was decided to assume invalid the period since the beginning of 2001 till the first months
of 2003. Similar cases were detected by this test in other stations. All the questionable
periods identified were independently analyzed in order to supresss unrealistic observa-
tions as those shown in Figure 2.8b. This check was the last one dealing with abnormally
low variation of the time series (Fig. 2.1).
2.3.3.2 Abnormally high variations
The abnormally high temporal variations of wind speed records are first assessed with a
step check (Fig. 2.1). This check calculates the difference between two consecutive records
and if it is higher than a threshold value the second record is considered invalid. The
choice of the threshold value is a controversial decision which depends on the location and
the temporal resolution of the data. Meek and Hatfield (1994) recommend critical values
of 7.5 ms−1 and 10.0 ms−1 for hourly and daily data, respectively. On the other hand,
Bailey and McDonald (1997) suggest a value of 5.0 ms−1 for hourly data. Other authors
(e.g. Vejen et al., 2002) propose dynamical critical values changing with the month of
the year; they suggest values of 6.0, 7.0 or 8.0 ms−1 for hourly data at Denmark. Thus,
the selection of this threshold value depends on the particular wind characteristics of the
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Fig. 2.8: Frequency of repeated measurements on constant records episodes during every year of
the wind speed time series registered at station Roncesvalles-Orreaga (30) (a). The solid (dashed)
line represents the repetitions before (after) the corrections for abnormally low variation periods.
The panel b) displays a period of the wind speed time series.
region among other factors. In this QC the thresold value is selected by analyzing the
histogram of the absolute differences for every wind speed time series. A representative
example is displayed in Figure 2.9b. The frequency of the differences gradually decrease
and it is zero at 10.0 ms−1. There are two cases with larger differences of 28 ms−1 and 29
of ms−1 that cause a large break on the histogram. Actually, these two abnormally high
variations are originated by the same wind speed record (Fig. 2.9a). The lenght of the
break in the histogram and the low frequency of occurrence suggest that for this case 10
ms−1 is a good candidate for the threshold value. Other stations present a break on the
histogram reaching the null frequencies at slightly different wind speeds. For instance, the
stations from RN reach the null frequencies around 6 ms−1 for both 10-min and 30-min
wind speed observational time series. These considerations lead to assume 10 ms−1 as a
reasonable choice for the thresold value used in the step check.
The previous step check is unsuitable to assess those records which are followed or
preceded by a missing value because their difference obviously cannot be calculated. In
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Fig. 2.9: A period of wind speed registered at a) Estella-Lizarra (17) and b) Aguilar de Code´s
(1). The panel b) displays the absolute value of the differences between consecutive wind speed
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10-min wind speed normalized by the daily mean versus the logarithm of the daily mean also
for station Aguilar de Code´s (1). The solid line of panel d) represents the linear regression fit
and the dashed lines the 95% confidence intervals.
fact, there are some abnormally high wind speed records surrounded by missing values
which are not detected by the step check and should be labelled as invalid (Fig. 2.9c). In
order to assess this type of records, an analysis of the daily maximum 10-min wind speed
against the daily mean is performed (Fig. 2.1). This is done in a similar way as Graybeal
(2006) assessed daily peak-gust records. He employed the gust factor defined as
G = ugU
−1
− 1 (2.1)
where ug is the peak-gust and U is the daily wind speed mean. The normalization pro-
vides a certain degree of robustness to the exposure characteristic of instrument siting
(Paulsen and Schoeder, 2005). Then, he used the well-known linear relationship between
logG and logU (Weggel, 1999; Jungo et al., 2002) to fit a linear regression and to estab-
lish prediction intervals. Since outliers are present in the observations, the parameters
of the linear regression were calculated with a resistant technique like the least trimmed
squares regression (Venables and Ripley, 1999). Furthermore, resistant estimators as the
biweight mean and standard deviation (Lazante, 1996) were used to calculate the vari-
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ance of the predictions in order to establish prediction intervals (see Graybeal, 2006, for
more details). In this study, ug is replaced by daily maximum 10-min wind speed to cal-
culate G (Eq. 2.1). Only those days with no missing values are used to more accurately
calculate the linear regression parameters and, the 95 % confidence prediction intervals,
after checking that residuals are normally distributed. Once prediction intervals are cal-
culated, all days with a minimum of ten 10-min wind speed records available are used to
calculate their logG and logU. All days outside the prediction thresolds are flagged and
manually analyzed to assess their questionable values. As an example, the linear fit and
the prediction intervals for observations in station Aguilar de Code´s (1) are displayed in
Figure 2.9d. After analyzing the measurements for days outside the prediction intervals,
the anomalous high value which could not be detected by the step check due to the
presence of missing values is now identified (Fig. 2.9c).
The assessment of the abnormally high variations in the wind speed records completes
the QC applied to the original dataset (Fig. 2.1). The QC suppresses rough errors from the
dataset. It is still necessary to evaluate, and correct if possible, the potential systematic
errors that could be present on the quality-controled data.
2.4 Methodologies: correction of biases
As a final step in the evaluation of the potential errors of the dataset, the systematic
errors or biases of the wind speed and wind direction time series are analyzed. These er-
rors should be detected and adjusted with a homogenization procedure (Peterson et al.,
1998a). The preocedures have been mostly applied to annual and monthly averaged
records (e.g. Alexanderson, 1986; Karl and Williams, 1987; Gonza´lez-Rouco et al., 2001).
The use of the homogenization methodologies to adjust records of higher temporal res-
olution is delicate since the higher variability of the records introduces a new variety
of problems (Aguilar et al., 2003). Recently, some effors have been oriented to develop
suitable methodologies to homogenize daily temperature and precipitation time series
(e.g. Vincent et al., 2002; Wijngaard et al., 2003; Della-Marta, 2006). Hence, the ap-
plication of the available homogenization procedures to the high temporal resolution of
the present datatset, 10-min and 30-min, is at least delicate. As a consequence, no ho-
mogenization procedure was used to adjust the potential biases of the present dataset.
Instead, two checks oriented to analyze the long term behavior of the time series were
applied to the data in order to deal with the most important biases. The application
of these checks contribute to the homogenize the time series, but the process cannot be
called in a strict sense homogenization since that would require the application of more
sofisticated homogenization procedure.
The systematic errors can introduce biases in the mean or the variance of the time
series. Hence, one of the checks applied deals with the long term behavior of the mean and
the other one with the variance. The checks consist in the analysis of a 30 days moving
average and a moving variance applied to the wind speed and direction time series. For
the case of possitive defined variables, a higher mean involves higher variability (wider
distribution) and thus, both statistics tend to show a direct relationship (Xoplaki et al.,
2004; Jime´nez et al., 2008). Thus, it can be argued that inhomogeneities on the mean
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Fig. 2.10: 30 days moving variance of the wind speed records registered at station Aoitz-Agoitz
(2) (a) and a selected period of the wind speed time series (b). The moving variance is normalized
by the variance of the complete time series.
will also introduce inhomogeneities in the variance for this kind of variables. The wind
speed is a clear example of possitive defined variable. In order to illustrate the previous
theoretical considerations, the moving variance as well as the moving average of the
wind speed time series registered at Aoiz-Agoitz (2) are displayed in Figure 2.10a. An
excessive high increment of wind speeds variations at the begining of 1997 is recognized.
The moving average shows a similar behavior. An inspecion of the records corresponding
to the high values reveals a change in both mean and variance of the time series (Fig.
2.10b). After that anomalous period, a missing period appears and then, the wind speed
records recover their regular range of variation. Unfortunately, no metadata is available
for this period to look for possible explanations. However, the change of variance and
the presence of the missing period after the abnormally high measurements weaken the
reliability of this records and thus, the period was considered invalid. As in the QC, no
attempt was made to fill up the missing values introduced.
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The moving average and the moving variance of the wind direction time series were
calculated using directional statistics (Mardia and Jupp, 1999). A common problem iden-
tified by these checks can be found in the records of station Isaba (22). The normalized
moving variance oscilates around 1.0 but there are abnormally low values at the end of
the time series (Fig. 2.11a). The later analysis of the questionable period shows wind
direction measurements with an anomalous range of variation (Fig. 2.11b). More than
one year of records are restricted to a reduced range of values (i.e. between 0◦ and 180◦),
probably due to blocks of the wind vane bearings. The complete period of anomalous
variability was removed from the time series. Similar changes in variance were identified
and supressed in other stations.
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Fig. 2.11: Normalized 30 days running variance of the wind direction records registered at station
Isaba (22) (a) and a selected period of the wind direction time series (b).
Other moving averages present steps in the time series associated with failures in the
wind vane fixation which affect its zero reference. One of these cases can be observed in
the moving average from station Pamplona-Larrabide (27) shown in Figure 2.12. It can be
recognized three different steps in the moving average defining periods with different mean
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Fig. 2.12: Normalized 30 days moving variance of the wind direction records registered at station
Pamplona-Larrabide (27) before (a) and after (c) the correction of its anomalous variability.
The wind rose before (b) and after (d) corrections for three different periods: 1 January 1997
- 1 February 2000 (dotted line), 1 February 2000 - 18 September 2001 (dashed line) and 18
September 2001 - 27 June 2005 (solid line) is also shown.
(Fig. 2.12a). Inspection of the records in each period does not reveal anything suspicious.
However, metadata show a wrong setting of the reference (North) in 18 September 2001,
suggesting that a correction of 60◦ should be applied to the previous measurements.
This date coincides with the abrupt change observed in the moving average time series
which defines the end of the second period shown in Figure 2.12a. The wind roses for
the mentioned periods present similar shape but they are rotated with respect to each
other (Fig. 2.12b). The wind rose of the second period needs to be rotated 57◦ to reach
a good concordance with the one corresponding to the third period (Fig. 2.12d). This
is in good agreement with metadata suggestions and therefore 57◦ are subtracted to
records of the second period. Furthermore, knowing that the wind vane was fixed in a
certain date defines a reference for a good calibration of measurements and, 10◦ is the
correction applied to the first period to be in concordance with the rest (Fig. 2.12d).
After these corrections, the moving average of wind direction records does not present
abrupt changes and therefore the time series presents similar mean wind direction (Fig.
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2.12c). All the questionable periods showing this kind of problem were manually anlyzed
in order to compensate the systematic errors of the time series.
2.5 Results: quality control
This section presents the spatio-temporal distribution of records removed by each check
of the QC (Fig. 2.1). The number of measurements invalidated by each check of the QC
and the correction of biases are summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Number of invalidated records by each step of the QC (Fig. 2.1) and by the correction
of biases. The percentage of invalidated records with respect to the original number of records
is displayed in brackets (%).
Check Wind speed Wind direction
Manipulation error (temporal) 23128 (0.120) 22810 (0.118)
Manipulation error (spatial) 9909 (0.051) 9835 (0.051)
Range check 518 (0.003) 555 (0.003)
Abnormally low variability
High wind speeds (groups rep.) 51592 (0.267) ———
High wind speeds 375 (0.002) ———
Low wind speeds 119112 (0.616) ———
Wind direction ——— 96796 (0.501)
Repetitions along years 133587 (0.691) 92624 (0.479)
Abnormally high variability
Step check 305 (0.002) ———
Daily mean vs daily max 10-min 719 (0.004) ———
Biases 10450 (0.054) 497945 (2.576)
Total 349695 (1.809) 720565 (3.728)
2.5.1 Manipulation errors
The first step of the QC screens for errors associated with the management and storage
of the data (Fig. 2.1). A total of 33037 wind speed records (0.171 %) and 32645 wind
direction records (0.169 %) were removed from the original time series in this step.
Errors associated with a temporal misplacement of observations are more frequent than
those associated with a wrong spatial assignment (Table 2.2). The spatial and temporal
distributions of the records assumed as invalid by each one of the two checks are displayed
in Figure 2.13.
Stations from the three institutions GN, AEMET and RN present coincident ob-
servations in their own time series here attributed to a wrong temporal assignment of
observations (Fig. 2.13a). The number of cases assumed as invalid shows a maximum in
1999 (Fig. 2.13b). During this year, the wind speed and direction records for 1 November
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and 1 December were coincident for a total of nine stations, all from GN. The magnitude
of the wind speed measurements shows abrupt breaks before and after the coincident
records for the time series that include the 1st of November (not shown). On the con-
trary, the time series that include the records associated with 1 December do not show
abrupt changes at these points. This different behavior seems to suggest a wrong assign-
ment from the observations from the 1st of December 1999 to the 1st of November 1999
that contribute to the high number of cases detected during this year (Fig. 2.13b).
Most of the records assumed as invalid by the spatial check are due to coincident
observations between stations managed by GN (Fig. 2.13a). The only exception is one
station belonging to AEMET. The total number of records assumed as invalid by the
two checks show a tendency to decrease along years (gray line in Fig. 2.13b).
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Fig. 2.13: Spatial (a) and temporal (b) distributions of records invalidated by the checks asso-
ciated with manipulation errors (Fig. 2.1). Circles, squares and diamonds in panel a) represent
the stations of the GN, AEMET and RN, respectively. The numbers to the left (right) of the
symbols denote the thousands of records invalidated by the temporal (spatial) check. The sym-
bols of the stations that at least contain corrections associated with the spatial check are filled
up in gray. The black (gray) boxes in panel b) represent the number of periods with coincident
records assumed as invalid by the temporal (spatial) check whereas the gray line represented
the thousands of records invalidated by both manipulation error checks.
2.5.2 Limits consistency
This check ensures that observations of the different variables are between the minimum
and maximum allowed values (see Section 2.3.2). There were not negative wind speed or
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wind direction records in the observational time series but, there were 518 wind speed
measurements (0.003 %) higher than the maximum value measurable by the anemometers
and 555 wind direction records (0.003 %) higher than 360◦ (Table 2.2). The spatial and
temporal distribution of the records removed after the application of the range check are
shown in Figure 2.14.
The highest number of wind speed records assumed as invalid come from station
Arangoiti (4), that presented 429 consecutive records of 444.4 ms−1 (Fig. 2.14a). The
rest of wind speed records invalidated are isolated values in the time series of stations
managed by AEMET. For the wind direction, the supressed records appear close to
each other defining an anomalous period. Only three periods were identified, the wind
direction records associated with the previous records of 444.4 ms−1 that show values of
444.4 degrees, and two periods registed at stations Aralar (3) and Arangoiti (4, Fig. 2.3).
The invalidated records from both wind speed and wind direction time series peak in
years 1999, 2000 and 2001 revealing an inhomogeneous ocurrence of these kind of errors
in the dataset (Fig. 2.14b).
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Fig. 2.14: Spatial (a) and temporal (b) distributions of records invalidated by the range check.
Circles and squares in panel a) represent the stations of the GN and AEMET, respectively;
the numbers to the left (right) of the symbols denote the number of wind speed (direction)
records invalidated. The symbols of the stations that at least contain some suppressions of wind
direction records are filled up in gray. The black (gray) boxes in panel b) represent the number
of wind speed (direction) records invalidated along the years.
2.5.3 Temporal consistency
Wind speed and wind direction present distinct physical properties and thus, the pro-
cedures applied to ensure the temporal consistecy of the observational time series are
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different for each variable (Fig. 2.1). The next two sections summarize the results for
each of them.
2.5.3.1 Wind speed
The first step to assess the temporal consistency of wind speed time series deals with
periods with abnormally low variations (Fig. 2.1). A total of 304666 wind speed records
(1.576 %) were invalidated by this group of checks. The spatial and temporal distributions
of the measurements assumed invalid by each test are displayed in Figure 2.15.
The supression of groups of repetitions of wind speed higher than 1.0 ms−1 removes
51592 records (0.267 %) from the original dataset (Table 2.2). All groups of repetitions
are similar to the one displayed in Figure 2.4, and all the stations affected belong to GN
(Fig. 2.15a). The single repetitions of wind speed higher than 1.0 ms−1 assumed as invalid
are less frequent. Only 375 records were removed (0.002 %). The records invalidated by
this and the previous check are concentrated in the 1993 to 1997 period (Fig. 2.15b),
suggesting that the causes that originated these questionable records were fixed.
A total of 119112 (0.616 %) records were supressed for the case of repetitions of wind
speeds lower than 1.0 ms−1. A high percentage of the invalidated records is associated
with long periods with constant zero records such as the one displayed in Figure 2.6a.
The stations managed by AEMET and the stations managed by GN located at mountain
tops (3, 4, 16, 20, 35 and 37, see Fig. 1.2) show the highest number of records suppressed
(Fig. 2.15c). As a result, the stations managed by GN and AEMET show the largest
contributions to the total number of records invalidated along the years (Fig. 2.15d). It
is interesting to notice that the 9 stations managed by AEMET present the same order
of magnitude in the number of invalidated records as GN, that manages 25 stations. The
7 stations managed by RN show less frequenctly this kind of problematic records.
The check that evaluates the frequency of repetitions along the years invalidates a high
percentage of measurements (0.691 %) from the wind speed time series (Table 2.2). This
is due to the presence of long questionable periods such as the one displayed in Figure
2.9b. The stations that showed the largest number of corrections are again some stations
managed by AEMET and the stations managed by GN located at the mountation tops
(Fig. 2.15e). The distribution of the anomoalous periods detected by this check is broadly
homogeneous through the years (Fig. 2.15e).
All the previous analyses assess the abnormally low variations of wind speed obser-
vations in a first step to ensure the temporal consistency of the series. In a sencond step,
the abnormally high variations are analyzed (Fig. 2.1). The step check invalidates 305
wind speed records (0.002 %) and the analysis of the daily maximun wind speed versus
the daily mean 719 (0.004 %). The spatial and temporal distribution of the invalidated
measurements is displayed in Figure 2.16.
Again, it can be appreciated that certain stations from AEMET and the stations
from GN located at mountain tops accumulate the lagest number of removed records
(Fig. 2.16a). The number of measurements flagged shows a homogeneous distribution
through the years for both checks (Fig. 2.16b). The surpressions affect few enough wind
speed observations to assume them invalid without disturbing the dataset characteristics.
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Fig. 2.15: The numbers to the left (right) of the symbols in panel a) denote the thousands
(number) of records invalidated by the check that deals with groups of (single) repetitions of
wind speeds higher than 1.0 ms−1. The black (gray) boxes in panel b) represent the number
of records assumed as invalid by the check dealing with groups of (single) repetitions. Panel c)
shows the thousands of records assumed invalid after suppressing questionable periods of wind
speeds lower than 1.0 ms−1; and the panel d) represents the number of invalidated records form
the stations of each institution along the years. Panel e) shows the number of records invalidated
after analyzing the year to year variability in the number of repetitions and panel f) shows the
temporal distribution of these suppressions.
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Fig. 2.16: Spatial (a) and temporal (b) distributions of records invalidated by the checks that
deal with the abnormally high variations in the wind speed time series (Fig. 2.1). Circles and
squares in panel a) represent the stations of the GN and AEMET, respectively. The numbers
to the left (right) of the symbols denote the number of wind speed records invalidated by the
step (daily maximum wind speed) check. The symbols of the stations that at least contain some
suppressions by the analysis of the daily maximum wind speed are filled up in gray. The solid
line (gray boxes) in panel b) represent the number of wind speed of records invalidated by the
step (daily maximum) check.
2.5.3.2 Wind direction
The temporal consistency of wind direction records is ensured by removing abnormally
low variations from the time series (Fig. 2.1). A total of 189490 wind direction records
(0.980 %) were assumed invalid (Table 2.2). The spatial and temporal distributions of
the measurements assumed invalid by each test are displayed in Figure 2.17.
The check that removes isolated repetitions considers invalid a total of 96796 (0.501
%) wind direction records (Table 2.2). Stations managed by the three institutions, GN,
AEMET and RN were affected by these corrections (Fig. 2.17a). The check that analyses
the frequency of constant records in every year eliminates 92624 (0.479 %) additional
records (Table 2.2). The records invalidated by these checks seem to be more frequent in
recent years (Fig. 2.17b), probably due to the larger number of operative stations at the
end of the observational period (Table 2.2). Most invalidated observations are constant
or nearly constant measurements during a long period. For instance, station Bardenas-
Barranco salado (6) showed repetitions around 360◦ during more than one year just after
the change in temporal resolution of its records (from 10-min to 30-min), suggesting a
failure in the adjustments performed. The first check for isolated repetitions partially
supressed the erroneous records, 15.9 thousands (Fig. 2.17a). The rest of records, 11.3
thousands, were invalidated by the check analyzing the frequency of repetitions along the
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Fig. 2.17: Spatial (a) and temporal (b) distribution of records invalidated by the checks associated
with abnormally low variations of the wind direction time series (Fig. 2.1). The numbers to the
left (right) of the symbols in panel a) denote the thousands of records invalidated by the check
that deals with single repetitions (frequency of repetitions along the years). The symbols of the
stations that at least contain corrections associated with the analysis of repetitions along the
years are filled up in gray. The black (gray) boxes in panel b) represent the number of records
assumed as invalid by the check dealing with single repetitions (repetitions along years).
years. A similar period was registered at Lekaroz (23) that also shows a large number of
invalidated records by these checks (Fig. 2.17a).
The inordinately long length of some of the invalidated periods produce large impacts
on the statistics of the wind direction time series. For instance, the mean direction reg-
istered in Lekaroz (23) shows a change of 19 degrees after the application of the check
dealing with isolated repetitions to the time series. The supressions introduced after
the analysis of repetitions through years produce an additional change of 13 degrees.
The variance shows a weaker impact with changes of about 1 % for each check. Station
Bardenas-Barranco salado (6) shows changes in the mean of 6 and 7 degrees after the ap-
plication of each ceck. The standard deviation also shows a weaker impact with changes
of about 5 %.
2.6 Results: correction of biases
This section summarizes the results of applying the checks oriented to analyze the sys-
tematic erros.
The inspection of the 30 days moving means (variances) of the wind speed time series
does not reveal suspicious steps. There exist several abnormally high peaks but they
present spatial consistency. The only case finally removed was the questionable period
registered at Aoiz-Agoitz (2) displayed in Figure 2.10. This correction removes 10450
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(0.054 %) wind speed records and causes a decrease in the mean wind speed (variance)
of 0.04 ms−1 (4%).
The screening for biases on the wind direction time series helped to identify periods
with abnormal ranges of variation (e.g. Fig. 2.11) and other periods associated with a
wrong setting of the wind vane (e.g. Fig. 2.12). The errors associated with an anomalous
range of variation usually present a long duration and thus, a high percentage of records
(2.576 %) are invalidated by this check (Table 2.2). Problems with the fixation of the
wind vane affect to a total of thirteen stations. The spatial and temporal distribution of
these corrections are displayed in Figure 2.18.
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Fig. 2.18: Spatial (a) and temporal (b) distribution of records invalidated by the checks associated
with biases in the wind direction time series. The numbers to the left (right) of the symbols in
panel a) denote the thousands of records invalidated (number of periods rotated). The symbols
of the stations for which records were rotated at least in one temporal period are filled up in
gray.
Stations from the three institutions register anomalous periods of variation that af-
fect a large number of records (Fig. 2.18a). The temporal distribution of the invalidated
records reveal a rather continuous occurrence of this problem along the years (Fig. 2.18b).
The problems with the fixation of the wind vane are corrected in a similar way as in
station Pamplona-Larrabide (27) when metadata are available (Fig. 2.12). Otherwise,
measurements corresponding to different periods of variability are rotated to be in con-
cordance with the last period. This ensures that future extensions of the wind dataset will
present similar wind direction variability. The only exception was station Cadreita-INM
(12) in which no metadata were available and the different periods were rotated to be in
concordance with the wind rose from station Cadreita-Riegos (11), a very close station
(Fig. 1.2) that does not present anomalous wind direction periods.
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2.7 Impacts
This section describes the impacts that the QC and the correction of biases introduced
in the statistics of the observational time series. The percentage of records removed
from each one of the original time series are displayed in Figure 2.19. The percentage
of missing values introduced in the wind speed time series is lower than 5 % except for
station Roncesvalles-Orreaga (30) that shows a percentage higher than 10 % (Fig. 2.19a).
The large number of invalidated records at this site is a result of suppressing the long
questionable period displayed in Figure 2.8b by the check dealing with the frequency of
repetitions over the years. The missing values introduced in the time series of the wind
direction are also in general lower than 5 % (Fig. 2.19b). However, a total of six stations
show higher percentages of missing values which in five cases exced 10 % (Fig. 2.19b).
These large percentages are associated with the checks dealing with the repetitions over
the years as well as corrections of biases.
The impacts that the supressions produced in the mean of the time series are displayed
in Figures 2.19c and 2.19d for the wind speed and wind direction, respectively. Changes
in the mean wind speed show a maximum value of 0.3 ms−1 at the station Roncesvalles-
Orreaga (30). The wind direction time series show larger impacts with changes in the
mean direction higher than 30◦. The standard deviation of the wind speed time series
decreased in all stations (Fig. 2.19e) due to the invalidation of outliers and abnormally
long periods recording zero wind records. The standard deviation of the wind direction
time series shows moderate changes with the largest one at Bardenas-Barranco Salado
(6, Fig. 2.19f) due to the supression of the long period with repetitions around 360◦
already mentioned.
For the case of the wind speed time series, it is interesting to analyze the impacts that
the corrections produced in higher order moments suchs as the skewness and the kurtosis
(Fig. 2.20). The high values that the original time series showed at some locations (Fig.
2.20a,c) are reduced after the corrections (Fig. 2.20b,d). The skewness is positive at all
locations revealing that the tail of the wind speed distributions is larger in the positive
direction. The kurtosis also tends to be positive, indicating a higher peak than a normal
distribution at most of the sites.
The 10-min and 30-min quality-controlled observations at each station were daily
averaged for the specific purposes of this study. Only those days with more than 50 % of
the records available were used. The rest of days were flagged as missings. In addition,
those days lacking either the wind speed or the wind direction were also flagged as
invalid. The spatial and temporal distribution of days with available daily mean wind is
displayed in Figure 2.21. Stations showing a large percentage of missing values are those
locations in which the sensor was installed more recently (see Table 2.1). This causes
an hetereogeneous distribution of the number of available observations over time (Fig.
2.21b). There are approximately 20 stations with observations available prior to 1999,
when the number of stations starts to increase. The drop in the number of observations
available in 2005 is a consequence of a sequential delivery of the wind observations.
Futures updates of the dataset will solve this limitation.
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Fig. 2.19: Percentage of records removed from the original wind speed (a) and direction (b) time
series. The bias (original minus final) is displayed in panel c) for the wind speed and in panel d)
for the wind direction. A negative (positive) bias is displayed in white (black). Panels e) and f)
show the ratio between the original and final standard deviations for the wind speed and wind
direction time series, respectively. A ratio lower (higher) than one is displayed in white (black).
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Fig. 2.20: Skewness of the wind speed time series before (a) and after (b) the QC and the
correction of biases. The kurtosis before and after the supressions is displayed in panels c) and
d), respectively. Positive values are displayed in black and negative ones in white.
2.8 Conclusions
The potential errors of the wind speed and wind direction observations acquired at the 41
automatic weather stations over the CFN used in this Thesis have been analyzed. Rough
errors were removed with a QC that screens the observations for 1) manipulation errors,
2) limits consistency and 3) temporal consistency (Fig. 2.1). Then, the systematic errors
were analyzed and corrections derived when possible. About 1.8 % wind speed and 3.7 %
wind direction records were assumed invalid (Table 2.2). The abnormally low variation
is the principal cause of wind speed records invalidation. On the other hand, systematic
errors associated with an anomalous range of variation are the most important source
of invalid wind direction measurements. All the problems that have been detected and
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Fig. 2.21: Percentage of days (circles) with missing daily wind (a). The color of the circle displays
the first year with an observation available. Panel b) shows the time series of the number of
stations with the daily mean wind available.
particularly the ones that persist during a certain time, should be considered to improve
the quality of the observations in the future.
The corrections applied have been shown to have a clear impact on the general statis-
tics of the dataset. The supression of these records from the dataset is also very important
for the subsequent analyses of data and model evaluation where dealing with erroneous
data in specific periods can lead to missleading conclusions. It should be noticed that a
small number of corrections in a time series means a good quailty of the observations,
which could not have been guaranteed before the application of the present depuration
process. In this sense, the QC and correction of biases process confer more robustness to
the conclusions reached in the following chapters.
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It should also be pointed that the quality controlled data is not expected to be an
error-free dataset, but is one where the quality of the time series has been significantly
improved. Future updates on the dataset and the testing of new methodologies will likely
lead to new quality corrections.

3Dynamical downscaling: the WRF numerical
simulation
The objective of this project is an investigation of the theory of dynamic meteo-
rology in order to make it accessible to high-speed, electronic, digital, automatic
computing, of a type which is beginning to be available, and which is likely to be
increasingly available in the future. ... Indeed, the possibilities that are opened
up by these devices are so radically new and unexpected, that the theory is en-
tirely unprepared for them. There was no practical motivation in the past to
work out those parts of meteorologcial theory on a mathematical and analytical
level, which in order to become really effective, would require calculations faster
than what seemed possible at the time! A complete reassessment or reevaluation
of the theory is therefore an absolute prerequisite.
J. von Neumann, 1946.
The previous Chapter 2 described the observational dataset used in this study and
the procedures applied to improve its quality. The data will be used to analyze the
wind behavior and to evaluate the capability of a dynamical downscaling approach to
reproduce it. This Chapter 3 describes the general characteristics of the WRF model
used to perform the downscaling, and its particular configuration for this study. The
comparison of the simulation with observations will be presented in Chapters 5 and 7.
3.1 A hierarchy of models available to estimate the wind field
Although the CFN observational network (Fig. 2.1) offers a good spatial coverage of the
region, one would always like to increase the number of observational sites. Of course, the
mind of a researcher always flies further than what can be achieved in reality. But even
if it would be possible to make such dreams reality, there is no possibility to recover lost
information: failures in the observational system, a late installation of the sensor, etc. No
matter how accurately one defines his/her “perfect” observational network, there will be
always a but. In the absence of enough observations to provide the desired representation
of the regional flow, which unfortunately is too often the case, the available information
can be used to estimate the wind at other locations.
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The wind estimations should be based on the physical laws governing the atmospheric
evolution. To our current knowledge this is represented by the Navier-Sotokes equations,
or the Euler equations if it is assumed that the atmosphere is an ideal fluid. Both systems
of equations, in a strict sense, only refer to the conservation of momentum. It is necessary
to introduce the conservation of energy and mass as well as a equation of state (the ideal
gas law) to close the system of equations. The estimated wind field needs to satisfy totally
or partially, depending on the assumptions and simplifications, these equations.
Perhaps the simplest estimations (if there is anything simple) are obtained by means
of a diagnostic model. These models blend observational information and modeling to
provide a physically consistent interpolation of the wind field. This is achieved by impos-
ing constraints as in the case of the mass-consistent models proposed by Sherman (1978)
that impose the conservation of mass through the continuity equation (e.g. Sherman,
1978; Goodin et al., 1980; Endlich et al., 1982). Somewhat more elaborated diagnostic
models are based on the theory of Jackson and Hunt (1975) and its extension to three
dimensions by Mason and Sykes (1979) that linearized the equations of motion to ob-
tain an analytical solution (e.g. Walmsley et al., 1982; Troen and Petersen, 1989). These
models provide satisfactory results over hilly terrain (Jenkins et al., 1981; Mason and
King, 1984) but their application to steep slopes typical of complex terrain regions can
be problematic due to the linearization applied. In addition, diagnostic models do not
take into account thermal effects and thus, their use is restricted to evaluate the effects
of orography on steady mean wind flows (Ratto et al., 1994).
A more realistic representation of the physical processes which include thermal ef-
fects is provided by prognostic mesoscale models (Pielke, 2002). These models numeri-
cally solve the Euler equations, usually after applying further simplifications such as the
Reynolds averaging (Reynolds, 1895), to predict the meteorological fields (e. g. Black,
1994; Grell et al., 1994; Cotton et al., 2003; Skamarock et al., 2005). Mesoscale models
have become a standard tool to provide simulations and forecasts of air flows in complex
terrain regions, favored by recent increases in computational power and accessibility of
analysis and forecast grids (Mass and Kuo, 1998).
The WRF mesoscale model (Skamarock et al., 2005) is used in this work to increase
the spatial and temporal sampling of the observational network. In order to provide a
good temporal coverage and a reasonably accurate reproduction of the surface hetero-
geneity, the simulation spans the complete observational period (1992-2005) at a high
horizontal resolution (2 km) over the CFN. Of course, a wind estimation is just that, an
estimation, and it would be of no practical utility, no matter how elaborate is the model
used to derive it, if it is not compared against observations to confirm its agreement. It
is not necessary to say the implications that an accurate enough wind estimation can
present for quite different issues.
3.2 An overview of the advanced research WRF
The advanced research WRF version 2.1.2 is used to perform the numerical simulation.
The information here provided follows Skamarock et al. (2005) where the interested reader
is referred to for a more complete description of the model.
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The numerical algorithm integrates the compressible, nonhydrostatic Euler equations
following the philosophy of Ooyama (1990). The equations are formulated using a η
terrain-following hydrostatic-pressure vertical coordinate (Laprise, 1992) whereas the
horizontal discretization is a C-grid staggering (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977). The basic
prognostic variables are the velocity components, the air potential temperature, the mix-
ing ratios of hydrometeors, and the perturbations from a hydrostatic reference state of
the geopotential and surface pressure of dry air.
A time-split integration scheme is used in the temporal discretization (Skamarock
and Klemp, 1992; Wicker and Skamarock, 2002). The low frequency modes are inte-
grated using a third-order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme. The high-frequency
acoustic modes are integrated over smaller time steps to maintain numerical stability.
The horizontally propagating acoustic modes are integrated using a forward-backward
time integration scheme, and the vertically propagating acoustic modes and buoyancy
oscillations are integrated using a vertically implicit scheme. The time-split integration
is similar to that first developed by Klemp and Wihelmson (1978).
A set of packages is provided to take account for physical processes which are not ex-
plicitly solved in the equations. These packages or parameterizations estimate the effects
associated with mycrophysics, cumulus, planetary boundary layer (PBL), surface layer,
land surface, radiation, and horizontal diffusion.
Mycrophysics includes explicitly resolved water vapor, cloud and precipitation pro-
cesses whereas the cumulus parameterizations are responsible for the sub-grid-scale effects
of convective and/or shallow clouds. The cumulus schemes simulate the effects of vertical
fluxes due to unresolved updrafts and downdrafts and compensating motion outside the
clouds. These parameterizations infer the presence of clouds on each vertical column,
and provide estimations of the vertical heating and moistening profiles produced by the
clouds as well as the convective component of the surface rainfall.
The surface layer schemes calculate friction velocities and exchange coefficients that
enable the calculation of surface heat and moisture fluxes by the land-surface models and
surface stress in the PBL scheme. The PBL is also responsible for vertical sub-grid-scale
fluxes due to eddy transports providing atmospheric tendencies of temperature, mois-
ture, and horizontal momentum in the whole atmospheric column (not just the boundary
layer). The horizontal dissipation/diffusion schemes take account for the horizontal tur-
bulent mixing. The physical packages of the surface layer, PBL and land-surface model
are one-dimensional column schemes.
Finally, the radiation schemes provide heating/cooling due to radiative flux divergence
and surface downward and shortwave radiation for the ground heat budget. Longwave
radiation includes infrared radiation absorbed and emitted by gases and surfaces. Short-
wave radiation includes visible and surrounding wavelengths whose only source is the
Sun, but includes the absorption, reflection, and scattering in the atmosphere and at
surfaces. The available radiation schemes are also on a one-dimensional column.
A more detailed explanation of the parameterizations can be found in Stensrud (2007).
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3.3 Model configuration
Dynamical downscaling exercises frequently use reanlysis data as initial and boundary
conditions since they represent our most accurate knowledge of the atmospheric states.
This is the case of the WRF simulation performed in this Thesis. The available reanalyses
typically present and horizontal resolution of about one degree (Kalnay et al., 1996;
Uppala et al., 2005), and this characteristic strongly conditions the design of a numerical
experiment. The selection of the data used to drive the downscaling is an important
decission, but the design of the experiment also requires a careful model configuration
to analyze the potential implications that the dynamical and physical selections can
introduce on the simulation.
3.3.1 Dynamical configuration
The size of the area over which the atmospheric evolution is simulated emerges as a
first important setting (Vannttsem and Chome´, 2005; Rauscher et al., 2006). On the one
hand, it could be argued that a large area would be desirable in order to locate the target
region, the CFN in this study, far from the boundaries and thus reduce the influences
of the error propagated from the lateral boundary conditions (Warner et al., 1997). A
large domain would be therefore beneficial to allow the model to develop its own internal
variability. On the other hand, it could be argued that a smaller domain size constrains
the atmospheric evolution towards the one imposed on the boundaries, which could be
desirable if the forcings are derived from observations (Seth and Giorgi, 1998) as it is this
particular case. The decision also needs to take into account the available computational
resources since increasing the domain size logically increases the computational costs
(Leduc and Laprise, 2009). The compromise was solved by selecting a size of 2000 km
x 2000 km centered on the CFN. For the simulation described herein, the selected area
is displayed in Figure 3.1. A detailed evaluation of the influence of the domain size and
location on the simulated wind field would certainly be an interesting topic for future
research.
Once the size of the outermost domain was set, an appropriate horizontal resolution
over the target area must be selected. The most suitable resolution is largely determined
by the surface heterogeneity of the area under study and the specific purposes of the
simulation. The CFN presents a relatively complex terrain (Fig. 1.2). Since the orography
exerts a strong influence on the surface circulations, it would be desirable to use a high
spatial resolution to represent it as realistically as possible. The reliability of the physical
options available in the version of the WRF model used is uncertain as one approaches
to horizontal resolutions of 1 km. For instance, as the horizontal resolution approaches
the vertical depth of the PBL, the largest thermals are resolved to some extent, and
the PBL schemes can introduce an over mixing (Stensrud, 2007). The radiative packages
can also be problematic as the horizontal resolution approaches 1 km, since the available
schemes represent the radiative processes along a single vertical column and the radiation
passes through multiple horizontal grid cells as one approaches to resolutions of 1 km
(Stensrud, 2007). A 3D radiative transfer scheme would be more appropriate in these
situations (Cahalan et al., 2005). Thus, a 1 km grid resolution can be considered as a
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Fig. 3.1: Spatial configuration of domains used for the numerical simulation: four domains two
way nested with 54 km, 18 km, 6 km and 2 km of horizontal resolution. The orography of each
domain is displayed with their specific resolution. The number of grid points of each domain
(West-East x Noth-South) is also displayed.
limit in the horizontal resolution achieved. Another factor that changes with resolution
is the computational demand. Doubling the horizontal resolution requires four times
more atmospheric volumes to simulate the atmospheric evolution over the same area;
and the time step must be reduced by a factor of two in order to ensure stability on
the calculations (Wicker and Skamarock, 2002; Skamarock et al., 2005). Thus, a simple
calculation reveals that doubling the spatial horizontal resolution requires eight times
more computational time. In the present experiment, a horizontal resolution of 2 km
was finally selected as a balance between computational demand and need of physical
detail on the simulation of the atmospheric evolution over the CFN. In comparison with
a simulation at 1 km, this decision substantially reduces the computational time (by a
factor of eight) without loosing too much resolution. Additionally, this resolution, while
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avoiding to simulate under the always uncertain limit of reliability of a model, is still
challenging in terms of the realism that the model can achieve.
The model is configured with four domains using two way nesting to reach the desired
resolution over the CFN (Fig. 3.1). The outermost domain is centered on the CFN and
has the size of 2000 km lat x lon and a horizontal resolution of 54 km. The rest of the
domains are nested to progressively reach the desired horizontal resolution of 2 km in
the innermost domain, which covers the whole CFN. The horizontal resolution as well
as the number of grid points of each domain are displayed in Table ??. The topographic
data for all the domains is obtained from the USGS GTOPO30 dataset which has a grid
spacing of 30” lat x lon (Bliss and Olsen, 1996; Gesch and Larson, 1996; Verdin and
Greenlee, 1996).
A total of 31 levels were used in the vertical direction for all the domains. The top
of the model is fixed at 50 hPa and the η levels at 0.0, 0.021, 0.046, 0.075, 0.108, 0.145,
0.188, 0.236, 0.290, 0.345,0.398, 0.451, 0.501, 0.550, 0.596, 0.639, 0.680, 0.718, 0.753,
0.786, 0.816, 0.844, 0.869, 0.892, 0.913, 0.933, 0.950, 0.966, 0.980, 0.993 and 1.000. The
distibution of the levels in a vertical cross section is shown in Figure 3.2. These vertical
levels are the default configuration of the WRF model and represent a commitment be-
tween the desirable high resolution at high levels to capture the large scale circulation
dynamics, and the desirable high resolution at low levels to provide a better representa-
tion of the atmospheric boundary layer. For this study that focuses on the surface wind,
it could be argued that it would be beneficial to add more levels within the PBL in order
to provide a better representation of the vertical sub-grid scale fluxes. However, it has
been reported that an acceptable representation of the PBL evolution can be achieved
with a reduced number of vertical levels (Hong et al., 2006) and thus, it was decided not
to increase the number of vertical levels since it would also increase the computational
cost. In any case, a more in depth evaluation of the influence on the surface wind estima-
tions due to an increment of the number of vertical levels close to the surface would be
an interesting possibility for future research. Particularly interesting would be to analyze
the influence of the location of the lowest level, since it defines the surface layer that is
used to calculate the surface fluxes into the atmosphere.
3.3.2 Physical configuration
After setting a configuration for the domains, the physical schemes must be selected. The
WRF model contains several options for each of the physical processes parameterized.
The number of combinations of physical packages is therefore rather high. Some studies
evaluated the sensitivity of a simulation to a particular parameterization (e.g. Zamora
et al., 2003; Zhang and Zheng, 2004; Berg and Zhong, 2005). Other sensitivity studies
evaluated the influence of different combinations of physical packages looking for the
optimal configuration of the model (e.g. Ferna´ndez et al., 2007; Miao et al., 2008). These
kind of studies reveals that the best set of schemes depends on the time of the day or the
year, synoptic situation, simulated variable, area under study, etc. Some sets of packages
outperform others under particular situations, but when the purpose is to simulate a
long period that comprises a large number of atmospheric situations, as in the present
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Fig. 3.2: Vertical levels used for the dynamical downscaling (black lines). The vertical levels
from the ECMWF reanalysis/analysis data used to provide initial and boundary conditions are
also displayed (gray lines).
study, the optimal set of physical schemes that systematically outperform the rest does
not seem to necessarily exist.
On the basis of the previous considerations, the parameterizations schemes were se-
lected based on experience and a priori considerations. The longwave radiation is repre-
sented with a Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (Mlawer et al., 1997) whereas the short-
wave radiation scheme is based on Dudhia (1989). A modified version of the Kain and
Fritsch (1990, 1993) scheme is used for the cumulus parameterization in the three out-
ermost domains. The YSU PBL parameterization (Hong et al., 2006) is used in the four
domains. With respect to the microphysics, the WRF Single-Moment 6-class scheme
which is similar to (Lin et al., 1983) is adopted. Finally, a simple land surface model
based on the MM5 5-layer soil temperature model is employed (Dudhia, 1996; Dudhia
et al., 2004). The USGS land use/land cover system with a horizontal resolution of 1 km
is used to determine the surface physical properties (Anderson et al., 1976). For more
specific details on the parameterizations the reader is referred to Skamarock et al. (2005).
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A further evaluation of the sensitivity of the surface wind simulation to any param-
eterization will remain as a future issue of research. This is not a trivial task since the
performance of a parameterization is influenced by that of other parameterizations. For
instance, the radiation scheme strongly depends on the cloudiness which is the target
of the mycrophysics scheme. A very careful design of the experiment would be therefore
mandatory to reach solid conclusions and, of course, these could vary for different meteo-
rological situations. The schemes that should be the most important candidates subjected
to evaluation, because of their prominent influence on the surface wind simulation, are
the radiation, the soil model and the PBL scheme.
Finally, it should be keep in mind that the horizontal diffusion scheme selected op-
erates over the η-coordinate surfaces that follow the terrain. This methodology can be
problematic over the steep slopes of complex terrain areas as shown by the work of Za¨ngl
(2002) and Juang et al. (2005). The version of the WRF model used herein provides an
option to perform the horizontal diffusion along geometric height coordinates but when
it was adopted the simulation turned unstable. Updated versions of the model should be
used on the future to evaluate the sensitivity of the surface wind field to this option.
3.4 Downscaling strategy
Initial and boundary conditions were obtained from the ERA-40 reanalysis project (Sim-
mons and Gibson, 2000; Uppala et al., 2005) from 1992 to August 2002. After this date,
up to 7 October 2005, the operational analysis at the ECMWF are used. The horizontal
resolution of both datasets is 1o lat x lon. The upper air information consist on geopoten-
tial heigh, temperature, relative humidity and the zonal and meridional wind components
at the 11 vertical levles shown in Figure 3.2. At the surface, the information consist on
2 metre temperature and 2 metre dew point temperature, sea level pressure, 10 metre
zonal and meridional wind components, and the soil temperature.
The WRF model is initialized as a “cold start” at 0 hours of each day, and is run
for 48 hours, updating the boundary conditions with ECMWF data every six hours.
The WRF simulation is stored every hour. The first 24 hours are discarded as model
spinup retaining the outputs for the following 24 hours. The process was repeated until a
simulation for the whole observational period was obtained (1 January 1992 to 7 October
2005). This sequence of short runs with numerous re-initializations as part of a longer
simulation has been shown to outperform long-term continuous simulations with only
one initialization (Pan et al., 1999; Qian et al., 2003; Lo et al., 2008) and is becoming
increasingly accepted and adopted in recent years (Conil and Hall, 2006; Zagar et al.,
2006). It can be argued, however, that it presents also some disadvantages. For instance,
a longer simulation allows the model to equilibrate with its surface components providing
a more interanlly consistent climatology (Giorgi, 2006).
The simulations were run in a cluster of PCs at the CIEMAT computing center.
A single realization, to obtain a one day simulation as explained above, approximately
elapses 40 hours of CPU. This means that more than 23 years would be necessary to
run the fourteen years from 1992 to 2005 on a single processor. The subdivision of the
simulation into short runs allows for a paralelization of the process and the complete
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simulation was finished in about one year, (wall clock time). Presently, the simulation
has been extended back to cover the period from 1960 to 2005.

4Wind variability analysis: identification of areas of
homogeneous wind behavior∗
The present chapter is devoted to understand the surface wind variability over the CFN.
The analysis is performed using the observational dataset presented in Chapter 2. There
is a two fold objective for this analysis. First, to understand the wind behavior over
the region. And second, to provide an appropriate framework to evaluate the capability
of the dynamical downscaling presented in Chapter 3 to reproduce the observed wind
variability. The latter will be the focus of the the next chapter.
The surface wind variability is analyzed by dividing the CFN into a small number
of subregions with internally homogeneous wind behavior, by means of a wind regional-
ization. This allows to inspect the spatial wind variability by analyzing the distribution
of the subregions identified, and the temporal wind variability by analyzing the wind
behavior at the different subregions.
4.1 Regionalization background and necessity of a reduced
dataset
The most popular strategies to identify areas with homogeneous behavior are based
on multivariate analysis (Chatfield and Collins, 1980). These techniques have been suc-
cessfully applied in a variety of case studies and for several variables (e.g. Dyer, 1975;
White et al., 1991; Coronato and Bisigato, 1998; Bonell and Sumner, 1992; Fovell and
Fovell, 1993; Sanchez-Lorenzo et al., 2007, 2008; Burlando et al., 2008). However, the
major efforts have been oriented to identify climate zones (e.g. Gadgil and Joshi, 1983;
Stooksbury and Michaels, 1991; Fovell and Fovell, 1993; DeGaetano, 1996; Bunkers and
Miller Jr., 1996; Malmgren and Winter, 1999) or affinity areas of precipitation (e.g. Dyer,
1975; Ba¨rring, 1988; Ogallo, 1989; Mallants and Feyen, 1990; Bonell and Sumner, 1992;
∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
Jime´nez, P. A., J. F. Gonza´lez-Rouco, J. P. Monta´vez, J. Navarro, E. Garc´ıa-Bustamante
and F. Valero, 2008: Surface wind regionalization in complex terrain. J. Appl. Meteor. &
Climatol., 47, 308-325.
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Ferna´ndez-Mills, 1994; Gong and Richman, 1995; Comrie and Glenn, 1998; Romero et al.,
1999b; Mun˜oz-Dı´az and Rodrigo, 2004).
The potential of the regionalization approach has seldom been explored with wind
related variables (Kaufmann and Weber, 1998; Cheng, 1998; Burlando et al., 2008). Kauf-
mann and Weber (1998) applied cluster analysis (CA) to the correlation matrix of the
wind direction finding wind regions related to the orographic features of the area under
study. Cheng (1998) identified homogeneous regions of maximum wind speed using basic
probability functions, homogeneity tests and composite frequency functions. Burlando
et al. (2008) applied several CA approaches to wind speed observations acquired over
Corsica to compare the different classifications and thus find the most consistent wind
speed regions. None of these previous studies consider the vectorial nature of the wind,
since they classify scalar fields such as wind direction, maximum speed or wind speed.
The regionalization of the surface wind over the CFN is herein performed using mul-
tivariate techniques in order to exploit its potential to manage a vectorial variable such
as the wind. Two different methods based on principal component analysis (PCA) are
used in this study to regionalize. The first method carries out CA of the most important
PCA modes (Romero et al., 1999c) which allows identifying homogeneous wind climate
variability groups, while the second method makes use of rotation of selected principal
components (White et al., 1991). These are standard methodologies used to regionalize,
but they have not been previously applied to the horizontal wind vector. The use of
two different methodologies allows for the comparison of results from both procedures
in order to reach the most consistent classification. The wind regionalization analysis is
performed with a previous version of the observational dataset described in Chapter 2.
The observations were taken at the same locations but this previous dataset spans the
period from 1 January 1992 to 30 September 2002.
The observational time series present cosiderably high number of missing records in
the time series mostly associated with a later instalation of the sensors (Fig. 2.21). The ex-
istence of missing data and thus of uneven time intervals can potentially produce adverse
effects in the calculation of principal components (Yarnal, 1993). This can be partially
mitigated by interpolating the data into a grid (Wilks, 1995). However, grid interpolation
of wind data can be particularly problematic in complex terrain regions where exposure,
orographic features, and altitude are usually more important than distance (Kaufmann
and Weber, 1998; Steinacker et al., 2006). In addition, interpolation does not incorpo-
rate new information to the dataset unless more variables or sites are considered. An
alternative possibility is to undertake a careful pairwise treatment of missing values as
suggested by Ba¨rring (1988). Ludwig et al. (2004) applied PCA both to grid interpolated
and unevenly spaced station data for the same region obtaining similar results; other
examples of PCA with unevenly spaced data are those of Bonell and Sumner (1992) and
Comrie and Glenn (1998).
This last approach is here adopted by applying PCA to a subset of data with fewer
missing data in its daily fields in order to secure a more robust estimation of eigenvectors.
The complete dataset is subsequently used to calculate an extended version of the prin-
cipal components which allows for studying the variability in each region at longer time
scales (see Section 4.4). The subset of data is created by selecting only the 35 stations
with the best quality wind measurements, in terms of the availability of data, from the
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Fig. 4.1: Location of wind stations within the CFN. Shading represents altitude, circles are the
measurement sites and the thin lines highlight political boundaries. See Table 2.1 for specific
station descriptions. The crosses represent the grid points within the ECMWF reanalysis dataset.
meteorological network of the CFN (Fig. 4.1). In addition, only the daily fields with more
than 80% of the site observations available (i.e. more than 28 stations) are retained in
the reduced datset. The number of available daily fields is in this way reduced to 947,
but the reduced dataset ensures a homogeneous representation of all stations during the
time steps for the calculation of eigenvectors. A further selection of fields was additionally
made considering the resulting monthly distribution of available daily fields (Fig. 4.2).
The irregular spread of data over the year could potentially stress the prevailing circu-
lations of the months with more available daily fields. This potential undesirable effect
was weakened by imposing an upper limit on the retained number of daily fields for each
month, thus achieving a more homogeneous distribution. This threshold was established
in this case selecting the best quality 65 daily cases for each month (dashed line in Fig.
4.2), the only exception being February which could only accumulate 54 daily fields. The
final subset containing a total of 769 daily wind measurement fields was employed for the
wind regionalization. Since the quality of the original dataset was progressively improved
with time (Fig. 2.21b), the latter subset was mostly concentrated in the recent years
spanning the period from October 1999 to September 2002.
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Fig. 4.2: Monthly distribution of the number of days with more than 80 % of wind observations
available (boxes). The dashed line represents the final homogeneous distribution after discarding
the days with larger amounts of missing values from each month (except for February that has
only 54 available days).
4.2 Regionalization methodologies
The two selected regionalization methodologies perform a PCA in a first step. Due to the
vectorial nature of the wind, a scalar PCA can be applied to its components (Barnett,
1977) or a vectorial PCA to the wind vector. The latter analysis can be faced from
two different approaches: a real vectorial PCA (Ludwig et al., 2004; Jime´nez et al.,
2008) or a complex vectorial PCA (Hardy, 1977; Hardy and Walton, 1978; Horel, 1984).
In comparison to the scalar PCA the vectorial PCA presents the advantage that the
relationship between both components is not necessarily lost during the analysis (Klink
and Willmott, 1989). Furthermore, the real vectorial PCA has been reported to be more
effective than the complex one in discriminating the flows corresponding to different
temporal/spatial scales that are orthogonal (Kaihatu et al., 1998). For these reasons, the
real vectorial PCA was selected for this study, and applied to the correlation matrix of
available zonal and meridional time series (S-mode; see Richman 1986) as a first step in
both regionalization methods. The use of the correlation matrix, instead of the covariance
matrix allows for the comparison of sites with different ranges of wind variability. PCA
is a standard methodology and the reader is referred to text books for more information
(Preisendorfer, 1988; von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). A brief definition is presented in Eq.
(4.1):
(u(x, t), v(x, t)) = (u¯(x), v¯(x)) +
2N∑
i=1
ai(t)(ui(x), vi(x)) (4.1)
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where the elements on the left hand side are the zonal u(x,t) and meridional v(x,t)
wind data at time t and at each of the N sites (x=1,2,...,N). u¯ and v¯ represent the time
average of the zonal and meridional wind components. The second term on the right hand
side involves the i = 1 . . . 2N principal modes through the product of the time series of
scores (ai(t), principal components) and the eigenvector (ui(x), vi(x)). The selection of
the number of principal modes to retain, M, was made with the classical scree test of
Cattell (1966).
4.2.1 Cluster analysis methodology
A CA of the retained PCA modes allows for obtaining groups of stations with similar
loads. The target of any CA is to form groups with large similarities between objects
inside a cluster and small similarities between objects of different clusters. Hence, the
first step to perform a CA is to define a metric for similarity between the objects to
be grouped. In this analysis the objects are the stations and the measure of similarity
between two given stations A and B is defined by:
dAB =
1
M
M∑
i=1
([ui(xA)− ui(xB)]
2 + [vi(xA)− vi(xB)]
2)
1
2 (4.2)
where i denotes the principal mode and u and v are the components of the vectorial
loads as in Eq. (4.1). Once the similarity measure has been defined, a clustering pro-
cedure must be chosen. Hierarchical and non-hierarchical algorithms stand as standard
tools for this purpose (Anderberg, 1973). Hierarchical techniques are divided into divisive
and agglomerative; divisive procedures start with all the objects in a cluster and split
them at each iteration of the procedure while agglomerative procedures consider initially
each object as a cluster and merge the two most similar elements at each step. Divisive
procedures are slower than agglomerative (Fovell and Fovell, 1993) and this is probably
why they are less popular. All the hierarchical procedures present the same disadvantage:
if an object is erroneously assigned to a group at the beginning of the clustering pro-
cess, this object cannot be relocated (Anderberg, 1973). The nonhierarchical procedures
outperform the hierarchical schemes (Gong and Richman, 1995), however, a drawback is
that they need to know in advance the number of clusters to be formed and their ini-
tial seed values. Hence, a two step cluster procedure (Milligan, 1980) is frequently used
to solve these problems (Stooksbury and Michaels, 1991; Kaufmann and Weber, 1996;
Kaufmann and Whiteman, 1999) and was the method selected in this work. In the first
step a hierarchical algorithm finds the groups which serve as an initial state for a second
phase in which a non-hierarchical scheme reorders the objects. Weber and Kaufmann
(1995) compared different hierarchical methods for a wind field classification adopting
the distance defined by Eq. 4.2. They found some advantages in the Complete Linkage
Algorithm (CLA Johnson, 1967) over the rest of the methods tested. Thus, this was
the clustering procedure selected for the first step. This algorithm defines the degree of
similarity between two clusters as the largest value of the distance in Eq. (4.2) between
any possible pair of objects, each one extracted from each cluster. With this definition,
CLA merges two clusters only if the distance between the most dissimilar objects does
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not exceed a certain threshold. In this way, the method ensures broad similarity of the
elements within a cluster and dissimilarity of these against those of other clusters. In
order to decide on the appropriate number of clusters to form, the value of the similarity
measure at which the two most similar clusters are merged at each step is screened; a
large change in the value of the distance before and after merging two potentially similar
groups means that two very different clusters have been merged and can be used as an
indication to stop the algorithm in the previous step.
On the second CA step, a method similar to the non-hierarchical k-means procedure
(Kaufmann and Weber, 1996) has been used. This algorithm calculates the similarity
based in Eq. (4.2) between each station and a reference centroid representative of the
cluster to which the station has been previously assigned. An initial cluster assignment
is made in the previous step with the CLA and centroids are calculated as the average
of all individuals within each initial group. After this, distances according to Eq. (4.2)
are calculated on the basis of loadings of each target station and those of the centroid.
This allows for a new reassignment through which stations can be moved to a different
group that presents minimum distance between its centroid and the target station. Once
the procedure has been applied to each site, new reassignment steps can be undertaken
in an iterative manner until stability is attained and no station is virtually relocated in
a different group.
4.2.2 Rotation of principal components methodology
The second regionalization approach explored herein is based on the rotation of the
selected principal modes to obtain the wind regions. The aim of the rotation is to produce
’simple structure’ in which the variables are as close as possible to a hyper-plane of at least
one principal mode (Richman, 1986; Hannachi et al., 2006). With the simple structure,
the loading map of each principal mode weighs on a different subregion.
Theoretically, each observational site should present a high load in just one rotated
loading map and null loads in the rest (perfect simple structure). This would lead to a
situation which each map would define a completely different subregion. Actually, the
loads are not null and in practice it is necessary to define a critical threshold value to
define the subregions: only those sites with loads higher than the critical value will belong
to an specific subregion. Since a vectorial PCA is adopted the loads are vectors and the
critical value is defined based on the value of their module.
Rotations can be either orthogonal or oblique. There is considerable discussion on
the benefits and disadvantages of each type of rotation. Some authors find very similar
groups with both methods (Gregory, 1975) while others conclude that the oblique rota-
tions produce more stable results and are superior to the orthogonal rotations (White
et al., 1991). VARIMAX (orthogonal, Kaiser, 1958) and OBLIMIN (oblique, Clarkson
and Jennrich, 1988) rotation techniques were tested and little difference was found for
the case of this study. The first technique was finally selected because of its simplicity
and the property of preserving the orthogonality of the eigenvectors after the rotation.
This regionalization method allows for one station to belong to more than one sub-
region since the regions derived from each PCA mode can overlap, contrary to the CA
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method that generates a hard regionalization in which each station belongs to only one
subregion.
4.3 Identification of the wind subregions
As a preliminary inspection of the wind variability over the region, the average and
standard deviation fields of wind speed module are displayed in Figure 4.3. The spatial
patterns of both variables suggest a linear relation with the sites showing higher wind
averages also presenting more variability. This is typical of positive defined variables
like precipitation (Xoplaki et al., 2004) in which increases in mean values lead to wider
probability distributions (higher variability). For the case under consideration Figure
4.4a illustrates this relationship (correlation r = 0.98). The sites with the strongest wind
are the mountain stations and some of the stations in the Ebro valley (Fig. 4.3). Many of
the windy sites are also the highest in altitude (Table 2.1) suggesting a relation between
altitude and wind speed. This can be better observed through the dispersion diagram of
both variables (Fig. 4.4b) that reveals a correlation value of 0.78.
Mean wind vectors are displayed in Figure 4.3 calculated from averages of the zonal
and meridional wind components. The mean flow is from the northwest and is channeled
from the northern valleys to the Ebro valley through the North-South passages around
the eastern mountains. The meridional component presents, in general, higher variabil-
ity than the zonal component (Fig. 4.4c). The correlation between both components (r
= 0.76) indicates some linear relationship between them. This can be argued to be a
reasonable feature from the point of view of the conservation of horizontal momentum.
Assuming the loss of energy from surface friction is small and loss of horizontal momen-
tum due to vertical ascents or descents represent a small fraction of horizontal momentum
on daily time scales, the changes in the zonal (meridional) component due to interactions
of the wind with orographic obstacles will translate into transfer of momentum to the
meridional (zonal) component. Thus, changes in the zonal (meridional) wind component
will often be related to changes in the meridional (zonal) component and ultimately sites
showing higher variability in one component should be expected to have also higher vari-
ability in the other component. This relation is an indication of common variability and
supports the joint treatment of both components in the application of the vectorial PCA
in the analysis of the wind variability instead of performing a separate analysis on each
variable component. As for the higher meridional than zonal variability, this is related
(not shown) to the channeling of the flow between the large mountain systems in north-
ern Spain (the Cantabrian mountains and the Pyrenees, Fig. 1.2) and at a more regional
scale within the CFN. Here, channeling is favored along the northern valleys and the
Ebro Valley with a NW-SE orientation and particularly around the eastern mountains
systems with a N-S orientation. This behavior will be further illustrated with the results
of the PCA analysis in the following sections.
4.3.1 Regionalization using cluster analysis
The explained variance of the leading PCA modes of the wind field is shown in Figure
4.5. There are breaks of the slope at mode three, five as well as a less clear one at
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Fig. 4.3: Mean wind speed field (solid lines), its standard deviation (dashed lines) and mean
zonal and meridional wind components (vectors) of the selected daily wind fields. The length of
the vectors is therefore proportional to the module of the mean wind vector. The tail of vectors
is placed at the observational sites.
mode nine which according to the scree test of Cattell (1966) are reasonable numbers
of modes to retain. The retention of three of them might not be enough to adequately
group the stations because in such cases the similarity measure (4.2) would be calculated
with the contributions of only three terms whereas, nine modes could introduce noise
into the classification because of the little variance explained by the higher order modes.
Therefore, five principal modes which accumulate 84.1 % of the variance in the data
were retained. The loading maps (eigenvectors) of these principal modes are displayed in
Figure 4.6. These maps represent flow directions and can be interpreted in their positive
phase as displayed in Figure 4.6 or in the opposite sign of the mode (corresponding to
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Fig. 4.4: a) Mean daily wind speed vs. its standard deviation for the selected days in the 35
sites, b) altitude vs. mean wind speed and c) standard deviation of the v wind component vs.
standard deviation of the u wind component.
a negative sign in their principal component). The first mode explains two thirds of the
variance (66.8 %) and is well organized (Fig. 4.6a): the vectors are aligned along the valley
axis indicating that the dominant physical process is the topographical channeling. In the
positive (negative) phase the main flow has a SE to NW (NW to SE) direction while some
mountain sites seem to show a certain decoupling of the flow with respect to the valley
circulations presenting a meridional direction with a northward (southward) orientation.
The second principal mode explains 8.6 % of the variance and presents strong eastward
(westward) flows at the highest locations mainly, and weaker SW to NE (NE to SW)
flows at the rest of the sites (Fig. 4.6b). Physically it can be interpreted as the influence
of the synoptic scale flows which is more intense at the higher sites. Therefore, this mode
also reveals a decoupling of the flow between mountain and valley circulations noticed
before. The third principal mode explains 3.4 % of the variance. It shows activity in the
center of the region displaying zonal flow directions but with opposite orientations at
sites separated by relatively small distances that could be associated with re-circulations
or local behaviors of the flow (Fig. 4.6c). The fourth and fifth modes explain 2.9 % and
2.4 % of the variance respectively and show relations between a few stations of each mode
(Fig. 4.6d and e). The low percentage of variance accounted for these last modes can be
related to the limited size of their area of influence relative to that of the three first
modes. Improved knowledge of variability within this confined areas could stem in the
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future from higher spatial sampling. This arrangement of explained variance is similar
to that found by other authors in regions of comparable size (Hardy and Walton, 1978;
Green et al., 1992a; Ludwig et al., 2004).
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Fig. 4.5: Explained variance of the PCA modes. No-
tice the break in the vertical scale.
The first step of this CA re-
gionalization is to group together
the stations with similar loads
(Fig. 4.6) using the hierarchical
CLA in order to decide the num-
ber of subregions to form. This
was done displaying the sequence
of distance measures at which the
clusters were merged in each step
(Fig. 4.7). Since the CLA merges
the two most similar clusters at
each step, a large jump in the se-
quence means that two very dif-
ferent clusters have been merged
and indicates the convenience of
stopping the algorithm just be-
fore this happens. Steps appear
at the case of six and nine clus-
ters (Fig. 4.7) and therefore these
seem reasonable number of subre-
gions to form. The regionalization
of nine subregions forms many
small groups with only one or
two stations (Fig. 4.8a) hence a
six-cluster regionalization was se-
lected (Fig. 4.8b). After the CLA,
the reordering of the stations in
the six selected subregions is per-
formed by the non-hierarchical al-
gorithm and provides the final
wind regionalization (Fig. 4.8c).
This reordering only changes the
location of station number 37
(Fig. 4.1), which was assigned to
the first subregion by the CLA (Fig. 4.8b) and now belongs to the third wind region
(Fig. 4.8c). The similar clustering of the stations obtained in the two steps of the CA
methodology grants robustness to the proposed regionalization. The Ebro valley stations
form the first subregion (label 1 in Fig. 4.8c), the narrow northern valleys the second
(label 2 in Fig. 4.8c), the high mountain stations the third (label 3 in Fig. 4.8c) and the
rest of the subregions are small groups with a North-to-South orientation in the center of
the CFN (labels 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 4.8c). Conceptually, this seems to suggest that there
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Fig. 4.6: Loading maps of the first five principal modes. The variance accounted for by each
mode are a) 66.8 %, b) 8.6 %, c) 3.4 %, d) 2.9 % and e) 2.4 %.
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are three well defined regions, and a fourth one, the central North-to-South area which
groups the clusters with lowest numbers of stations.
Fig. 4.7: Distance at which the last two clusters are merged against the number of clusters
formed. The larger jump at 6 and 9 suggests to retain these numbers of clusters.
4.3.2 Regionalization using rotated principal modes
This method rotates the retained PCA modes to perform the regionalization. Subregions
are then formed retaining just the highest loads of each loading map. This is done by
defining a critical threshold value and, only those sites with loads exceeding it will belong
to the subregion. Hence, one subregion is created for each rotated mode and the method
allows for the formation of overlapping subregions in opposition to the CA method which
generates a hard regionalization without possible overlap. The retention of five modes,
as was done with the regionalization using CA, results in a strong overlapping between
the subregions formed and suggests that five wind regions appear to be too many. Hence,
only four principal modes were employed for this regionalization method (81.7 % of the
variance). As was mentioned above, rotation tends to form simple structures (Richman,
1986) in which the variables are as close as possible to the hyper-plane of at least one
principal mode. The degree of the simple structure can be visualized displaying the loads
of one principal mode against those of another mode. Figure 4.9 shows an example of
this for the first mode 1 vs. 2 and 4 illustrating that values overall tend to be closer to
the axis in the rotated case. The effect off the VARIMAX rotation is apparent in the
turning of the dispersion diagram of mode 1 vs. 4.
The loading maps of the four rotated principal modes in their positive phase are dis-
played in Figure 4.10. Compared with the unrotated principal modes (Fig. 4.6) they show
in some aspects a clearer physical interpretation. The first and second rotated principal
mode (Fig. 4.10a,b) present similar patterns to those of the first two modes (Fig. 4.6a,b).
The first pattern presents in its positive (negative) phase the SE to NW (NW to SE)
channeling along the Ebro Valley, as in the unrotated case, and some minor differences in
the representation of its influence in the area between the western and eastern mountains,
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Fig. 4.8: Wind regionalization obtained with the CLA of the five most important principal
modes for the cases of 9 (a) and 6 (b) subregions; c) shows the wind regionalization obtained
with the second step of the CA methodology, the non-hierarchical algorithm that reorders the
6 subregions formed with the CLA (b).
where the rotated mode indicates perhaps some clearer tilt to the North (South). The
second mode (Fig. 4.10b) is also similar to its unrotated analogue (Fig. 4.6b) but with
the vectors presenting a clearer alignment along the eastward (westward) direction in the
mountain stations and with weaker vectors (smaller loadings) in the valleys. The third
rotated principal mode (Fig. 4.10c) presents meridional orientation of the vectors that
show southward (northward) sense in the eastern areas of the CFN, and zonal orientation
with westward (eastward) sense in the western areas. In this case the pattern suggests a
clearer behavior of the wind flow bordering the western and eastern mountain obstacles
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Fig. 4.9: Dispersion diagram of the rotated 1st principal mode plotted against modes 2 and 4.
from some North or NE direction. A further analysis of the synoptic conditions related
to the surface circulations will be presented in Chapter 6 to understand the regional
behavior as a result of interaction of large scaled dynamics with topography. The fourth
rotated principal mode (Fig. 4.10d) shows channeling flows along the northern valleys
and weak vectors in the Ebro valley and the mountain stations. In comparison to the
last unrotated vectors (Fig. 4.6) it highlights distinctly the channeling of wind in the
northern valleys.
After a visual inspection of the loading maps (Fig. 4.10) a critical value for the vector
modules can be defined in such a way that the stations that exceed the threshold will
define wind regions. As it can be observed in Figure 4.10, the critical value must be cho-
sen carefully in order to avoid too much overlapping between subregions or stations left
ungrouped. Several critical values were tested and finally, the compromise was solved by
adopting a critical module value of 0.175 which delimits the most consistent subregions.
The regionalization obtained can be observed in Figure 4.11a. The first subregion corre-
sponds to the Ebro valley (EV, circles in Fig. 4.11a); the second is mainly defined by the
mountain stations (MS, squares in Fig. 4.11a); the third region groups stations lined up
in a North-South direction from the inner northern valleys up to the Bidasoa mountains
and beyond (NS, diamonds in Fig. 4.11a) and the fourth is fundamentally shaped by
the northern valley sites (NV, triangles in Fig. 4.11a). This wind regionalization is very
similar to that obtained with the CA method (Fig. 4.6c). However, it clearly groups the
sites labeled with diamonds, region 3, as a whole region overlapping with the northern
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Fig. 4.10: Loading maps of the four rotated principal modes with the VARIMAX technique.
The tail of the vectors are placed at the observational sites. See Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.12 for
complementary information.
valley sites, instead of the various small groups provided by the CA. Moreover, this re-
gionalization creates an extended group of mountain stations instead of the very specific
individual high mountain sites identified by the CA regionalization method. However,
this methodology has the drawback that there are two stations, 10 and 16 (Fig. 4.1),
that were not assigned to any group. When the critical value was reduced in an attempt
to include them into a group then the subregions overlapped too much. Station 16 has
the highest load module (0.168) for the EV subregion, which agrees with the assignment
resulting from the CA regionalization; however, it also has a high load for the MS region
(0.155). Station 10 has the highest load modules for the EV subregion (0.171) and the
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NV subregion (0.169). These type of situations could be ameliorated with further im-
provements in the temporal length and spatial coverage of the dataset which would allow
for capturing better signals which are faintly represented in the data.
The two regionalizations present their own drawbacks and advantages and the use
of both methodologies allows to reach more robust results. The grouping of stations
provided by both methodologies (Figs. 4.6c and 4.11a) will be used to evaluate the
ability of the simulation in reproducing the spatial wind variability in the next Chapter
5. The definition of subregions from the rotational approach (Fig. 4.11a) will be used to
calculate the regional wind time series since it shows a simpler structure than the CA
based approach (Figs. 4.6c), with no group formed by just one station. Hereafter, when
referring to the regional time series we will allude to the averaged series of the stations
belonging to each of the subregions isolated in the rotational approach (Fig. 4.11a). The
rotational scheme also presents the advantage that makes it possible to examine the
temporal wind variability of each subregion by analyzing the time series of the rotated
scores. This will be analyzed in the following section.
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Fig. 4.11: Wind regionalization obtained with the rotation of the four (a) and three (b) most
important principal component modes. The crosses represent the unclassified stations.
4.4 Temporal wind variability at the subregions
The 20 days moving average filter outputs of the time series of scores are displayed (Fig.
4.12). Each score presents different behavior showing the distinct wind variability in the
subregions formed. However, the rotation of the principal modes involves the loss of the
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independence (zero correlation) property of the scores time series and therefore, part of
the variance accounted by one mode could also be explained by other modes (Preisendor-
fer, 1988). The correlation among the rotated scores time series can be observed in Table
4.1. The correlation of 0.79 between the score 1 (EV) and the score 4 (NV) implies sim-
ilar wind variability in these subregions. Indeed, the regionalization reached retaining
three principal modes (Fig. 4.11b) basically groups the stations from these two subre-
gions. However, the fourth subregion in Figure 4.11a is a well defined cluster using the
CA regionalization methodology (Fig. 4.8c) and is fundamentally constituted by stations
that share a characteristic terrain feature, namely, to be located at the northern valleys.
Thus, the decision was taken to keep this region as a different group on the basis of the
results with the CA method and the distinct topographical character.
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Fig. 4.12: 20 days moving average filter outputs of the time series of scores after VARIMAX
rotation.
Table 4.1: Correlation of the rotated scores.
Score 1 Score 2 Score3 Score 4
Score 1 1.00 -0.25 0.06 0.79
Score 2 -0.25 1.00 -0.29 -0.41
Score 3 0.06 -0.29 1.00 0.09
Score 4 0.79 -0.41 0.09 1.00
The time series of scores of each mode are compared against the mean wind com-
ponents of each wind region in Figure 4.13. This allows for illustration of the meaning
of the time evolution of the principal components (scores) in relation to changes in the
zonal and meridional components in each region. The changes in the scores time series
for each mode match in some regions with those of the zonal wind component, or with
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those of the meridional one or with both. A common feature is that the four subregions
present a very similar evolution of their mean meridional component revealing that the
variability of this component is rather uniform over all the CFN. However, the mean
zonal component shows different variability and is the actual factor which seems to play
a role in distinguishing subregions. The similarity of the time series of scores with the
zonal or meridional component can be understood if the orientation of vectors in the
loading maps is taken into account (Fig. 4.10). For instance, the EV subregion shows a
similar evolution of the time series of scores and both the series of the zonal (r = -0.93)
and meridional (r = 0.99) wind (Fig. 4.13a). This similar variability of both wind com-
ponents seems to be associated with the NW-SE orientation of the Ebro valley and the
channeling along it (Fig. 4.10a). This is also apparent in the forth subregion (NV, Fig.
4.13d) that also presents NW-SE orientation of the valleys (Fig. 4.10d) with the merid-
ional and zonal components similar to the score (r = -0.84 and r = 0.77 respectively).
The MS subregion evolves in agreement (r = 0.94) with the mean zonal component of
the subregion (Fig. 4.13b) in concordance with the zonal orientation of the vectors in its
loading map (Fig. 4.10b). Finally, the scores in NS subregion present also similar changes
(r = -0.66) to the zonal mean wind component (Fig. 4.13c) due to the zonal orientation
of the vectors with highest loads at the stations that define the subregion in its loading
map (Fig. 4.10c).
Normalized spectra of the rotated scores provide a complementary understanding of
wind temporal variability in each subregion. The series of scores are not continuous in
time since the input data presented missing values and only daily fields with a high
percentage of available measurements were selected (see section 4.1). Standard autoco-
variance Fourier transform spectrum analysis (Bloomfield, 1976) can find difficulties in
its application in cases of large amounts of missing values. This case can be treated as
one of irregular sampling of data (Belserene, 1988) and hence, spectra are calculated
herein with an alternative approach that does not require equidistant sampling (Deem-
ing, 1975). The spectral estimate is comparable to a normalized periodogram and can
be interpreted as such, but no limitation is imposed on the regular or irregular character
of the sampling when calculating the discrete Fourier transform. An spectral window is
selected that contains the timescales of interest and the spectral estimate is obtained
for a set of trial frequencies that in this approach, will be regularly distributed over the
spectral window. For details and discussion on this approach the reader is referred to
Deeming (1975) and Belserene (1988).
The normalized spectra of the rotated scores is displayed in Figure 4.14. The four
subregions show wide spectral bands at low frequencies although they are not significant
in comparison to a red noise autoregressive (AR1) process. It is worth noting that the
time span of the scores series displayed in Fig. 4.13 is only of about three years (1999
to 2002) and thus of limited extension to significantly resolve the annual cycle. The
low frequency bands accumulate the largest portion of variance in all subregions. In
addition, the various subregions accumulate variance over specific intervals centered at
periods which coincide with harmonics of the annual cycle. However few of these are of
significance in comparison to an AR1. This is the case of the EV (region 1) and the NS
(region 3) which display significant portions of variance at frequencies ranging between 2
and 4 months. Spectra of the EV and the NV subregions (Fig. 4.14a and d respectively)
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Fig. 4.13: 20 days moving average filter outputs of the time series of scores (solid lines) and the
corresponding filtered u (dashed) and v (dotted) standardized mean wind components of the
corresponding wind region as defined by Figure 4.11a: a) Ebro valley (region 1) b) mountain
stations (region 2) c) North-to-South oriented stations (region 3) and d) northern valleys (region
4).
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turn out to be very similar as should be expected from their correlation (Table 4.1).
However, the northern valleys sites do not seem to receive AR1-significant contributions
at high frequencies.
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Fig. 4.14: Sample power spectra of the four principal component scores after VARIMAX ro-
tation (solid lines), their first-order auto regressive process spectra (dashed lines) and the 90
(dotted lines) and 95% (dashed-dotted lines) confidence limits. The spectra represents the wind
variability in each wind region: a) Ebro valley (region 1) b) Mountain stations (region 2) c)
North-to-South oriented stations (region 3) and d) northern valleys (region 4).
For a more complete analysis of wind variability at low frequencies, the standardized
anomalies of daily wind time series from the original extended dataset can be projected
onto the eigenvector of each subregion in order to reach longer time series than those in
the rotated scores (769 days). Projections were performed for the days with more than
50% of the measurements available, and thus a total of 2169 days were used. This set
spans over a period of more than 7 years, since February 1995 up to September 2002. For
each subregion, both the original scores and the time series obtained from projection are
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very similar in the overlapping parts but the latter cover a longer time span allowing for
increased spectral resolution at lower frequencies. Spectra for the projected time series
are displayed in Figure 4.15. Overall, they show a similar behavior as the score spectra
(Fig. 4.14), with a gain in resolution and suggesting the presence of significant variability
at yearly time scales relative to an AR1 process. As in the case of Fig. 4.14 only the
sites in the EV subregion (Fig. 4.14a) and the NS subregion (Fig. 4.14c) show significant
contributions at higher frequencies. Figs. 4.14 and 4.15 suggest that the main difference
in the variability of the first (EV) and forth (NV) subregion is the apparent lack of
significant contributions to high frequency variability in the latter.
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Fig. 4.15: Same as than Figure 4.14 but for the standardized projections of the daily wind fields
(with more than 50 % of the data available) over the eigenvectors.
The climatological monthly means of the standardized proyections allow for the anal-
ysis of the annual evolution of the wind at the different subregions. These climatological
means are displayed in its physical phase, in phase with the the zonal wind components
of their subregions (Fig. 4.13), in Figure 4.16. As it could be expected, the EV subre-
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gion shows a similar evolution as the NV subregion. The proyections, and therefore the
zonal wind component, show the maximum in Summer (and February) and a minimum
in Winter. The MS shows a similar behavior as the EV and NV during Winter but with
opposite phase in the proyection (zonal wind component) during the Summer. Finally,
the NS subregion shows the maxima in February and the minima in September.
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Fig. 4.16: Climatological monthly means of the standardized projections of the daily wind fields
(with more than 50 % of the data available) over the eigenvectors.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, two regionalization methodologies based on PCA were employed to clas-
sify together those observational sites with similar time variability. The first approach
groups together stations with similar loads by CA producing a hard regionalization where
the stations belong to only one subregion (Fig. 4.8c). The second approach rotates the
principal modes and forms subregions allowing for some degree of overlapping (Fig.
4.11a). Each methodology presents its own advantages and drawbacks and the use of
both schemes allows for a good degree of robustness in conclusions: both produce an
equivalent array of groups providing wind regions in accordance with the topographic
features of the terrain. The main difference between the two methodologies is that the
one based on CA generates an area with few small subregions that are joined by the ro-
tating methodology. The CA tends to form very specific subregions while the one based
on the rotation forms more generic groups. However, this regionalization that rotates the
principal modes, leaves two stations unclassified. Results from both classification will be
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used in the next Chapter 5 to evaluate the ability of the WRF dynamical downscaling
in reproducing the surface wind variability.
The variability of the meridional wind is very similar in all the subgroups and it is
the zonal wind component the one that mostly contributes to characterizing the wind
variability in each subregion. On the basis of this statement, it can be argued that an
scalar PCA based approach applied to the zonal component would lead to similar results.
While this is essentially true, such an approach would exclude the vectorial information
and thus the possibility of highlighting patterns of distinct wind direction over the CFN
(e.g. channeling along the valleys). The wind spectrum of each subregion was analyzed
revealing the dominance of the annual cycle in all of them. Two subregions display
significant variability at higher frequencies (2 to 4 months) in comparison with an AR1
process.

5Regionalization in the WRF simulation∗
The wind variability over the CFN has been analyzed with observations in the previous
Chapter 4. The present chapter is devoted to analyze the capability of the WRF dynam-
ical downscaling (Chapter 3) to reproduce the observed behavior. The evaluation focuses
on the ability of the downscaling to reproduce the wind regions identified with observa-
tions in the previous chapter. It will be shown that the comparison of observations and
the simulation at the regional scale provides a better agreement than the more frequent
comparison at the sites. The realism displayed by the simulation during the evaluation
allows for the use of the higher spatio-temporal coverage of the wind estimations to infer
the wind variability where and when observations are not available.
5.1 Problematic and and rationale
As it was already discussed in Chapter 1, the evaluation of numerical simulations meets
some uncertainties when comparison with local information is involved (von Storch,
1995). A frequent approach consist in the comparison of the observations against the
nearest simulated grid point (Cox et al., 1998; Hanna and Yang, 2001; Buckley, 2004).
However, this comparison is problematic since observations contains the influence of lo-
cal effects that are not modeled and the simulation introduces representativeness errors.
A more appropriate framework consist in compare observations and simulations at the
regional scale (Reid and Turner, 2001).
This chapter evaluates in a first step the accuracy of the mesoscale model simulation
to reproduce the observed wind variability by comparing the simulated and observed time
series at the subregions identified with observations (Chapter 4). It will be illustrated
how the use of average regional series damps local effects in the observations (noise)
∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
Jime´nez, P. A., J. F. Gonza´lez-Rouco, E. Garc´ıa-Bustamante, J. Navarro, J. P. Monta´vez,
J. Vila`-Guerau de Arellano, J. Dudhia, A. Roldan, 2009: Surface wind regionalization over
complex terrain: evaluation and analysis of a high resolution WRF numerical simulation J.
Appl. Meteor. & Climatol. (In Press).
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as well as random representativeness errors in the simulation and thus, provides a first
and suitable framework to evaluate the numerical simulation performance. Additionally,
a complementary evaluation is obtained by applying the regionalization methodologies
to the simulated wind and comparing results with those obtained in the observational
analysis. This step illustrates the realism of the WRF simulation in reproducing the
subregions found in the observational assessment. In order to provide comparable clas-
sifications, the regionalization methodologies are applied within the WRF simulation to
a dataset that replicates in detail the temporal and spatial availability of observations
along the restricted 1999 to 2002 period used to identify the subregions. For this purpose,
the simulation is masked by introducing missing data, thus reproducing the spatial and
temporal sampling of the observations. This allows to evaluate the model performance
over a dataset that is most comparable to the one used in the observational study.
As discussed in Chapter 3, the distribution of wind sensors over a region of interest
and the availability of observations through time is an issue of relevance that conditions
our understanding of the variability of any meteorological observable. In order to inves-
tigate the impact that the lack of data over some subregions of the CFN can have on
the analysis of surface wind variability, the WRF simulation is used as a tool to estimate
the likely behavior of the wind field in areas and time intervals with scarcity of observa-
tions. This inference analysis will evidence the advantages of the higher spatio-temporal
coverage that a numerical simulation provides in comparison with observational records.
The analysis is accomplished in two steps, first by extending the wind regionalization to
the complete simulated period (i.e. 1992 - 2005 instead of 1999 - 2002); and secondly, by
considering the full simulated domain over the CFN (8640 grid points) over the whole
period instead of only the grid points co-located with available observational stations.
This allows to evaluate to what extent the limited temporal and spatial coverage of
the observational network is appropriate to represent the wind variability over the area.
Therefore, the results of this analysis are not only informative in assessing the realism
of a long WRF simulation at high horizontal resolution in reproducing regional wind
variability over an area of complex terrain, but also bear implications concerning the
design of observational networks.
The rationale of the data preparation and the strategy used in the evaluation and
inference analyses are described in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, respectively.
5.1.1 Evaluation of the WRF numerical simulation
The performance of the WRF simulation in reproducing the surface wind variability is
evaluated from the perspective of two independent analysis. The first one evaluates the
accuracy of the simulation to reproduce the temporal wind variability at the subregions
previously identified in the observational data (Chapter 4). The second approach applies
the regionalization methodologies to the simulated wind. This second evaluation not only
allows to analyze the accuracy of the simulation in reproducing the wind behavior at the
subregions (temporal wind variability), but it also allows for the evaluation of the realism
of the simulation to identify the groups of stations obtained with observations (spatial
wind variability).
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Since the WRF simulation provides a higher spatial and temporal resolution than
the observational network, it becomes necessary to manipulate the simulation to provide
comparable datasets. In particular, two datasets are created by transforming the simu-
lation in order to replicate the spatial and temporal distribution of wind observations at
the 35 observational sites (Fig. 4.1):
• The spatially and temporally masked simulation (STMS): the simulated wind at each
one of the 35 observational sites is represented by the meridional and zonal wind
components at the nearest co-located grid points. Here, spatial masking refers to the
fact that only the grid points co-located to the observational sites are used whereas
the temporal mask means that the simulated values corresponding with a missing
observation are suppressed. This dataset spans the complete observational period
from 1992 to 2005.
• The reduced spatially and temporally masked simulation (RSTMS): this dataset con-
sists of the 769 days used to identify the observational subregions (Section 4.1). The
subset of days spans the 1999 to 2002 period and are extracted from the STMS
dataset. This dataset will be referred to as the RSTMS in allusion to its equivalence
with the reduced observational dataset.
The ability of the numerical simulation in reproducing the wind variability over the
CFN will be firstly evaluated by comparing the observed and simulated mean wind at the
different subregions identified with observations. The regional time series are calculated
within the complete observational dataset and its counterpart from the simulation, the
STMS subset, in order to use comparable datasets covering the whole observational
period. This approach allows for an evaluation of the accuracy of the simulation in the
regions obtained in the observational analysis. However, the question remains open as
to whether the model would provide a similar classification of subregions if the same
regionalization analysis performed on observations would be carried out within the WRF
simulation.
Therefore, a complementary evaluation of the WRF simulation accuracy to reproduce
the observed wind variability will be attained by applying the two different regionaliza-
tion approaches to the RSTMS simulated surface wind and comparing results with those
achieved with observations (Figs. 4.8c and 4.11a). It should be noted that, in spite of
relatively high resolution, such comparison is still subjected to the effects of local features
that contribute to variance in the observations and that are not captured by the model;
in addition, on the side of the WRF simulation the wind is affected by representative-
ness errors. Therefore, a detailed agreement between the resulting regionalizations is not
expected in this comparison, nevertheless, similarities on their main characteristics of
simulated and observed climate should be expected.
5.1.2 Inference analyses: on the effects of observational sampling
On the basis of the accuracy displayed by the simulation during the evaluation phase,
the simulation is subsequently used to address the impact that the limited temporal
and spatial coverage of observations may produce on the analysis of the wind variability
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over the CFN. With this aim, the wind regionalization methodologies are applied to the
simulated wind from the innermost domain (Fig. 3.1) avoiding temporal and/or spatial
masking. Additional versions of the dataset are created to adapt the simulated wind to
the specific purposes of the inference analysis:
• The spatially masked simulation (SMS): this dataset consists of the simulated wind
at each one of the 35 observational sites represented by the meridional and zonal wind
components at the nearest co-located grid points. It does not include any temporal
masking and therefore the SMS dataset spans the whole simulated period from 1992
to 2005 without any missing value.
• The complete simulation: this dataset consists of the wind time series at all the simu-
lated grid points from the innermost domain (8640 points) over the whole simulated
period from 1992 to 2005. Therefore, this dataset contains all available information
from the WRF numerical simulation within the area of study.
The regionalization obtained with the SMS dataset will be compared with the region-
alization obtained with observations for the 1999 to 2002 period (Figs. 4.8c and 4.11a).
This comparison allows for analyzing the influence of the length of the observational pe-
riod in identifying the subregions. The inference study will be extended in a second step,
in which the regionalization is obtained involving the complete simulation. The compar-
ison of the resulting wind regions against the ones obtained previously with the SMS
dataset allows for assessing the influence of the observational spatial coverage in iden-
tifying the subregions. These two analyses allow to infer on the characteristics of wind
variability outside the temporal and spatial domains covered by observational sampling.
From this point of view the study also bears implications for the design of observational
networks.
The temporal coverage and the number of time series in each observational (reduced
and complete) and simulated dataset (STMS, RSTMS, SMS and complete) used in the
study are summarized in Table 5.1 to aid the understanding of the experimental set up
and the explanation of the results.
Table 5.1: Main characteristics of the wind datasets used in the comparison of observations and
the WRF simulation: temporal coverage, number of time series and a flag indicating the presence
or absence of missing values.
Temporal time Missing Observational Simulated
coverage series values dataset dataset
1999 - 2002 35 yes Reduced RSTMS
1992 - 2005 35 yes Complete STMS
1992 - 2005 35 no —— SMS
1992 - 2005 8640 no —— Complete
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5.2 Local versus regional comparisons
Before evaluating the performance of the WRF simulation at the regional scale, it is
interesting to analyze its behavior at the local scale. This also helps to illustrate the
advantages of the regional approach adopted here and the added value of the regional
simulation respect to the original reanalysis fields.
The analysis is based on the 769 days of the reduced dataset used to identify the sub-
regions, and its equivalent dataset from the WRF simulation, the RSTMS (Table 5.1).
The comparison of both datasets is displayed in Figure 5.1, where the correlation and
RMSE between observed and simulated wind are plotted for each site and wind com-
ponent. Their values are depicted with circles (correlation) and circumferences (RMSE).
The RMSE at each site is calculated with the time series of the anomalies, after removing
the climatological mean, and subsequent normalization by the standard deviation of the
observational time series. The radius of the circles in the correlation panels is propor-
tional to the correlation score between the observational time series and the simulation
at the nearest grid point, whereas the radius of the external circumferences indicates the
highest correlation score among the observations at a given site and the nearest 25 grid
points. For the RMSE panels, the radius of the external circumferences is proportional
to the RMSE between the observational time series and the nearest simulated grid point,
whereas the radius of the internal circles are proportional to the smallest RMSE among
the observations and the nearest 25 grid points. For the case of the RMSE, the circle is
colored in white (gray) to indicate that the RMSE is lower (higher) than one. In addition,
the external circumference is filled up in gray at those sites wherein the lowest RMSE
among the nearest 25 grid points is smaller than one and the RMSE calculated with the
nearest grid point higher than one.
The zonal component shows an increasing gradient of the correlation to the South of
the CFN, with the highest values at stations located in the EV and the MS subregions
(Fig. 5.1a). At the lowest correlated sites, mainly located at the NS and NV subregions,
the normalized RMSE shows the highest values (often above one, Fig. 5.1b), indicating a
degradation in the accuracy to reproduce the temporal variability at these locations. The
meridional wind component shows high correlation values (Fig. 5.1c) except at stations
15 and 26 (Fig. 4.1). As a consequence, these sites present high normalized RMSE values
(Fig. 5.1d), indicating a low accuracy of the model to reproduce their temporal variability.
A few locations mostly located in the NV subregion show RMSE values higher than 1.0
but generally, the RMSE presents values below 1.0 (Fig. 5.1d).
As it was explained in the previous section, the comparison of observations and sim-
ulations at the local scale is hampered by uncertainties associated with local effects and
representativeness errors. Local effects are intrinsic to observations and a quantification
of their influence on the comparison is not straightforward. However, a quantification
of the representativeness error can be obtained by comparing the site-observations with
the nearest and more distant grid points. With this aim, the highest correlation between
the site and the 25 nearest grid points is also displayed in Figure 5.1. This value is
represented with a circumference, and it is only visible when a correlation value larger
than that corresponding to the closest grid point, represented with a circle, is found. In
the case of the RMSE, the smallest value among site observations and the nearest 25
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Fig. 5.1: Correlation (left panel) and RMSE (right panel) of the observed and simulated zonal
(first row) and meridional (second row) wind components calculated with the reduced datasets
that spans the 1999 to 2002 period (Table 5.1). See the text for details.
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grid points is represented with a circle. The circle can be distinguished from its external
circumference that represents the RMSE obtained with the co-located grid point only
when a smaller RMSE is found with more distant grid points.
The sites with the best RMSE and correlation values do not show any improvement
when a grid-point different from the nearest co-located one is considered (Fig. 5.1). At
the sites with the poorer scores, mostly located at the NS and NV subregions, there is
a tendency to show better correlation and RMSE at some nearby grid point than at
the closest one. This is an indication that a certain misrepresentation of the observed
variability could be taking place by assigning observations to the nearest grid point.
However, the effects of the representativeness errors do not seem to produce a drastic
change on the simulation performance. Hence, the representation of the site-observations
by its co-located grid point seems to be a reasonable approximation for this particular
case.
Another argument that has also been used in the previous section is that the average of
local observations into regional series filters out local variability (noise) and enhances the
regional signal. Since Section 5.3.1 will describe an evaluation of the model performance
at the scale of the subregions found with observations, it is interesting to illustrate the
impact on the simulation performance associated with the change from local scales to
subregional averages. Figure 5.2 shows Taylor diagrams (Taylor, 2001) calculated with
the simulated and observed wind components at each one of the sites belonging to a
given wind region and their regional series. Again, the analysis is restricted to the 769
days of the reduced datasets (Table 5.1). In most of the subregions, the average series
are in a better agreement than when comparisons are made at the site level. A clear
example is the zonal wind component of the MS subregion (Fig. 5.2c) or the meridional
wind component of the NS subregion (Fig. 5.2f). One would have expected to find the
point associated with the regional comparison around the centroid of the cloud of points
comparing local information. However, the point associated with the regional evaluation
is displaced towards the (1,0) point that represents a perfect agreement in the Taylor
diagrams. This result shows the beneficial effect of averaging the observed and simulated
series to mitigate local effects and representativeness errors in order to reinforce the
regional signal, and it is the basis of the evaluation assessment performed in this work.
The decision of evaluating at the regional scale instead of at the local scale leads to
question whether it is necessary or not to simulate at such a high spatial resolution as
the one used herein (2 km). On one hand, increasing the horizontal resolution provides a
better representation of the orography, a factor that potentially contributes to a better
simulation of local variability (Fig. 5.2). On the other hand, there are some locations
at which the performance of the simulation is rather low in spite of the high horizontal
resolution used (e.g. stations 15 and 26). The lack of realism at some places poses the
question of whether it would be possible to reduce the horizontal resolution without
degrading in excess the overall simulation behavior and still keep a satisfactory regional
evaluation. Addressing this topic probably requires performing sensitivity studies with
additional simulations at different horizontal resolutions. Such an analysis is beyond the
purposes of the present study.
As a final illustration of the performance of the WRF simulation at different spatial
scales, it is interesting to consider the added value of the WRF simulation with respect to
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Fig. 5.2: Normalized Taylor diagrams comparing the zonal (left panels) and meridional (right
panels) wind components at each one of the four subregions identified with observations (Fig.
4.11a). The hollow symbols represent the comparison at each observational site whereas the
solid symbols the comparison of the regional time series. The reduced datasets are used in the
comparison (Table 5.1).
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the ECMWF wind data used as initial and boundary conditions. This point is analyzed by
comparing the WRF simulated wind and the ECMWF surface data against observations.
For this purpose, Taylor diagrams calculated with the observed and simulated (WRF and
ECMWF) wind components at the four subregions are analyzed. In the case of the WRF
simulation, the regional wind components are calculated with the RSTMS (Table 5.1) as
in Figure 5.2. In the case of the ECMWF, the surface wind components at the four grid
points closest to the CFN (Fig. 4.1) are compared with the regional wind components
at each subregion. It should be noticed that four ECMWF wind series are compared
against the mean observed wind at each subregion, whereas a single simulated series
for each subregion is used in the case of the WRF model. This is a consequence of the
impossibility of obtaining a time series for each subregion with the relatively coarse spatial
resolution of the ECMWF data (1o) and is at the core of the improvement introduced
by the dynamical downscaling.
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Fig. 5.3: Normalized Taylor diagrams comparing the daily mean zonal (a) and meridional
(b) wind components from the WRF simulation (solid symbols) and the ECMWF reanaly-
sis/analysis (hollow symbols) against the observed wind at each one of the four subregions (Fig.
4.11a): EV (circles), MS (squares), NS (diamonds) and NV (triangles). In the case of the WRF
simulation, the comparison is performed for the 769 days of the reduced datasets (Table 5.1).
For the ECMWF, wind data at the four grid points closest to the CFN (Fig. 4.1) are used in
the comparison. The arrows highlight the different performance displayed by the ECMWF and
the WRF simulation.
Results are displayed in Figure 5.3. A better skill in reproducing the meridional wind
component variability (Fig. 5.3b) than the zonal one (Fig. 5.3a) can be appreciated
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for both ECMWF and WRF simulations. This is not surprising in view of the results
displayed in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Notice that the solid symbols denoting the WRF per-
formance at the regional scale in Figure 5.2 and 5.3 represent the same information.
The better reproduction of the meridional component may be interpreted as a conse-
quence of the specific location of the CFN between the two large mountain systems in
the north of the Iberian Peninsula (i.e. the Cantabrian system and the Pyrenees, Fig. 1.2)
that strongly modify the surface circulations blocking and channeling the flow between
them and probably being responsible of the similar meridional wind variability observed
over the whole CFN. The mountain systems are large enough to be represented in the
simulation even with the coarser ECMWF spatial resolution (more than 100 km), and
therefore the reanalysis data capture the meridional wind variability introduced over the
CFN as a consequence of the surface flow channeling. For the meridional component
(Fig. 5.3b), correlation values between WRF or ECMWF and observations are around
0.9 and normalized values of RMSE below 1.0. The WRF simulation slightly increases
the correlation shown by the ECMWF data (Fig. 5.3b) displaying a tendency to increase
the variability which leads to an overestimation in the NS and NV subregions; yet, it is
in better agreement with the observations in the MS and EV subregions. The WRF sim-
ulation shows a clear improvement for the zonal component (Fig. 5.3a), especially for the
EV and NV subregions wherein the correlation increased from 0.2 to 0.85 and from 0.4
to 0.8, respectively. The best agreement between ECMWF data and observations in the
case of the zonal component is found for the MS subregion. Since the zonal wind variabil-
ity causes the differences between the subregions, it can be expected that the inclusion
of a more realistic orography will substantially impact the accuracy of its simulation.
In this way, the coarser ECMWF horizontal resolution is not able to resolve the CFN
mountain ridges leading to low correlation at the valley subregions and better scores for
the MS subregion. In turn, the higher spatial resolution of the WRF simulation improves
the representation of the terrain features leading to an improvement in reproducing the
surface zonal wind component variability at the valley subregions.
5.3 Evaluation: WRF replication of observed regional variability
The evaluation of the WRF performance to reproduce the regional wind variability is
accomplished from two slightly different perspectives: 1) comparison of the temporal wind
variability at the subregions identified with observations in Chapter 4, and 2) application
of the regionalization methodologies to the simulated wind and comparison with those
obtained with observations.
5.3.1 Evaluation over observational regions
The correlation, bias and normalized RMSE between the regional wind components cal-
culated with the complete observational dataset and the STMS dataset (Table 5.1) are
displayed in Table 5.2. Hence, the complete period of availability of information (1992 to
2005) is used in the comparison. A good concordance is found between these scores and
the ones displayed in Figure 5.3 corresponding to the reduced datasets (1999 to 2002).
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This extends the previous interpretations to the whole observational period. To further
illustrate this statement, the regional time series of the zonal component from the STMS
and the complete observational datasets (Table 5.1) are displayed in Figure 5.4. This
component has been selected for illustration since it is responsible for the different wind
variability of the subregions. The temporal period covered by the reduced datasets (Table
5.1) is highlighted in gray. The series show similar temporal variability within and outside
this period in concordance with the similar scores found for the reduced and complete
periods (Fig. 5.3 and Table 5.2, respectively). The time evolution of the RMSE is also
displayed in Figure 5.4. There is a tendency to show lower RMSE values during summer
than winter revealing a certain seasonal behavior in the performance of the numerical
simulation. The varying number of available stations within each region (Fig. 5.4) does
not seem to impact the quality of the simulation in the EV, MS and NV subregions, but
it could be of relevance for the NS subregion where the number of available sites is low,
particularly after year 2000.
Table 5.2: Correlation, Bias (observations minus simulations) and RMSE of the anomalies (nor-
malized by the standard deviation of the observations) calculated with the regional time series of
the zonal/meridional wind components from the complete observational dataset and the STMS
(Table 5.1).
Corr Bias RMSEa/Sdobs
u/v u/v u/v
EV 0.86 / 0.91 0.46 / -0.72 0.62 / 0.43
MS 0.86 / 0.91 -0.24 / -0.86 0.52 / 0.43
NS 0.54 / 0.86 -0.48 / -0.87 1.31 / 0.63
NV 0.74 / 0.86 -0.21 / -0.31 1.27 / 0.71
In order to avoid introducing potential biases by constructing regional time series
from a variable number of stations (Fig. 5.4) with different variances, each time series
was standardized before calculating the regional average. The correlation between these
observed and simulated regional time series (r = 0.85, 0.85, 0.52 and 0.76 for the EV,
MS, NS and NV, respectively) are very similar to those obtained previously with the
averaged raw series (Fig. 5.4). This indicates that the regional signal is neither degraded
nor improved with the standardization and therefore is not subject to the dominant
variability of a few sites.
Complementary information to evaluate the performance of the simulation in repro-
ducing the observed temporal variability can be obtained through a wavelet analysis
(Foufoula-Georgiou and Kumar, 1995; Torrence and Compo, 1998). The wavelet power
spectra of the simulated and observed time series must compare well to indicate a good
performance. These are shown for the observed and simulated regional zonal component
of the EV and MS subregions in Figure 5.5. The wavelet spectra of the MS subregion show
two cones of influence as a consequence of the missing data (Fig. 5.5b,d). The EV shows
high similarities between the observed and simulated power spectra (Fig. 5.5a and c,
respectively). It shows activity at the highest frequencies during the whole observational
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Fig. 5.4: 20 days moving average filter outputs of the zonal wind component at the a) EV, b)
MS, c) NS and d) NV subregions (Fig. 4.11a) calculated with the complete observational dataset
(solid) and the STMS (dashed). The correlation and the bias (observed minus simulated mean)
of the regional series before applying the moving average are also displayed. The lower panels
represent the 20 days moving average RMSE (black) and the number of available stations at
each particular day (gray). The gray area highlighted on the time series represents the time span
of the reduced datasets (Table 5.1).
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period with an alternation of significant contributions at lower frequencies corresponding
to the annual cycle. The MS, on the contrary, shows an observational wavelet spectra
with a significant annual band during the whole observational period (Fig. 5.5b). The
simulation reproduces an important spectral density around the annual band, although
it is not significant during the whole period as in the observations (Fig. 5.5d). Also, the
reduction in variance in the interval between 200 and 20 days that takes place at MS after
year 2000 is captured by the simulation. This reduction could potentially be attributed
to the variable number of stations available to calculate the regional time series (Fig.
5.4). In order to evaluate to what extent the wavelet power spectra is sensitive to this
limitation, the analysis was performed using the complete time series from the numerical
simulation (SMS, Table 5.1). The resulting wavelet power spectra are displayed for the
EV and MS subregions in Figure 5.5e and f, respectively. Both spectra are similar to the
ones calculated with a variable number of stations. This rules out potential effects on the
regional variability associated with the variable number of stations. The wavelet power
spectra of the zonal wind component at the NS and NV subregions are also in agreement
with the simulation (not shown); nevertheless, a certain degradation becomes evident at
the NS subregion as could be expected from a lower number of available time series (Fig.
5.4c) and a worse reproduction of the wind variability at two of its sites (Fig. 5.1).
Since the meridional wind variability is very homogeneous over the CFN, the regional
wavelet power spectra are similar in all the subregions, and show a similar structure
as the one displayed for the zonal wind of the EV subregion (Fig. 5.5a) wherein both
wind components present equivalent variability (see Chapter 4). A higher agreement
between the wavelet spectra calculated with observations and simulations is found for
this component indicating the higher accuracy of the simulation in reproducing it (Table
5.2).
5.3.2 Regionalization in the WRF simulation
The previous evaluation is subjected to the constraint of employing the groups of stations
obtained with observations (Fig. 4.11a) to determine the regional time series. In order
to provide additional insight about the numerical simulation performance and avoid this
limitation, the regionalization methodologies used to identify the wind subregions (see
Section 4.2) are applied to the WRF simulation. The RSTMS dataset is used in order to
involve a subset of data comparable to the reduced dataset used to identify the observed
subregions (Table 5.1).
The first step in both regionalization methodologies is a PCA (Preisendorfer, 1988;
von Storch and Zwiers, 1999). The regionalization based on the rotation of the main
modes of variation identifies one subregion from each retained mode. Since the purpose
of this analysis is to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical simulation to reproduce the
spatial coverage and the wind variability of the subregions identified with observations
(EV, MS, NS and NV), a total of four principal modes are retained. This decision is
in agreement with results from the methodology based on CA for which the number of
identified subregions does not depend on the number of principal modes retained, and
four subregions appear as a reasonable number to retain.
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Fig. 5.5: Wavelet spectral power of the zonal wind component time series for the EV subregion
(left panels) and the MS subregion (right panels) built from: the complete observational dataset
(top), the STMS dataset (middle) and the SMS dataset (bottom). See Section 5.1 for details
on the datasets. The shaded areas represent normalized variances higher than 1, 2, 5 and 10
whereas the black thick contour lines enclose regions of confidence above 95 % for a first-order
autoregressive process. The dashed line represents the “cone of influence”, below which edge
effects become important (Torrence and Compo, 1998).
The classification obtained with the CA methodology is displayed in Figure 5.6a. A
number of stations distributed over the Ebro valley (circles) are grouped together. This
subregion is similar to the EV subregion identified with observations (Fig. 4.8c) but in this
case the stations to the south of the western mountains are not included in the subregion.
The MS subregion also seems to be discriminated and formed by stations in the western
and eastern mountains (squares), but it does not include the mountain stations located in
the northern mountains (Fig. 4.8c). A NV subregion is recognized (triangles), gathering
together some stations as in its observational counterpart (Fig. 4.8c). Finally, a subregion
formed by stations in the Northwest of the CFN (diamonds) is recognized close to the
location the NS subregion (Fig. 4.8c). In summary, the regionalization obtained (Fig.
5.6a) is similar to that one obtained with observations (Fig. 4.8c) but some differences in
the boundaries of the subregions are evidenced. These minor discrepancies were expected
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Fig. 5.6: Regionalization configurations attained after applying the methodology based on the
CA (a) and the methodology based on the rotation of the principal components (b) to the
RSTMS dataset (Table 5.1). The different symbols represent locations with similar temporal
wind variability which define the identified subregions.
since the observations are affected by local effects that are not modeled and the simulation
suffers from the representativeness error.
The resulting regionalization obtained with the rotational procedure can be observed
in Figure 5.6b. The overlapping classification that this approach provides in contrast to
the rigid CA-method becomes evident. The EV valley subregion (circles) is mainly formed
by the same stations as with observations (Fig. 4.11a). The MS subregion (squares) is
also identified without including a couple of mountain stations located in the eastern
mountains. Another subregion (triangles) mainly associated with the NV is also identi-
fied, also including some stations located at the Ebro valley. A NS subregion seems to
be clearly identified this time (diamonds) including a large number of stations along the
NV subregion. Hence, a similar spatial structure as the regionalization with the observed
surface wind is reproduced (Fig. 4.11a), the main difference being the enlargement of the
NS subregions with stations located in the NV subregion. The problems in the identifica-
tion of the NS subregion are not surprising if the poorer scores attained here are recalled
(Fig. 5.3).
Since this last regionalization methodology assigns one principal mode of variation to
each subregion, the rotated principal components provide information of the temporal
wind variability at the subregions. Hence, the rotated principal components in the sim-
ulation can be compared against their counterparts in the observations to evaluate the
performance of the numerical simulation in reproducing the temporal wind variability at
the subregions. This comparison is depicted in Figure 5.7.
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Fig. 5.7: 20 days moving average filter outputs of the rotated principal components associated
with the a) EV, b) MS, c) NS and d) NV subregions. The solid lines represent the calculations
performed with the reduced observational dataset (Table 5.1) whereas the dashed lines represent
the RSTMS dataset (Table 5.1). The correlation between the unfiltered time series at each
particular subregion is also shown.
The principal components associated with the EV subregion (Fig. 5.7a) present a
high correlation (r = 0.78). In the analysis performed with observations, it was found
that the EV principal component presented high correlation with both the mean merid-
ional and zonal wind components of the subregion (r = 0.99 and -0.93, respectively)
which is reproduced by the simulation although the scores are not so high (r = 0.73
and -0.86, respectively). The MS subregion also displays similar observed and simulated
principal components (r = 0.80, Fig. 5.7b). The variability of this mode was found to be
in agreement with the mean zonal wind component (r = 0.94); although the correlation
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diminishes in the simulation, it still presents a high value (r = 0.80). The NS subregion
shows a rather low correlation score among the observed and simulated principal compo-
nents (r = 0.33). The agreement is better after year 2000 which could be associated with
the higher number of stations available after this year (Fig. 5.4c). The rotated principal
components associated with the NV subregion (Fig. 5.7d) show a high correlation (r =
0.75). The NV rotated principal component presents a high correlation value with the
simulated mean zonal wind component of the subregion (r = -0.67) though not as high
as the correlation found with observations (r = -0.84). On the contrary, this subregion
displays a higher value for the meridional wind component (r = 0.89) if compared to that
with observations (r = 0.77).
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Fig. 5.8: Spectral analysis of the rotated principal components displayed in Figure 5.7. The
shaded areas (black lines) represent the normalized spectra calculated with the observational
(simulated) series.
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Complementary information for the evaluation of the temporal wind variability at the
subregions can be provided through spectral analysis of the rotated principal components.
Since the RSTMS and observational datasets span only the 1999 to 2002 period and
present a considerable number of missing data, the wavelet analysis is avoided in this case.
Thus, information concerning the spectral wind variability is obtained in this case through
analysis of the rotated principal components with techniques that allow for the presence
of unevenly spaced data (Deeming, 1975; Belserene, 1988). See Chapter 4 for details on
this methodology. Normalized spectra of the simulated and observed rotated principal
components are displayed in Figure 5.8. The EV subregion shows a reasonably good
replication of the observed peaks and bands, somewhat distorted at the lower frequencies
(Fig. 5.8a). The MS spectrum is also quite similar to the observational one, although
seems to overestimate the higher frequency variance, and the lowest frequency band is
somewhat displaced with respect to observations (Fig. 5.8b). The NS subregion presents
the most distorted spectrum (Fig. 5.8c) which constitutes a further evidence of its poorer
wind simulation within this region (Figs. 5.3 and 5.7c). This could be attributed, at least
in part, to the small number of stations that form this subregion and a worse reproduction
of the wind variability at two of its sites (15 and 26, Figs. 4.1 and 5.1). The NV subregion
shows qualitative agreement between the observational and simulated spectra with an
overestimation of the spectral density at the highest frequencies while being closer to
observations at the lower frequencies (Fig. 5.8d). It is interesting to notice the similar
spectra displayed by the EV (Fig. 5.8a) and NV (Fig. 5.8d) as a consequence of the
similarities of the wind variability at these subregions.
5.4 Inference analysis: the effects of the observational sampling
This subsection exploits the higher spatial and temporal sampling of the WRF simulation
to further analyze the surface wind variability over the CFN. This analysis leans on the
accuracy displayed by the simulation in identifying the wind subregions and reproducing
the observed wind variability in the previous sections.
5.4.1 Regionalization over the 1992-2005 period
The simulated wind time series wherein no missing values are present can be used to
analyze the influence of the observational period length used to identify the subregions
with observations (1999-2002). This allows to answer the question of how the regional-
ization would be affected by extending the observational period. For this purpose the
regionalization methodologies are applied to the SMS dataset, which consists of the com-
plete time series from 1992 to 2005 of the simulated grid points co-located near the 35
observational sites (Table 5.1).
The classification obtained with the CA approach can be observed in Figure 5.9a.
The resulting regionalization compares well with the output of this methodology for
the shorter period (RSTMS, Fig. 5.6a). Hence, similar comments as the ones stated
for the RSTMS classification can be made concerning the accuracy to reproduce the
observational subregions (Fig. 4.8c). The approach based on rotation also displays similar
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Fig. 5.9: Same as Figure 5.6 but for the SMS dataset (Table 5.1).
regions (Fig. 5.9b) as the RSTMS classification (Fig. 5.6b) and therefore as the one
obtained with observations (Fig. 4.8a). These similarities suggest that the identified wind
subregions are robust for the whole observational period from 1992 to 2005.
The rotated SMS principal components allow to analyze the temporal wind variability
at the subregions over the whole observational period (1992 to 2005) without the handicap
of missing data. To illustrate this advantage of the simulation against observations, the
rotated principal components calculated with the reduced observational dataset (1999 to
2002) are extended as much as possible and compared against the rotated SMS principal
components. With this aim, the standardized anomalies of the observed wind time series
for those days with sufficient (more than ten in this case) wind observations available are
projected onto the eigenvector defining each observational subregion. The original rotated
principal components and the projections are virtually identical in the overlapping parts
(1999 - 2002) but the projections cover the complete observational period. The wavelet
power spectra of these projected time series and of the SMS rotated principal components
are displayed in Figure 5.10. Results for the NS subregion are omitted since the simulation
shows problems to reproduce the wind variability at this subgroup (Figs. 5.7c, 5.8c). The
wavelet power spectra calculated with observations show several cones of influence as a
consequence of the missing data which do not allow to extract conclusions at the lower
frequencies over most of the period (left panels in Fig. 5.10). Instead, the power spectra
calculated with the simulation do not suffer from this limitation (right panels in Fig.
5.10). Since the rotated principal component associated with the EV is in concordance
with both the zonal and meridional wind component of the subregion, the wavelet power
spectra of the EV subregion (Fig. 5.10b) shows a similar structure as the one calculated
previously with the mean zonal time series at the subregion (Fig. 5.5a). The rotated
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Fig. 5.10: Wavelet spectral power of the standardized projections calculated with the complete
observational dataset (left panels) and rotated principal components calculated with the SMS
dataset (right panels) for the EV (first row), MS (second row) and NV (third row) subregions.
Shading and colours are as in Figure 5.5.
principal component of the MS is in agreement with the zonal component of the subregion
and therefore, its wavelet spectra (Fig. 5.10d) is similar to the one calculated with the
zonal wind of the subregion (Fig. 5.5b). These similarities provide additional evidence of
the realism of the simulation to reproduce the wind variability at these subregions. The
similar wind variability at the EV and NV subregions is also captured by the simulation
as it is revealed by the similar wavelet spectra of their principal components (Fig. 5.10b,f)
5.4.2 Regionalization over the 1992-2005 period and the full domain
The limited number of observational sites used in the regionalization (Fig. 4.1) leads to
questioning the extent to what the spatial sampling affects the final subgroups. Since
the numerical simulation shows certain accuracy in identifying the observed subregions
and reproducing their temporal variability, one can take benefit of their larger spatial
coverage to shed some light on this question. With this aim, the wind regionalization is
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reproduced with the complete simulated dataset and therefore avoiding any temporal or
spatial mask.
42º
43º 43º
42º
-2º -1º
-2º -1º
Fig. 5.11: Regionalization configuration attained after applying the methodology based on the
CA to the complete simulated dataset (Table 5.1). The simulated grid points with similar tem-
poral wind variability are represented with the same symbol and therefore define the identified
subregions.
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The regionalization obtained after applying the CA methodology is displayed in Fig-
ure 5.11. The resulting subregions show clear resemblances with the regionalization at-
tained with the observed surface wind (Fig. 4.8c) and the SMS (Fig. 5.9a). Additionally,
the higher spatial coverage of the simulation allows for the identification of other subre-
gions outside the CFN political boundaries. The EV subregion (circles) is well defined
by the Iberian system, the western and the eastern mountains which shape the basin.
The valleys to the north of the Aralar ridge and the NV subregion are also included in
this subregion indicating a similar temporal variability of these areas. The similar wind
variability of the EV and the NV was already noticed but this time the numerical simu-
lation is unable to identify them as different subgroups. The regionalization identifies a
subregion (+ symbol) to the East of the CFN that includes some areas of the Ebro valley
where no observations were available. A MS subregion (squares) is identified which in-
cludes the Pyrenees, the eastern mountains and some regions of the western mountains.
Another mountain subgroup (stars) located outside the CFN in the Iberian system is
also discriminated. A NS subregion is also identified (diamonds), and covers a wider ex-
tension than previously detected in the north of the CFN and surrounding areas. Finally,
a subregion located to the North of the Pyrenees and Cantabrian mountains outside the
CFN political boundaries (triangles) is also isolated.
The wind regions obtained with the alternative regionalization approach based on the
PCA-rotation are displayed in Figure 5.12. The subregions identified with this method-
ology are consistent with those obtained with the CA methodology (Fig. 5.11) thus
providing robustness to the results achieved.
5.5 Conclusions
It has been shown that a regional-scale evaluation instead of a site-based evaluation fil-
ters out the noise associated with local effects or representativeness errors reinforcing
the regional signal and therefore providing a more adequate framework to evaluate the
simulation performance. The simulation presents better skill in reproducing the regional
meridional wind variability than the zonal one. This is a consequence of the similar
meridional wind variability observed over the whole study region, attributed to the in-
fluence of large mountain systems adequately represented by the simulation. The zonal
variability causes the differences between the wind regions and thus, it is more affected
by the regional features of the terrain which are not represented as well as the larger scale
topographic features. A wavelet analysis showed a reasonably good replication of the ob-
served variability by the simulation. It revealed a permanent annual band for the zonal
wind component at the MS subregion, and intermittent ones at the valley subregions and
the meridional wind component.
The model performance was also evaluated by applying the regionalization methodolo-
gies used to identify the wind regions to a simulated dataset comparable to observations
in its temporal and spatial distribution. The regionalization obtained with the simulation
identifies the main characteristics of the subregions with some differences in the definition
of their boundaries. The simulated variability at the EV, MS and NV subregions is simi-
lar to that found in observations. The NS subregion was also identified in the simulation
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Fig. 5.12: Wind regions obtained after applying the regionalization methodology based on the
rotation of the principal modes to the complete simulated dataset (Table 5.1). The symbols
represent the distinct subregions.
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although with some discrepancies in its temporal variability. This is probably due to the
lower number of stations that define this subregion, and the problems of the simulation
to reproduce the wind variability at two of its locations, 15 and 26 (Fig. 4.1).
On the basis of the accuracy shown by the numerical simulation to replicate the ob-
served wind variability over the area, the effects of the limited observational sampling of
the wind were analyzed. The influence of the observational period length used to identify
the subregions (1999-2002) was evaluated by reproducing the classification with the com-
plete simulated time series (1992-2005) at each observational site. This analysis leads to
similar subregions, which seem to be robustly defined along the whole complete simulated
period. The influence of the limited number of observational sites available to represent
the spatial surface wind variability was investigated by reproducing the regionalization
with the complete simulated wind field over the CFN and for the complete simulated
period. Virtually the same subregions are identified over the CFN as well as additional
subregions outside the observational network coverage. This result suggests that the lim-
ited sampling of stations seems to reasonably capture the spatial wind variability over
the study area.
The results also provide valuable information to improve the observational network.
The wind variability at the EV, MS and NV seems to be appropriately captured, but
increasing the number of stations at the NS subregion would be desirable. Some im-
provement of observational density at mountain tops over the Pyrenees to extend the
MS coverage would be recommendable. In addition, it would be useful if some informa-
tion at the subregions identified outside the network coverage is recorded. Since these
subregions seem to be well defined covering large areas, the availability of a few stations
at each subregion would be enough to capture their wind variability and could provide
useful information for future studies.
6Climatology: wind field classification∗
The wind variability over the CFN has been analyzed with observations and with the
simulation in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. This Chapter 6 is devoted to analyze the
climatology of the surface circulations. The analysis is performed with the wind obser-
vations described in Chapter 2.
The climatological surface flows are analyzed through the identification of WPs that
characterize local circulations. A surface wind climatology is provided through some
further insight in the main features of the identified WPs such as the magnitude and
direction of winds, their annual cycle, frequency, etc. The regional climate variability
associated with the different advective properties of the surface circulations are in addi-
tion evaluated. This will be accomplished by relating the resulting WPs to other surface
meteorological variables, i.e., temperature, humidity, global radiation and precipitation.
The forcing mechanisms that give rise to the already identified wind circulations are
analyzed by classifying the synoptic fields governing the low atmosphere circulation and
relating them to the WPs. The associations found between the synoptic patterns and
the WPs reveals the importance of the ageostrphic balance and the intensification of
the surface flows exerted by the pressure gradient along the valleys. In addition, the
classifications provide an appropriate framework to analyze the performance of the sim-
ulation (Chapter 3) to reproduce the typical surface flows under representative synoptic
situations. This will be accomplished in Chapter 7.
6.1 Background
The surface wind circulations over different areas have been classified into WPs to study
quite different issues. For instance, in air quality studies it has been illustrated that while
some patterns can transport pollutants into a region others bring clear air, thus affect-
ing the concentrations of visibility-reducing aerosols (Green et al., 1992b; Banta et al.,
∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
Jime´nez, P. A., J. F. Gonza´lez-Rouco, J. P. Monta´vez, E. Garc´ıa-Bustamante and J. Navarro,
2009: Climatology of wind patterns in the Northeast of the Iberian Peninsula. Int. J. Climatol.,
29, 501-525.
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1999) or toxic air pollutants (Darby, 2005). In the field of renewable energies, knowledge
of WPs is particularly important for modeling the efficiency and operation of the en-
ergy conversion systems such as solar devices or ventilation designs (Gomez-Mun˜oz and
Porta-Ga´ndara, 2002) and especially for wind energy applications (Palutikof et al., 1987;
Burlando et al., 2008). The strongest winds over a region usually present some privileged
directions (Zuran´ski and Jas´pin´ka, 1996) and for this reason, a WP classification can
help to understand which flow directions or WPs can potentially produce extreme wind
episodes. Knowledge of the regional WPs is also relevant for assessing risks associated
to the occurrence of some meteorological situations (Thuillier, 1987). In addition, inter-
actions of wind with the water surfaces are controlled by the WPs which can induce
upwelling or downwelling (Bakun and Agostini, 2001; Torres et al., 2003) or can change
the evaporation regime (Verburg and Hecky, 2003).
The WP classification of surface wind flows over the CFN is herein performed to
analyze the prevailing circulations and their relation to large scale flow. Two different
automated approaches are used to identify the WPs. The first methodology performs
the classification according to the spatial similarity of the wind fields (Kaufmann and
Whiteman, 1999), while the second one is based on their temporal variability (Green
et al., 1993). As for the wind regionalization, the use of two methodologies allows for a
later evaluation of the consistency of results thus providing confidence to the robustness
of the WPs classification obtained.
Quite different approaches have been used to classify synoptic situations (Yarnal,
1993). In particular, several manual classifications of the synoptic fields over the IP have
been already performed (Soler, 1977; Line´s, 1981; Guardans and Palomino, 1995; Font,
2000). However, manual classifications are based on the experience of the meteorologist
and therefore, present a certain degree of subjectivity that can be mitigated employing
automated procedures (Yarnal, 1993; Yarnal et al., 2001). Different methods that can help
to address this question can be found in the literature. Jenkinson and Collison (1977)
developed an automated sea level pressure (SLP) map-pattern classification based on
direction and vorticity indices of the geostrophic flow, in an attempt to reproduce previous
results from a manual classification over the British islands (Lamb, 1972). The same
methodology was applied to other locations (Linderson, 2001) including the IP (Trigo
and DaCamara, 2000; Spellman, 2000), but some deficiencies on the methodology have
been pointed out for this particular region (Mart´ın-Vide, 2001). Other automated map-
pattern classification methods widely employed are the correlation-based methodologies
of Lund (1963) and Kirchhofer (1974). These procedures seem to classify the smoother
upper air pressure fields more satisfactory than the ones in the low atmosphere, where the
present work is focused (El-Kadi and Smithson, 1992). Willmott (1987) recommended
the use of alternative classification methodologies like eigenvector techniques. This idea
is also supported by Huth (1996), who compared the correlation-based techniques of
Lund (1963) and Kirchhofer (1974) against multivariate methods, finding better results
with the latter. The eigenvector techniques have been successfully applied in a variety of
cases (Davis and Kalkstein, 1990; Kidson, 1994; Esteban et al., 2006) including studies
centered in the IP (Zhang et al., 1997; Romero et al., 1999c). Hence, an automated
classification based on eigenvector techniques is adopted herein (Romero et al., 1999c)
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due to its advantages over the correlation based techniques (Willmott, 1987; Huth, 1996).
The SLP and the geopotential height at 850 hPa are the variables involved.
The following sections provide further details on the methodologies selected and the
resulting classifications.
6.2 Wind field classification methodologies
In order to accomplish the classification of the daily wind fields into WPs two strategies
were explored. The first one groups wind fields according to their spatial similarity and
the second one classifies them attending to their temporal variability. Both methodolo-
gies employ cluster analysis (CA, Anderberg, 1973) to obtain the WPs, but only the
latter involves the use of PCA to isolate the main modes of variation. The use of two
methodologies not only allows for a comparison between different techniques, but also
helps to discriminate the suitable number of clusters (WPs) in the resulting classification.
To mitigate the possible adverse effects that the missing values could cause during the
classification, a reduced dataset is created in a similar way as it was done in Section 4.1 to
prepare the observational data for the wind regionalization. A different reduced dataset
is here created to take into account the additional wind information available, since
the regionalization analysis was accoplished with a previous wind dataset that only had
observations until September 2002. The reduced dataset is created with the best 36
stations in terms of the number of available observations (discarding stations 6, 22, 23, 30
and 36). Additionally, only those days with more than 90 % of measurements within the
36 remaining stations were selected (1354 days). The spatial similarity and the temporal
variability classification methods are then applied to this reduced dataset obtaining two
independent preliminary classifications. Through the comparison of results obtained with
both methods, the suitable number of cluster (WPs) is more robustly established and
thus the degree of subjectivity reduced. Furthermore, such a comparison allows for the
selection of the most appropriate methodology to be employed in the final classification
in which each day from the complete dataset is assigned to the most similar WP obtained
in the preliminary classification. This implementation of two consecutive classifications
was first proposed by Kaufmann and Whiteman (1999) in order to reduce the influence
of the missing values.
The final classification of daily wind fields from the complete dataset leans on the
WPs obtained from the reduced dataset. Each WP is represented by a class center or
centroid defined as the mean field of all the elements in the cluster. The daily fields
were compared to each centroid and assigned to a WP accordingly on the basis of a
similarity measure. Since the original centroids are defined only over the 36 initial sites,
a meaningful representation of data over these 36 stations was required for each daily
field in the complete dataset to be assigned to a WP. Thus, only fields with a minimum
data availability of 50 % within the reference subset of 36 stations were considered. This
decision is rather subjective and is based on previous works (Kaufmann and Whiteman,
1999); it represents a compromise between the desirable classification of all the daily
wind fields and the uncertainty associated to the presence of missing data. The measure
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of similarity defined to compare class centers and daily wind fields is defined by (Eq. 6.1)
and will be introduced in the following sections.
A brief description of the two methodologies used to estimate the preliminary wind
field classifications is presented in the following subsections.
6.2.1 Classification based on spatial similarity
This automated classification was developed by Weber and Kaufmann (1995) and im-
proved by Kaufmann and Weber (1996) and Kaufmann and Whiteman (1999). Kasten-
deuch and Kaufmann (1997) employed this methodology to obtain hourly summer flow
patterns in a region over France at different spatial scales. Based on the previous classifi-
cation of Kaufmann and Weber (1996) over the Alpine region, Weber (1998) obtained a
six-year climatology of WPs. A similar study was performed by Weber and Furger (2001)
over Switzerland.
Since this approach performs the classification with CA, it requires the definition of
a measure of similarity (dAB , distance) between two arbitrary wind fields corresponding
to any given days A and B:
dAB =
1
NAB
NAB∑
j=1
[(u˜Aj − u˜Bj)
2 + (v˜Aj − v˜Bj)
2]
1
2 (6.1)
dAB is the average of the euclidean distances at every site calculated over the NAB zonal
(u˜) and meridional (v˜) wind components available at both day A and B. This distance is
the same as the one used to identify the wind subregions (Eq. 4.2), but the tilde over the
components denotes that in this case they are normalized to reduce potential local and
temporal biases on the calculation of distances: first, the components are normalized by
the time-averaged wind speed at each site to prevent an over-weighting of particularly
windy sites (Weber and Kaufmann, 1995); second, each resulting daily wind component
is normalized by the spatial-averaged wind speed over all available stations to ensure
that wind fields that differ by an overall scaling factor are grouped together (Kaufmann
and Whiteman, 1999).
A two step clustering procedure (Kaufmann and Weber, 1996) similar to the one used
to perform the regionalization is employed due to its advantages against the single-step
algorithms (see Section 4.2.1). The first step consist on the hierarchical CLA (Johnson,
1967). The second step is a non-hierarchical algorithm similar to the k-means (Anderberg,
1973) used to regionalize, but with a variation consisting in the assignment of fields found
to be difficult to classify to a special group of indeterminate wind fields (Kaufmann and
Weber, 1996). This is implemented by defining a threshold value, dlimit, for the similarity
measure (Eq. 6.1). If the distance of a particular wind field exceeds this value to all
centroids, that daily field will be assigned to the special group. The elements of this
group will not be used to recalculate the centroids in the subsequent reassignment with
the k-means algorithm.
The choice of dlimit is an heuristic decision which depends on the particular char-
acteristics of the wind datasets. Typical values for dlimit are slightly lower than one
(Kaufmann and Weber, 1996; Kaufmann and Whiteman, 1999). The value selected here
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Fig. 6.1: Normalized wind roses of daily wind fields classified as a) WP1, b) WP2, c) WP3, d)
WP4 e) WP5 and f) WP6 after applying the methodology based on the spatial similarity to the
reduced dataset.
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for the present classification after an exploratory analysis is dlimit = 0.7. Additional
comments concerning this decision will be made in Section 6.3.
6.2.2 Classification based on temporal variability
Fig. 6.2: Box and whiskers plots showing the dis-
tribution of the mean wind speed field for each
WP after applying the classification based on spa-
tial similarity to the reduced dataset. The dot in-
dicates the median, the lower bases of the boxes
are the 25 percentiles and the upper ones the 75
percentiles. The lower and upper whiskers indi-
cate the 10 (lower) and 90 (upper) percentiles.
The X denotes the special group of indeterminate
wind fields.
The second automated strategy clas-
sifies wind fields into WPs according
to their temporal variance. A vecto-
rial PCA is applied to the correla-
tion matrix as a first step (T-mode;
see Richman, 1986). In this decom-
position, the principal components
(scores) contain the spatial variation
of the temporal eigenvectors (Green
et al., 1993). Hence, the typical CA of
the eigenvector components (loads)
yields groups with similar spatial pat-
terns (Romero et al., 1999a). Such an
approach can be considered equiva-
lent to a CA applied to S-mode loads
used to classify the locations with
similar temporal variability in the re-
gionalization (Section 4.2.1).
The CA of the loads is performed
as in the previous methodology. In a
first step the CLA finds the appropri-
ate number of groups and their ini-
tial state values. In a second step the
modified k-means method that allows
for the assignment of dissimilar days
to a special group, reorders the daily
fields. However, a slight modification
with respect to the previous classifi-
cation needs to be introduced. Since the eigenvectors contain the temporal information,
their loads are scalars and the similarity measure defined in Eq. 4.2 cannot be employed.
Therefore, another definition of similarity must be selected. This is overcome by replacing
the previous distance (Eq. 6.1) with the Euclidean distance.
Changing the measure of similarity involves a change in the parameter dlimit employed
by the modified k-means algorithm. In order to produce comparable classifications, dlimit
is fixed in such a way that a similar number of days than in the previous classification
are assigned to the indeterminate group.
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6.3 Identification of wind patterns
The outcomes from both the spatial similarity and temporal variability methodologies
are compared in order to define the more appropriate number of WPs. The suitable
number appears to be six patterns for the former method and five for the latter. In the
following subsections, results from the preliminary and final wind fields classifications are
presented and discussed.
6.3.1 Preliminary classification based on spatial similarity
The wind roses of the six WPs found by means of the spatial similarity classification
method are displayed in Figure 6.1 and the distributions of the mean wind speed fields
corresponding to each pattern appear in Figure 6.2. The strong influence of orography
is evidenced, channeling surface circulations around the eastern mountains and along
the Ebro valley as well as along the valleys in the South of the northern mountains.
The first three patterns (i. e., WP1, WP2 and WP3 Fig. 6.1a,b,c) present northwestern
circulations. WP1 andWP2 share some spatial characteristics but several wind roses show
differences associated to their orientation and width. The wider wind roses in WP2 (Fig.
6.1) could be related to the weaker forcing of moderate winds (Fig. 6.2) that produce a less
defined prevailing wind direction. Further details of this feature will be discussed through
its relation with the synoptic circulation in Section 6.6. WP3 also presents northwestern
flows. This pattern would have appeared in combination with WP1 in the event that
only five patterns would have been allowed to form. In spite of the similarity between
both patterns, WP3 shows a more zonal orientation of the wind roses than WP1. This is
especially visible at the northwestern stations. WP4 and WP5 present southeastern flows
(Fig. 6.1d,e). The main difference between them is that wind roses are wider in WP4,
particularly at the center of the region, associated with its weaker wind speed (Fig. 6.2).
Finally, WP6 presents southwestern flows over most of the CFN (Fig. 6.1f).
18.8 % of the 1354 classificable days that constitute the reduced dataset are assigned to
the special group of indeterminate wind fields. These daily fields present weak wind speeds
over the region (Fig. 6.2) and thus, the wind direction is less precisely defined leading
to large distance values with the rest of wind fields. These weak daily wind fields can be
associated with relatively calm days or transitions between the WPs. If more fields were
classified in an attempt of reducing the number of days belonging to the indeterminate
group (increasing dlimit) it would result in an undesirable degradation of the wind roses
(not shown). This degradation especially affects WP4 and WP6 where several wind roses
show various main directions. On the other hand, increasing the number of classificable
wind fields by increasing dlimit could potentially produce new WPs. However, when that
was done, the resulting patterns were essentially the same as reported above with a similar
degradation in the wind roses (not shown). Nevertheless, the 18.8 % of days temporally
located in the undeterminated group will be reassigned to the other WPs in the final
classification.
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6.3.2 Preliminary classification based on temporal variability
The second classification procedure applies PCA to calculate the main modes of variation
and then performs the CA classification. The explained variance of the leading PCA
modes is shown in Figure 6.3. The first mode explains more than 62 % of the variance
with a large decrease for the subsequent modes. There is a break on the slope which
suggests four as a reasonable number of modes to retain. Therefore, the four principal
main modes which take account for 87 % of the total variance were employed in the CA.
Fig. 6.3: Explained variance of the
leading PCA modes of the wind
data.
Five WPs reveal qualitatively the best agree-
ment with the previous classification (Fig. 6.4).
The three northwestern WPs in that case (Fig.
6.1a,b,c) are in quite good agreement with the
first three new WPs (Fig. 6.4a,b,c). In contrast,
there is only one single pattern with southeastern
flows in the present case (Fig. 6.4d). This pattern
resembles WP4 and WP5 obtained with the pre-
vious methodology (Fig. 6.1d,e). Finally, the last
WP (Fig. 6.4e) shows similarities with the previous
WP6 (Fig. 6.1f) though some wind roses present
somewhat more degraded main directions. The dis-
tributions of the mean wind speed fields for each
WP are in concordance with those obtained in the
previous classification (Fig. 6.2), although there is
less wind variability among the WPs (not shown).
As in the previous methodology, the attempt
of classifying more wind fields produces a degra-
dation in the wind roses. If six WPs were generated
to reproduce the previous results, another pattern
with northwestern circulations very similar to the
already existing ones would appear.
6.3.3 Final wind field classification
Both methodologies produce similar WPs when they are applied to the reduced dataset
(Figs. 6.1 and 6.4). This suggests that the identified WPs are robust, and, on the basis
of this information the selection of an specific classification is somewhat arbitrary. The
main difference between them is the isolation of an additional WP showing southeastern
circulation (Figs. 6.1d,e) within the approach based on spatial similarity. This WP does
not emerge with the classification based on temporal variability which shows just a single
WP with southeastern flows (Fig. 6.4d). The two southeastern patterns identified by the
spatial analysis (WP4 and WP5) present different intensities in the surface circulations
(Fig. 6.2). Since it seems reasonable to employ the classification which provides more
information concerning the surface flows, the classes generated with the spatial similarity
approach are those selected for the final classification. It will be illustrated further on that
the southeastern WPs present differences in their atmospheric states as well as a distinct
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Fig. 6.4: Normalized wind roses of daily wind fields classified as a) WP1 b) WP2 c) WP3, d)
WP4 and e) WP5 after applying the methodology based on the temporal variability to the
reduced dataset.
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appearance in their frequency distribution along the year associated with the main forcing
synoptic patterns; these dissimilarities support their treatment as independent patterns.
Figure 6.5 shows the mean normalized wind vectors (centroids) corresponding to each
WP in the selected classification (Fig. 6.1). Some additional features about local and
regional flows in addition to the mean directions presented in Figure 6.1 are obtained
that also allow for understanding the differences between both southeastern circulation
types. For instance, panel Figure 6.5d highlights lower wind speed averages for WP4 in
the western mountains and north of the eastern mountains than in WP5 (Fig. 6.5e).
WP6 (Fig. 6.5f) depicts lower wind speeds in the valley than in the mountain regions.
For a more realistic representation of the mean behavior corresponding to each WP,
Figure 6.6 shows the average wind vectors corresponding to all daily wind fields in each
WP. Since this patterns are not normalized this allows for considering the diverse ranges
of variability in the region. The circulation along the Ebro valley is enhanced in WP1
and WP3 as well as the winds from the southeast in WP5. Some of these features like
the higher winds in WP5 compared to WP4 can be easily related to the wind speed
distribution for each WP in Figure 6.2.
The resulting wind roses of the six WPs after assigning all the wind fields within the
full dataset (see section 6.2 for methodological aspects) are displayed in Figure 6.7. A
total of 4050 days (approximately 11 years) are classified. The final appearance of the
WPs is in quite good agreement with that of the patterns employed as centroids (Fig. 6.1).
However, WP4 and specially WP6 show less unidirectional wind roses. The degradation
resembles that of the exploratory classification of wind fields from the indeterminate
group (not shown). This fact suggests that the degradation observed in the wind roses is
more related to the wind fields dissimilarities than to the presence of missing values in
the full dataset. The stations 6, 23, 30 and 36 discarded in the reduced dataset, present
wind roses in concordance with the main direction of the WPs flow. Only the discarded
station 22 (Fig. 1.2) seems to present a decoupling from the main regional flow probably
due to a local channeling.
Some characteristics of the final WPs are displayed in Table 6.1. There main flow
direction (NW-SE) accumulates a frequency of 60.9 % in the northwestern sense (WP1,
WP2 and WP3) and 30.5 % in the southeastern one (WP4 and WP5). This corresponds
well with the main direction of the mountain ridges surrounding the CFN (Fig. 1.2), this
fact shows the strong influence of the orography in channeling the general winds. The only
WP with a circulation different from the NW-SE direction is WP6 with southwestern
flows and a frequency of 8.5 %.
WP1 is the most frequent and the one with the highest wind velocity (Table 6.1).
The other northwestern patterns (WP2 and WP3) show smaller wind speeds, especially
WP2, where the mean wind speed is almost 2 ms−1 weaker than in WP1. In the case
of the southeastern patterns, WP5 presents considerably higher wind speeds than WP4.
WP6, with a southwestern direction, shows moderate winds. The standard deviation
shows a direct relationship with the mean in concordance with the previous analysis (see
discussion of Fig. 4.4).
In order to illustrate the atmosphere state related to each WP, anomalies of the wind
vector, wind speed, temperature, relative humidity, global radiation and precipitation
were calculated and the mean anomaly field for days belonging to each WP displayed in
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Fig. 6.5: Mean normalized wind vectors (centroids) of daily wind fields classified as a) WP1
b) WP2 c) WP3, d) WP4, e) WP5 and f) WP6 after applying the methodology based on the
spatial similarity to the reduced dataset.
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Fig. 6.6: Mean wind vectors of daily wind fields classified as a) WP1 b) WP2 c) WP3, d) WP4, e)
WP5 and f) WP6 after applying the methodology based on the spatial similarity to the reduced
dataset.
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Fig. 6.7: Normalized wind roses of daily wind fields classified as a) WP1, b) WP2, c) WP3, d)
WP4, e) WP5 and f) WP6 using days from the full dataset and the spatial similarity based
WPs as centroids (Fig. 6.6).
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Table 6.1: Final WP’s relative frequency, main direction of the flow, mean and standard deviation
of wind speed distributions (Fig. 6.7).
Wind pattern Frequency (%) Main direction Mean (m/s) Std. (m/s)
WP1 25.4 NW 5.0 1.3
WP2 19.3 NW 3.1 0.7
WP3 16.2 NW 3.8 1.2
WP4 15.7 SE 2.7 0.5
WP5 14.8 SE 4.7 1.2
WP6 8.5 SW 3.2 0.9
Figures 6.8-6.13. The same analysis is undertaken with the data from the ECMWF to
compare them with observations and is also displayed in Figures 6.8-6.13. Anomalies were
computed by subtracting the corresponding long term monthly mean from the daily data
within each month in order to suppress the deterministic annual cycle and to highlight
relative deviations respect to the mean climate. The mean anomaly wind vectors of the
final WPs are in agreement with the ECMWF data which provides an overview of the flow
over the IP (Figs. 6.8-6.13a). In general, the advective properties of the WPs are different
and in most of the cases are in good concordance with the analysis data. The specific
advective properties of each particular WP and the ability of the ECMWF analysis data
for reproducing them will be discussed in Section 6.6 and related to their forcing synoptic
patterns.
The monthly frequency of every WP is represented in Figure 6.14. Each WP tends
to appear preferably at specific months, thus revealing the presence of an annual cycle.
WP1 is present almost the whole year, but predominantly from February to August.
WP2 discloses its maximum frequency of occurrence in Summer and the minimum dur-
ing the Winter, being the opposite true for WP3. WP4 though more frequent from May
to October appears during the whole year. Finally, WP5 and WP6 tend to emerge during
the Winter rather than the Summer. This reveals a seasonality in the surface circula-
tions which ultimately is attributed to the synoptic scale variability which also will be
addressed in the next subsection.
6.4 Synoptic classification methodology
For the map-pattern synoptic classification an eigenvector-based methodology is used.
The procedure is similar to the wind field classification based on the temporal variability
though in this case the scalar PCA is employed. This kind of methodology has been
successfully applied in different studies (Davis and Kalkstein, 1990; Kidson, 1994; Zhang
et al., 1997; Romero et al., 1999c; Esteban et al., 2006). The map-pattern classification
employed here consists in a PCA followed by a CA (Romero et al., 1999c). In a first step,
a PCA is applied to the correlation matrix (T-mode) of the selected synoptic variable;
then, the most relevant principal modes are retained with the scree test of Cattell (1966)
and finally, a two step CA methodology is applied to their loads to generate the patterns.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6.8: Mean anomalies of the wind vectors (a), wind speed (b), temperature (c), relative
humidity (d) global radiation (e) and precipitation (f) of days classified as WP1. Left panels
for the ECMWF reanalysis/analysis data with solid (dashed) contour lines representing positive
(negative) anomalies. Right panels for the observational data (circles). The radius of the circles
is proportional to the magnitude of the anomalies whereas the color indicates the sign (dark for
positive anomalies and white for negatives).
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d)
e)
f)
Fig. 6.8: Continuation.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6.9: Same as Figure 6.8 but for days classified as WP2.
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d)
e)
f)
Fig. 6.9: Continuation.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6.10: Same as Figure 6.8 but for days classified as WP3.
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d)
e)
f)
Fig. 6.10: Continuation.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6.11: Same as Figure 6.8 but for days classified as WP4.
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d)
e)
f)
Fig. 6.11: Continuation.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6.12: Same as Figure 6.8 but for days classified as WP5.
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d)
e)
f)
Fig. 6.12: Continuation.
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a)
b)
c)
Fig. 6.13: Same as Figure 6.8 but for days classified as WP6.
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d)
e)
f)
Fig. 6.13: Continuation.
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Since the loads are scalars, the Euclidean distance is again used as the similarity
measure. This allows for the adoption of the Ward’s algorithm (Ward, 1963), that is ap-
propriate to find initial state values, for the first step of the CA classification. The second
step of the CA is performed with the k-means algorithm completing the methodology
described for instance in Romero et al. (1999c).
Therefore, the main difference between this classification and the wind field classifica-
tion based on the temporal variability is the hierarchical algorithm employed in the first
step of the CA, Ward’s algorithm in the synoptic classification and Complete Linkage
in the wind field classification. Although technically it would be possible to employ the
Ward’s algorithm in the classification based on the temporal variability, the Complete
Linkage was selected to be in concordance with the wind field classification based on the
spatial similarity wherein the Ward’s algorithm could not be employed (Section 6.2).
Fig. 6.14: Monthly frequency of the six WPs shown in Figure 6.7.
Since the purpose of the analysis is to relate the resulting synoptic patterns to the
surface WPs, synoptic variables governing low atmosphere circulations like SLP and
geopotential height at 850 hPa, were tested using several geographical windows with
different sizes.
At this point it is worth commenting the two approaches that can be taken to ana-
lyze the forcing mechanism of surface variables. They are referred by Yarnal (1993) as
the circulation-to-environment classification and the environment-to-circulation classifi-
cation. In the first one, a classification of the synoptic circulations is first performed and
then related to the surface characteristics of the selected variable (the surface circulations
in the present case). In the second approach, the classification of the surface properties
is first performed and then the synoptic situation of the different surface patterns eval-
uated. Both approaches can be found in the literature in relation with a classification
of surface circulations into WPs and the analysis of their forcing synoptic patterns. For
example Weber (1998) applied the circulation-to-environment approach and Pandzˇic´ and
Likso (2005) the environment-to-circulation method. In the first approach the synoptic
classification is independent of the environmental response whereas in the second case
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the synoptic classes are conditioned to the various regional types. The circulation-to-
environment approach is here adopted performing the independent synoptic classification
as described in the previous paragraphs. This decision was partially based on the benefits
that an independent classification of the synoptic circulations provide in the causality
of the emergent associations with the surface patterns. In addition, the selection of the
circulation-to-environment approach was taken on the basis of some previous works that
did not find a unique relationship between the synoptic classes and the surface flow pat-
terns such as the mentioned work of Weber (1998) or the study of Conil and Hall (2006).
This suggests that the environment-to-circulation approach would be somewhat misslead-
ing since the averaged synoptic fields associated with each WP could be a combination
of quite different structures. This can happen when regional features dominate over the
large scale flow. For instance, we can consider the effects that orography produces over
the large scale circulations by modifying and channeling them and therefore reducing the
degrees of freedom of the surface flows. In fact, the latter is magnified in complex terrain
regions as it is the case of the CFN (Weber and Kaufmann, 1995).
6.5 Identification of pressure patterns
Fig. 6.15: Explained vari-
ance of the SLP leading
PCA modes.
The SLP fields over the IP were classified and related to the
surface circulations over the CFN in order to understand
their forcing mechanisms. 850 geopotential hPa fields were
also considered and subjected to classification. However, the
most unequivocal relationships between the mentioned syn-
optic fields and the surface circulations (WPs) were found
for the SLP and therefore only results for this variable are
shown from here on.
The influence on the synoptic classification due to the
size of the geographical window was also evaluated. The
smallest window tested, which covers the IP as in the studies
performed by Romero et al. (1999c) and Spellman (2000) to
obtain their synoptic classifications, produces better results.
The rest of the geographical extensions considered cover
larger areas and therefore are affected by some large scale
circulation features that impact the classification degradat-
ing the relation between the pressure patterns (PPs) and the
regional WPs. Such an effect was also noticed by Conil and
Hall (2006).
The explained variance of the leading modes after ap-
plying PCA to the SLP correlation matrix is displayed in
Figure 6.15. The slope breaks on at the number of six which
suggests this is a reasonable number of modes to retain for the CA classification.
The emergent PPs after performing the CA are substantially different up to a number
of eight. At this point, two similar patterns appear. This suggests eight as an appropriate
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number of clusters to retain, which is in good concordance with the eight PPs found by
the manual classification of Soler (1977) and the seven of Guardans and Palomino (1995).
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 6.16: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines) and mean anomaly wind vectors at 10 m
above ground level for days classified as: PP1 (a), PP2 (b), PP3 (c), PP4 (d), PP5 (e), PP6
(f), PP7 (g) and PP8 (h). The spatial window in which the classification is performed is also
displayed (interior rectangle).
The mean anomaly fields of the resulting eight PPs are displayed in Figure 6.16.
The classification was performed for a geographical window covering mainly the IP.
However, the PPs are shown for a larger window for a better representation of the synoptic
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features. The eight PPs are essentially different and are consistent with those PPs found
by other authors in previous SLP classifications over the IP (Soler, 1977; Guardans and
Palomino, 1995; Zhang et al., 1997; Trigo and DaCamara, 2000). The monthly frequencies
of occurrence of the PPs are displayed in Figure 6.17. Some of the patterns show a clear
annual wave. For instance, PP4 and PP8 present a maximum during summer and PP3
and PP5 during winter. For a clearer physical interpretation of the PPs, the mean SLP
and the mean wind vectors at 10 m above ground level for the days belonging to each
PP are displayed in Figure 6.18.
e) f)
g) h)
Fig. 6.16: Continuation.
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Fig. 6.17: Monthly frequency of the eight PPs (Fig. 6.16).
The PP1 presents positive SLP anomalies in the North of the IP and negative in the
Northwest of Africa (Fig. 6.16a) as a consequence of the stationary Azores high pres-
sure center displacement towards western Europe (Fig. 6.18a). PP2 shows negative SLP
anomalies in central Europe and slightly positive over the Azores High (Fig. 6.16b) al-
lowing for northwestern flows over the IP (Fig. 6.18b). A strong negative anomaly center
in the Northwest of the IP dominates the PP3 (Fig. 6.16c). It represents the low pressure
systems which intercept the IP coming from the polar front (Fig. 6.18c). The low pressure
systems are more frequent at the late Autumn and during Winter, with a secondary max-
imum in Spring (Fig. 6.17). This can be considered a consequence of the lower latitudes
that the Azores high visits in Winter, which allows that perturbations from the polar
front reach the IP more frequently (Zimmerschied, 1949). The PP4 presents negative
anomalies centered at the IP and in the North of Africa (Fig. 6.16d). It corresponds to
the typical summer pattern (Fig. 6.17) in which the Azores high pressure center reaches
higher latitudes and extends towards central Europe (Fig. 6.18d). These negative anoma-
lies are related to the thermal lows over the IP and northern Africa originated by the
strong ground heating (Font, 2000). This pattern appears in manual classifications (Soler,
1977; Guardans and Palomino, 1995) though it has been reported that certain automated
SLP classifications, different to the eingenvector methodology herein used, have usually
problems in its detection (Mart´ın-Vide, 2001). The PP5 shows negative anomalies over
the Mediterranean sea and positive in western Europe (Fig. 6.16e). The PP6 presents
positive anomalies over eastern Europe and negative over the position of the Azores high
(Fig. 6.16f). It is associated with the backward movement of the Azores high pressure
center in benefit of the winter Siberian high (Fig. 6.18f). The PP7 reveals positive pres-
sure anomalies over the IP which are also extended towards central Europe and block
the perturbations coming from the polar front (Fig. 6.16g). It represents a NE extension
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of the Azores high pressure center (Fig. 6.18g). Finally, the PP8 shows weak anomalies
over the IP with a positive center over the Mediterranean sea (Fig. 6.16h). This leads
to a typical situation where the Azores high blocks western circulations and with high
pressures over the Mediterranean sea (Fig. 6.18h).
a) b)
c) d)
Fig. 6.18: Mean SLP (contour lines) and mean wind vectors at 10 m above ground level for days
classified as a) PP1, b) PP2, c) PP3, d) PP4, e) PP5, f) PP6, g) PP7 and h) PP8.
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e) f)
g) h)
Fig. 6.18: Continuation.
6.6 Relationship between the synoptic scale and surface
circulations
The relative frequency of the PPs (Fig. 6.16) is summarized in Table 6.2 (first column).
The associations between the WPs (Fig. 6.7) and the synoptic patterns are also displayed
in Table 6.2 (column 2-7). They are calculated by dividing the number of days that a
certain WP appears in each particular PP by the total number of days within that PP.
Therefore, it represents the conditional probability of the WPs given the occurrence of
a particular PP. Table 6.2 shows that several WPs present a high association with a
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specific PP. For instance, WP3 and WP1 are strongly associated with PP2 (62 %) and
PP5 (76 %), respectively. Additionally, it is posible to find a situation in which various
WPs are generated by a particular PP (e. g. PP7) or alternatively a certain WP can be
produced under several PPs (e. g. WP1).
Table 6.2: PPs (Fig. 6.16) relative frequency and their associations with each WP (Fig. 6.7).
Associations superior to 0.20 appear in bold.
Frequency (%) WP1 WP2 WP3 WP4 WP5 WP6
PP1 16.7 0.50 0.38 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.00
PP2 16.5 0.18 0.02 0.62 0.02 0.02 0.14
PP3 15.2 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.15 0.52 0.26
PP4 12.9 0.27 0.48 0.01 0.15 0.06 0.01
PP5 10.8 0.76 0.09 0.14 0.01 0.00 0.00
PP6 10.0 0.03 0.15 0.02 0.43 0.36 0.01
PP7 9.6 0.13 0.16 0.21 0.22 0.11 0.17
PP8 8.2 0.13 0.35 0.04 0.40 0.07 0.01
The next paragraphs will briefly describe the main associations between the PPs
and the WPs (bold in Table 6.2). The discussion will be based on the different physical
properties, temperature and moisture, of the air masses that affect the IP at different
times of the year.
6.6.1 High pressures to the north of the Iberian Peninsula
PP1 contributes to anticyclonic geostrophic circulations over the CFN that due to the
ageostrophic balance display a northern component (Fig. 6.18a). The resulting circula-
tions are channeled by the mountain systems that surround the CFN producing north-
western circulations on the Ebro valley (Fig. 6.18a). This structure reveals the highest
association with the northwestern WP1 (50 %, see Table 6.2) configuration (Fig. 6.8).
The northwestern wind anomalies (Fig. 6.8a) show slightly negative wind speed anoma-
lies in the North part of the CFN changing to positive towards the South and, increasing
their values down the Ebro valley (Fig. 6.8b); the anomalies of the re-analysis data also
increase their values along the Ebro valley but in lower magnitude than the observational
values. The observed wind speed intensification is due to the higher positive anomalies
in the headboard of the Ebro valley compared to those in the valley mouth close the
Mediterranean sea (Fig. 6.16a). This configuration enhances the pressure gradient along
the valley and intensifies the winds (Garc´ıa, 1985). The northern circulations (Fig. 6.18a)
introduce cold air into the IP originating negative temperature anomalies over the whole
CFN and of higher magnitude in the North than in the South adequately reproduced
by the analysis (Fig. 6.8c). The advected air produces positive moisture anomalies as a
consequence of its maritime origin that seem to be blocked by the northern, western and
eastern mountains leading to negative anomalies in the South of the CFN (Fig. 6.8d); the
analysis reproduce this structure although, as expected, they underestimate the magni-
tude of the observations. The global radiation anomalies show negative (positive) values
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in the North (South) indicative of cloudiness (clearer skies) in concordance with the
analysis (Fig. 6.8e). In spite of the covered skies and positive moisture anomalies in the
North of the CFN (Fig. 6.8d,e), the precipitation anomalies show general negative values
(Fig. 6.8f), which suggests that the expected precipitation would be of low intensity.
PP1 also shows important associations with WP2 (38 %). This WP also presents
northwestern wind anomalies over the CFN (Fig. 6.9a) although of weaker intensity than
WP1 (Fig. 6.8a) as shown also in Figure 6.6a,b. The prevailing association with WP1 or
WP2 depends largely on the intensity and possition of the high pressure center (see Fig 9.1
in Appendix A). A more eastward displacement or zonal orientation produces a blockage
of the northern circulations and thus weaker wind speeds over the CFN (Fig. 6.18a),
and higher associations with WP2 should be expected; whereas a westward displacement
or meridional orientation favors the northern circulations to the CFN along the eastern
side of the high pressure center (Fig. 6.18a) which should lead to higher associations
with WP1. In addition, a strengthening (weakening) of the high pressure center would
increase the pressure gradient along the Ebro valley and higher associations with WP1
(WP2) would be expected. PP1 appears during the whole year with its maximum of
occurrence during March and important frequencies during Summer (Fig. 6.17). This
is in concordance with the apparence of WP1 during the whole year and the maximum
frequency that WP2 displays during the summer (Fig. 6.14). A more detailed explanation
of the WP2 properties will be further introduced when discussing the PP4, which shows
the highest association with WP2 (Fig. 6.14).
6.6.2 Northwestern flows
PP2 displays a strong association with WP3 (62 %). This WP presents northwestern wind
anomalies (Fig. 6.10a) with negative wind speed anomalies over the CFN especially in
the region between the western and eastern mountains, although some positive anomalies
appear at mountain stations (Fig. 6.10b). These stations are exposed to northwestern
circulations which are dominant in this WP (Fig. 6.10a). The wind speed anomalies of
the ECMWF data for this pattern reveal high positive values over the sea near the CFN
coast and a sudden decrease down the Ebro valley (Fig. 6.10b). This could be interpreted
as a consequence of the blocking effects originated by the Cantabrian Mountains and the
Pyrenees presence (Fig. 1.2). Furthermore, the isobars run along the axis of the Ebro
valley (Fig. 6.18b) which produces a weak local pressure gradient and so winds are not
intensified along the valley. WP3 involves large positive precipitation anomalies in the
northern part of the CFN that decrease towards the South (Fig. 6.10f). This structure
is reproduced by the ECMWF data, although the precipitation gradient is weaker and
penetrates inside the Ebro valley. As a consequence, the relative humidity content in the
atmosphere over the North of the CFN is larger than in the South (Fig. 6.10c). This
gradient is also observed in the analysis data, although it underestimates the magnitude.
In addition, the general negative global radiation anomalies in concordance with the
analysis (Fig. 6.10e) are an indication of cloudiness. The temperature anomalies are
negative in both the observations and the analysis (Fig. 6.10c). In the view of PP2
(Fig. 6.18b), this atmospheric state could be considered as the effect produced by an
originally polar maritime air mass that in its displacement along the Atlantic ocean
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increases its water content, producing precipitation when it rises up the northern and
western mountains of the CFN (Garc´ıa and Reija, 1994). Therefore, the properties of
this WP3 (Fig. 6.10) are similar to the ones of WP1 (Fig. 6.8) but the more zonal
orientation of the flow introduces less colder air which allows for larger water content;
thus, it produces higher precipitation amounts in the North of the CFN and cloudiness
and moisture penetrate deeper inside the Ebro valley. PP2 appears during the whole year
with less frequency during Summer (Fig. 6.17) in concordance with the WP3 occurrence.
6.6.3 Northwestern low pressures
PP3 typically generates Bochorno situations characterized by warm moist winds blow-
ing up the Ebro valley (Garc´ıa, 1985). It presents high associations with WP5 (52 %).
This WP presents southeastern anomaly winds (Fig. 6.12a) due to the cyclonic circu-
lations and the ageostrophic balance towards the low pressure center. There is also an
important pressure gradient along the Ebro valley which intensifies the southeastern cir-
culations and thus, the wind speed anomalies are positive (Fig. 6.12b). The ECMWF
wind speed anomalies show an increasing gradient up the Ebro valley with slight positive
values over the CFN (Fig. 6.12b). The southeastern flow introduces warm moist air from
the Mediterranean sea which produces positive anomalies of temperature and relative
humidity in the Ebro valley (Figs. 6.12c,d). The temperatures are higher and the air is
drier at the North of the CFN due to the Foehn effect associated with the eastern and
western mountains. This is reproduced by the analysis data, although it is somewhat
displaced with respect to observations. The global radiation anomalies are negative (Fig.
6.12e) and the precipitation anomalies positive (Fig. 6.12f) except in the norhtern valleys
of the Pyrennes. It indicates the presence of cloudiness with precipitation in the South of
the CFN and clearer skies in the North in concordance with the Foehn effect mentioned
above. The highest positive precipitation anomalies appear at the western mountains
probably due to the mild moist air forcefully lifted at the end of the Ebro valley. Both,
the global radiation and precipitation gradients along the CFN are reproduced by the
analysis data (Fig. 6.12e,f). The maximum frequency that this PP shows during the win-
ter (Fig. 6.17) involves a maximum frequency of occurrence of WP5 during this season
(Fig. 6.14).
The PP3 is also the main responsible of WP6 (26 %). This WP shows southwestern
wind anomalies over the CFN (Fig. 6.13a) in concordance with the cyclonic circulations
displayed over the IP by PP3 (Fig. 6.18c). The flows present negative wind speed anoma-
lies that are stronger in the Southeast part of the CFN with a similar structure observed
in the analysis data although without reach negative values (Fig. 6.13a). The negative
anomalies seem to be a consequence of the blocking effect produced by the Iberian sys-
tem to the general flow. The temperature anomalies present positive values over the
CFN posibly as a consequence of the Foehn effect produced by the Iberian system (Fig.
6.13c). This WP shows a less organized relative humidity structure with general negative
anomalies in the region but, with sporadic locations with positive values (Fig. 6.13d). The
global radiation anomalies are weak with positive values in the Norhtwest of the CFN
and negative in the Southwest (Fig. 6.13e). The precipitation anomaly filed shows nega-
tive values with a few exceptions in the northern mountains (Fig. 6.13f). This WP6 also
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displays its maximum of occurrence in winter (Fig. 6.14) in concordance of the maximum
frequency of occurrence of the PP3 (Fig. 6.17).
The associations of PP3 with WP5 are however more frequent (52 %) than with WP6
(26 %). The apparence of one or the other could be explained in terms of the relative
intensity and position of the low pressure system that appears in PP3 (Fig. 6.18c and
Fig. 9.3 in Appendix A). If the location of the low pressure system leads to a more
southward geostrophic flow over the IP, PP3 would produce higher associations with the
southeasstern circulations of WP5 due to the ageostropic balance which introduces the
flow towards the low pressures and thus favours the southeastern circulations along the
Ebro valley (Fig. 6.12a). The circulations are intensified by the strong pressure gradient
along the valley, leading to the high winds shown by WP5 (Fig. 6.12b). If the low pressure
system location leads to southwestern flows over the IP with enough intensity to pass
over the Iberian system, PP3 could produce southwestern circulations over the CFN as
shown in WP6 (Fig. 6.13a). However, if the southwestern circulations do not present
enough intensity to pass over the Iberian system, this situation could evolve in a similar
way as the one described before leading to southeastern circulations over the CFN and
thus associations with WP5. This interpretations is also in concordance with the higher
frequency of occurrence of the southeastern circulations of WP5 over the southwestern
ones of WP6 under this PP3.
6.6.4 The thermal low
The cyclonic circulations developed around the IP thermal low favors the flow towards
the interior of the peninsula due to the ageostrophic balance (Font, 2000). This tendency
can be appreciated in the ECMWF data (Fig. 6.18d). The resulting inland circulations
are channeled by the local CFN orography and therefore this PP presents high associ-
ations with the northwestern WP1 (27 %) and WP2 (48 %). The appearance of WP1
instead of WP2 would depend on the specific position and intensity of the Azores high
as was commented in relation to PP1 (see Fig 9.4 Appendix A). The highest associations
are with WP2 that shows weak northwestern wind anomalies over the CFN (Fig. 6.9a)
and general negative wind speed anomalies (Fig. 6.9b). The analysis data reveals that the
low wind speed anomalies are a general characteristic of the flows over the whole IP (Fig.
6.9b). The northern component of the flow together with its maritime origin introduces
slightly colder and moister air than usual (Figs. 6.9c,d) which is blocked by the west-
ern and northern mountains. As a consequence, the air is warmer and drier than usual
over the central and especially southern regions of the CFN. The temperature (moisture)
anomalies of the analysis data show a maximum (minimum) centered over the IP and a
decrease towards the coasts where near zero values are reached. This in concordance with
the temperature (moisture) gradient along the CFN. The global radiation presents posi-
tive anomalies over the CFN (Fig. 6.9e) while the ECMWF data again reveals that this
is a characteristic over the whole IP, suggesting cloudless skies in concordance with the
negative anomalies of precipitation (Fig. 6.9f). Both characteristics are associated with
a subsidence inversion, which together with the low moisture air prevent the formation
of clouds even if the radiation anomalies reach high values (Zimmerschied, 1949). This
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PP4 shows a clear maximum centered on the summer (Fig. 6.17) as its associated WP2
(Fig. 6.14).
6.6.5 Northwest-Southeast pressure gradient
This situation produces a certain meridional orientation of the Azores high pressure
center that introduces north-northwestern flows over the CFN due to the ageostrophic
balance (Fig. 6.18e). This is the typical PP producing Cierzo winds, characterized by its
cold and dry strong northwestern circulations in the Ebro valley (Garc´ıa, 1985). It shows
a clear relationship with the WP1 (76 %). This WP1 and its associated atmospheric state
(Fig. 6.8) were already discussed in relation with PP1. The wind speed intensification
on the Ebro valley (Fig. 6.8b) is a consequence of the strong pressure gradient along the
valley produced by the positive and negative SLP anomaly centers (Fig. 6.18e) whereas
the negative temperature anomalies are produced by the meridional orientation of the
Azores high pressure center which leads to advection of cold air from the North (Fig.
6.8c). The humidity and cloudiness are blocked by the mountains in the North of the
CFN leading to the dry winds observed in the Ebro valley (Fig. 6.8d). PP5 appears
during the whole year (Fig. 6.17) in concordance with the WP1 ocurrence (Fig. 6.14).
6.6.6 Siberian high pressures
The PP6 appears with its maximum frequency in Winter and Autumn although it is
somewhat present during the whole year (Fig. 6.17). This PP can advect cold air from
the Siberian polar continental air mass but the Pyrenees acts as a blocking barrier and
thus such northern flows are very infrequent (Table 6.2). The highest associations are
found with the southeastern circulations in WP4 (43 %) and in WP5 (36 %) which
advect warm (Figs. 6.11c and 6.12c) and moist (Figs. 6.11d and 6.12d) air from the
Mediterranean sea. The main difference between WP4 and WP5, apart from the wind
speed (Figs. 6.11b and 6.12b), is the associated precipitation and global radiation. The
WP4 precipitation anomalies are slightly positive in the Ebro valley and negative in the
rest of the CFN (Fig. 6.11f) while WP5 shows a similar structure but with stronger
positive precipitation anomalies that also affects central areas of the CFN (Fig. 6.12f).
Acordingly, the WP4 global radiation anomalies are slightly negative over the Ebro valley
changing to positive in the western and eastern mountains (Fig. 6.11e) and, the WP5
anomalies are negative excepts to the North of the northern mountains wherein they are
slightly positive (Fig. 6.12e). This could be related to the WP5 higher than WP4 wind
speeds (Fig. 6.11b and 6.12b) which transport cloudiness with precipitation from the
Mediterranean sea deeper inside the Ebro valley.
6.6.7 Northeastern extension of the Azores high
On one hand, this pattern can introduce subtropical maritime air masses into the IP.
On the other, important low pressure anomalies are located in the Northwest of the IP
which could potentially affect the northern regions and thus, the CFN. It does not show
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a clear relationship with any WP (Table 6.2). This suggests that surface circulations are
sensitive to variations of the above described combined structure, or even that upper
level circulations play a more important role than the weak surface pressure gradient
typical of these anticyclonic situations. The highest associations are found with WP3 (21
%) and WP4 (22 %). PP7 can appear during the whole year although it is more frequent
in Autumn and Winter (Fig. 6.17). The higher frequency of this PP during winter could
be related with the known tendency of high pressures to develop over cold areas due to
its strong stability, as is the case of continents during the winter season. However, this
PP also appears during summer, and a reason for this development seems to be related
with the presence of warm air at upper levels over the IP which produces strong stability
(Font, 2000).
6.6.8 Anticyclonic situation
The PP8 produces weak pressure gradients over the IP and in particular along the Ebro
valley which results in moderate wind speeds over the CFN. Thus, the most important
associations are found with WP2 (35 %) and WP4 (40 %), with the weakest wind speeds
(Table 6.1). These WPs present opposite surface flows. It could be argued that the
circulation sense of both WPs (NW for WP2 and SE for WP4) is influenced by the
relative intensity of the high pressure center over the Mediterranean region with respect
to the high pressures at the headboard of the Ebro valley (see Fig. 9.8 Appendix A). This
PP is more frequent during Summer (Fig. 6.17) like WP2 and WP4 which also dislplay
their maxima of ocurrence on this season (Fig. 6.14).
6.7 Conclusions
Two methodologies, one based on the spatial similarity of wind fields and the other on its
temporal variance were used to classify the mean daily wind fields over the CFN. Both
methodologies produce similar WPs. The classification based on the spatial similarity
was selected and a total of six WPs were identified (Fig. 6.7). It was found that the
northwestern winds are the dominant pattern, followed by the southeastern circulations.
The NW-SE is the main direction of the mountain ridges that surround the CFN and thus,
it is evidenced the strong influence of the orography effects over the surface circulations.
To understand the influence of CFN surface circulations on its regional climate, tem-
perature, relative humidity, global radiation and precipitation patterns corresponding to
each WP were also analyzed. The WPs present different advective regimes; in particu-
lar, the cold dry Cierzo and the warm moist Bochorno were recognized. A surface WP
responsible for the high precipitation in the north part of the CFN was also recognized.
A SLP map-pattern classification was also performed. Eight PPs were identified and
related to the surface WPs. The relations found between the PPs and the WPs were
consistent enough to understand the basic forcing mechanisms of the different regional
circulations and their influence on the CFN regional climate. The pressure gradients
along the Ebro Valley and the ageostrophic balance seem to successfully describe the
general characteristics of the surface flows.
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The strong influence of the stationary subtropical high pressure center over the Azores
islands in the CFN circulations has been shown. Its location at higher (lower) latitudes
blocks (allows) the penetration of perturbations from the polar front, controlling the
CFN surface flows and their physical properties.
7Climatology: WRF evaluation∗
This makes it quite clear how far removed we are from a complete understanding
of the motion of fluids and that my exposition is no more than a mere beginning.
Nevertheless, everything that the Theory of Fluids contains is embodied in the
two equations formulated above (S 34), so that it is not the laws of Mechanics
that we lack in order to pursue this research but only the Analysis, which has not
yet been sufficiently developed for this purpose. It is therefore clearly apparent
what discoveries we still need to make in this branch of Science before we can
arrive at a more perfect Theory of the motion of fluids.
L. Euler, 1755
Principes ge´ne´raux du mouvement des fluides. Acade´mie Royale des Sciences et des Belles-Lettres de
Berlin, Me´mories, 11, 274-315.
The realism of the WRF dynamical downscaling in reproducing areas of coherent
variability of surface wind over the CFN has been shown in Chapter 5. It is also interesting
to evaluate the capability of the downscaling approach to reproduce the climatological
surface flows over the region. This is the topic of the present chapter.
The performance of the downscaling to reproduce the long term climatological flow is
analyzed in a first step. The discussion highlights the effects of the orography prescribed
in the WRF model over the downscaled wind field. Then, the performance of the down-
scaling to reproduce the climatological flow of the six WPs identified in the Chapter 6
is analyzed. In order to provide a detailed evaluation of the downscaling capability to
reproduce the influence of the orography, the analysis over each WP is broken down into
the four wind subregions with different wind variability identified with observations in
Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.11a). Special emphasis will be paid to evaluate the performance of
the downscaling in reproducing the surface wind field as a function of the large scale
synoptic situation. With this aim, the downscaling capability to reproduce each WP will
be evaluated separately for each one of its associated PPs (Table 6.2).
∗ The main contents of this chapter are included in:
paper prepared for sumbision (reference to be updated in the last version of this manuscript)
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7.1 Background and motivation
A dynamical downscaling demands high computational resources. One always need to
carefully design the experiment in order to dimension the available resources. The spatial
resolution achieved and the length of the simulated period are usually important factors
to take into consideration. Certain studies perform a high-spatial resolution simulation
during the few days of an intensive observational campaign (e.g. Zhong and Fast, 2003).
The availability of measurements allows for a detailed evaluation of the simulation per-
formance to reproduce the specific regional-scale process under study (e.g. Georgelin and
Richard, 1996; Bonnardot and Cautenet, 2009) or to test sensitivities to the model con-
figuration (e.g. Zhang and Zheng, 2004; Michelson and Bao, 2008). For instance, Masson
and Bougeault (1996) used data from an intensive observation period of the Pyre´ne´es
Experiment (PYREX) to study the dynamics of a Cierzo situation. Other case studies,
analyze the influence of different synoptic situations on the regional-scale circulations
(Soriano et al., 2006; Mengelkamp, 1999; Ka¨llstrand et al., 2000; Yang et al., 2008).
In certain situations is desirable to use a coarser spatial resolution in order to simulate
a longer temporal period. Such is the case of regional climate simulations that evaluate
the wind resource over a given area for the present Walter et al. (2006); Jiang et al.
(2008) or for future climate change scenarios (Debernard et al., 2002; Pryor et al., 2005c;
Debernard and Røed, 2008).
An alternative approach that allows to obtain high-resolution information of the cli-
mate over a given region are the statistical-dynamical methodologies (Mahrer et al., 1985;
Fuentes and Heimann, 1996; Frank and Landberg, 1997). In such approaches, a clima-
tological classification is performed, and the mesoscale model is run for representative
situations of each resulting group; the final climatology is the sum of the individual sim-
ulations weighted by the frequency of apparition of its group (Frey-Buness et al., 1995;
Fuentes and Heimann, 2000). Since the mesoscale model is run for a few situations of each
group, it can be run at high horizontal resolution. Further reduction of the computational
resources can be obtained by performing the mesoscale simulations in a dynamic mode
(Pielke, 1985) in which the thermal effects are not considered (Wippermann and Gross,
1981; Heimann, 1986; Bru¨cher et al., 1994; Sandstro¨m, 1997; Mengelkamp et al., 1997;
Mengelkamp, 1999). However, this last approach has shown to be somewhat problem-
atic (Egger, 1995) and the simulations including the thermal effects to deliver a superior
performance (Heimann, 2001).
The present research evaluates the ability of the WRF simulation (Chapter 3) to
reproduce the climatological WPs identified over the CFN (Chapter 6). Hence, thermal
effects are condidered in the simulation and the statistical-dynamical downscaling is
avoided. The high resolution (2 km) and the reasonably long simulated period (over
thirteen years) allows for a precise evaluation of the model performance. The evaluation
focuses on the influence that the large scale and the smoothed orography used in the
simulation exerts on the simulated wind field. To our knowledge there are no previous
studies that analyzed a simulation with the characteristics, in terms of spatial resolution
and length of the simulated period, of the one used in the present assessment.
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7.2 Data preparation
The observed wind at the 41 sites that define the WPs is represented by the simulations
at the grid points co-located to the observational sites. This representation is the same
one that was adopted in Chapter 5 to analyze the simulation performance in reproduc-
ing the wind variability. Some limitations of this representation were discussed in that
chapter. The daily mean wind simulated at 10 m above ground level is again used in the
comparison, since the majority of the wind sensors are situated at this height (see Table
2.1). The focus now is to analyze the climatological flow and thus, the mean of the time
series is important. Hence, the few wind records taken at 2 m above ground level (seven
stations) were extrapolated to 10 m. The extrapolations were performed using the power
law with an exponent of 1/7 as it was done for instance in Pryor et al. (2005a). As a final
step in the data preparation, the simulated counterparts of missing daily observations
were removed from the 41 simulated time series in order to perform the evaluation with
equivalent datasets.
7.3 Wind field reproducibility: on the effects of topographical
features
This section evaluates the capability of the WRF dynamical downscaling to reproduce
the climatological wind field. The assessment is accomplished in two steps. Some initial
insight into the simulation performance is obtained by analyzing the long term clima-
tology (Section 7.3.1). The analysis stresses the influence that the smoother orography
used in the WRF simulation exerts on the simulated wind. A more detailed evaluation is
accomplished by analyzing the reproducibility of the typical surface flows over the area,
the WPs (Section 7.3.2). This evaluation shows the effects that a large scale misrepresen-
tation produces on the surface wind field. Section 7.4 provides a more in depth evaluation
of the influence that the large scale exerts on the downscaling ability to reproduce the
climatological surface circulations.
7.3.1 Reproducibility of the long term climatological flow from 1992 to 2005
The wind speed bias and the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the wind direction
calculated with each pair of simulated and observed time series are displayed in Figure
7.1. The wind direction is better reproduced at the mountain tops (stations 3, 4, 16, 20,
35 and 37, Fig. 1.1) than at the valleys likely due to a weaker influence of the surrounding
topography on the flow at the former locations. There is a tendency of the downscaling to
underestimate the wind speed at the observational sites located at mountain tops, which
are the windiest ones, and to overestimate it at the locations situated in the valleys,
the less windy areas. This causes a reduced spatial variability of the downscaled wind
speed field compared to the observational one. To illustrate this result, the mean wind
speed is represented against its standard deviation for both observations and simulations
at each station (Fig. 7.2). The mean and the standard deviation are correlated, thus
locations with a high mean wind speed also present a high standard deviation. This is
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typical of positively defined variables (see Section 4.3). The simulated wind reproduces
this relationship between mean and standard deviation, but the range of variability is
considerably smaller than the observed one.
1
1
Fig. 7.1: Wind speed bias (circles) and RMSE of the direction (contour lines) calculated with
the observed and simulated time series. The wind speed bias is defined as the mean observed
wind speed minus the mean simulated wind speed. The radius of the circles is proportional to
the magnitude of the bias and the white (gray) color denotes negative (positive) values.
The different behavior that the simulation shows in reproducing the climatological
wind speed at valleys and mountain locations could stem from the smoother topography
within the mesoscale model. It could be argued that even the high spatial resolution used,
2 km, is not able to reproduce with enough accuracy the complexity of the terrain over
the CFN; not to mention the influence that the terrain variability within a simulated grid
cell could have in the simulation. The misrepresentation of the orography can potentially
introduce systematic errors in the simulation which ultimately would lead to the wind
speed underestimation (overestimation) at mountain tops (valleys). In order to explore
this possibility, a more realistic terrain dataset of 90 m of resolution (Farr et al., 2007) is
compared to the topography used in the WRF simulation. The differences between these
two datasets are displayed in Figure 7.3a. The horizontal resolution of 2 km used in the
WRF model seems to be adequate over the relatively flat terrain of the Ebro valley, but
it is less accurate in its representation of the higher complexity of the terrain in northern
areas of the CFN.
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Fig. 7.2: Scatter diagram of the mean against the standard deviation of the 41 observed (dark
circles) and simulated (light circles) wind speed time series. The scatter diagram calculated
with the simulated wind at the grid points co-located near the actual height of the mountain
top stations are also represented (squares).
On the basis of the previous arguments, a plausible explanation for the wind speed
underestimation at the mountain tops could be attributed to the representation of flatter
mountains than actual ones by the mesoscale model. Even at the high horizontal reso-
lution used (2 km), the mountains are considerably smoother than reality (-452, -521,
-277, -371, -137 and -141 m for the stations 3, 4, 16, 20, 35 and 37, respectively), and
keeping in mind that the wind speed increases with height in the lower troposphere,
this underestimation could be causing the wind speed underestimation at the top of the
peaks. This can be better understood by representing the wind speed bias versus the
topography differences of the terrain height used in the simulation (2 km) and the more
realistic one presented above (90 m, Farr et al., 2007). For this purpose, the 90 m data
is averaged within each grid cell. The comparison is displayed in Figure 7.3b, where it is
also possible to appreciate the different behavior of the simulation at the four subregions
over the CFN. The stations at mountain tops, sites within the MS subregion (squares
in Fig. 7.3b), show a positive bias that increases as the terrain differences increase (r =
0.77). This suggests that the wind speed underestimation is accentuated with the un-
derestimation of the mountains height. Therefore, the wind speed underestimation is at
least partially associated with deficiencies in the terrain representation.
It also can be argued that mountain stations are well exposed to quasi-geostrophic
winds, and therefore with a certain decoupling from surface effects. Hence, the wind
speed at these locations could be represented by the simulated wind at the grid point co-
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Fig. 7.3: (a) Topographic difference between the dataset of 90 m resolution (Farr et al., 2007)
and the topography used in the WRF downscaling. (b) The difference between the average of the
orography within each of the simulated volumes that encloses the locations of the observational
sites and its associated value from the WRF simulation versus the wind speed bias. (c) The
standard deviation of the subgrid-scale orography within each simulated volume that encloses
the location of the observational sites versus the wind speed bias. The different symbols in panel
b) and c) represent the different wind regions: EV (circles), MS (squares), NS (diamonds) and
NV (triangles). The dots denote the stations that were not ascribed to any of the previous
subregions.
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located to the actual height of the station, instead of at 10 m above the simulated ground
level. The influence of this change can be observed in Figure 7.2. The mean and standard
deviation calculated with the simulated wind at the actual height of the stations are
in a better agreement with the observed values than those obtained with the simulated
wind at 10 m above ground. This result is an additional support to the hypothesis of
an underestimation of the wind speed at mountain tops as consequence of the smoother
topography used in the simulation.
A convincing explanation for the wind speed overestimation at the valleys is not
straightforward. A plausible explanation could lie on the drag generated by the unresolved
orography whose effects has been shown to be of relevance for the surface wind simulation
(e.g. Beljaars, 2004; Rontu, 2006; Howard and Clark, 2007) and are not parametrized in
the present simulation. According to this interpretation, the wind speed overestimation
would be higher at the more complex terrain locations wherein the unresolved drag due
to the subgrid-scale orography would be higher. This seems to be the case of the present
simulation wherein the wind speed overestimation is higher at the sites located at the
more complex terrain areas in the north of the CFN than at the smoother orography
areas of the broad Ebro valley (see bias in Fig. 7.1). In order to analyze this hypothesis,
the relationship between the wind speed bias and the standard deviation of the subgrid-
scale orography is represented in Figure 7.3c. This standard deviation is calculated with
the high resolution terrain dataset of 90 m (Farr et al., 2007) and provides an idea of the
variability and thus, the complexity of terrain. Some relation between the standard devi-
ation of the unresolved orography and the bias introduced by the WRF downscaling can
be appreciated (r = 0.89). In particular, the sites located at valleys on the more complex
terrain areas (triangles, NV; diamonds, NS; and dots) tend to show larger overestima-
tions as the standard deviation increases. This points towards inaccuracies of the terrain
representation as being at least partially responsible for the wind speed overestimation
at the valleys.
7.3.2 Reproducibility of the wind patterns
This section explores the simulation performance to reproduce the typical surface circu-
lations over the area (WPs). The mean observed/simulated wind field of days belonging
to each one of the six WPs are displayed in Figure 7.4. In general, the downscaling re-
produces the main characteristics of the climatological surface flows. The first three WPs
display northwestern circulations (Fig. 7.4a,b,c). The spatial structure of WP1 and WP3
is better reproduced than the circulations of WP2. The following WP4 and WP5 display
southeastern circulations with a better reproduction of the flow in the latter (Fig. 7.4d,e).
The last WP6 shows southwestern circulations which are captured by the simulation (Fig.
7.4f). It is remarkable that the WPs that show an overall worse reproduction, WP2 and
WP4, show a higher variability in the surface wind field than the other WPs.
A quantification of the skill displayed by the simulation to reproduce the climatolog-
ical flow under each WP is break down for the four wind subregions with different wind
variability (Fig. 4.11a) in Figure 7.5. The highest winds are observed at the subregion
mainly formed by mountain stations (MS, Fig. 7.5a) which are systematically underes-
timated by the simulation (Fig. 7.5c). The wind speed at the valley subregions (EV, NS
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Fig. 7.4: Mean wind vectors calculated with the observations (white arrows) and simulations
(black arrows) for days classified as a) WP1, b) WP2, c) WP3, d) WP4, e) WP5 and f) WP6.
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and NV) is overestimated under WP3, WP4, WP5 and WP6, but there is a tendency to
underestimate it also under WP1 and WP2 (Fig. 7.5c). At this point, it could be said
that the long term tendency to overestimate the wind speed at the valleys noticed in
the previous section (Fig. 7.1) is a consequence of the higher frequency of occurrence of
WP3-6 (55.3 %) in comparison with that of WP1-2 (44.7 %). It will be shown in the
next section that the wind speed underestimation at the valleys under WP1 and WP2 is
a consequence of a misrepresentation at the large scale.
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Fig. 7.5: Mean observed wind speed (a), RMSE of the wind direction (b) and wind speed bias
(c) calculated with the observed and simulated regional time series for days belonging to each
WP. The homogeneous wind subregions used to calculate the regional time series are defined in
Figure 4.11a.
The MS subregion shows the best wind direction reproduction, with RMSE under 40
degrees except for WP2 under which the four subregions show poor scores (Fig. 7.5b). The
circulations along the Ebro valley are also reasonably well captured as indicated by the
moderate RMSE scores at the EV subregion under WP1, WP3, WP4 and WP5, the only
exception being WP2 as indicated above. The simulation is less skillful in reproducing
the cross Ebro valley winds of WP6. The other valley subregions, NS and NV, do not
display a RMSE of the wind direction as low as in the EV, showing RMSE scores around
70 degrees, except for the strong circulations of WP1 and WP5 (Fig. 7.5a), under which
the four subregions show RMSE below 30 degrees.
Additional understanding of the downscaling skill to reproduce the mean flow direc-
tion of the WPs can be obtained by comparing the observed and simulated wind roses
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Fig. 7.6: Wind roses calculated with the observed (gray) and simulated (white) regional time
series of days classified as a) WP1,b) WP2, c) WP3, d) WP4, e) WP5 and f) WP6. The
homogeneous wind subregions used to calculate the regional time series are defined in Figure
4.11a.
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at the four subregions (Fig. 7.6). The simulated wind roses tend to show a principal
direction in agreement with those displayed by the observations. As it was expected, the
main discrepancies are found for WP2, which shows two main directions in the simulated
wind roses, one of them opposite to the observed one (Fig. 7.6b). The reproduction of a
surface flow with an opposite sense to that of the observed case may not be limited to
the poor representation of some topographical features. Instead, it appears more likely
to be related to a misrepresentation of the large scale field. This will be further analyzed
in the next section. The simulated wind roses at the NS and NV subregions under WP4
also show discrepancies with the observed wind roses (Figs. 7.6d). The simulation shows
a coherent spatial structure with southeastern circulations in opposition to the less clear
structure obtained with observations.
7.4 Large scale influence on the downscaled wind field
Previous studies have mentioned the existence of correlation between the pressure dif-
ference along the Ebro valley and the northwestern wind speed at a central location
in the valley (Garc´ıa, 1985). The intensification of the northwestern and southeastern
circulations over the CFN by this mechanism was pointed out in Chapter 6. The rela-
tionship between wind speed and the pressure gradient can be used to look for possible
explanations of the discrepancies found in the wind field reproduction (Figs. 7.4, 7.5 and
7.6).
The pressure differences along the Ebro valley are calculated from daily mean observa-
tions of pressure at Santander, located at the headboard of the Ebro valley (Fig. 1.2), and
at Tortosa, located at the valley mouth (Fig. 1.2). The pressure difference is defined as the
observations at Tortosa minus the ones at Santander. For the simulation, this difference
is calculated with the pressure at the grid points co-located to Santander and Tortosa,
both selected from the outermost domain 1 (Fig. 3.1). As an illustration of the wind
speed intensification exerted by the pressure gradient, the dispersion diagram between
the observed (simulated) wind speed at the EV subregion and the observed (simulated)
pressure along the Ebro valley is displayed in Figure 7.7a. There is a direct relationship
between the mean wind speed and the absolute value of the pressure difference. The
dispersion diagrams for days classified as WP1 (Fig. 7.7b) and WP5 (Fig. 7.7c) which
display strong northwestern and southeastern circulations (Figs. 7.4a,e), reveal that the
positive pressure differences intensify the winds down the valley (northwestern) whereas
the negative differences intensify the wind up the valley (southeastern). The simulation
reproduces the wind speed intensification associated with the pressure gradient although
it tends to show higher wind speeds than observations for a given of the pressure gradient.
The correlation between the pressure differences along the Ebro valley and the wind
speed at every subregion for days belonging to each WP are displayed for observations
and simulation in Figure 7.8. The positive correlation between the pressure difference
and the regional wind speeds for the northwestern WPs (i.e. WP1-3) is reproduced by
the downscaling. The correlation displayed by the simulation shows a certain degradation
with respect to observations for WP2, which suggests certain limitations of the down-
scaling to reproduce the relationship between the large scale structure and the surface
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Fig. 7.7: Scattering diagram of the pressure differences along the Ebro valley and the mean
wind speed field calculated with observations (black) and simulations (gray): a) for the complete
dataset, b) for days classified as WP1 and c) for days classified as WP5. The pressure difference
is defined as the SLP of observations/simulations at Santander minus their corresponding values
at Tortosa (Fig. 1.2).
flows for days classified under this pattern. The southeastern circulations of WP4 are
uncorrelated with the pressure difference in the observations, but the simulation shows
some degree of association which also could indicate limitations to reproduce the rela-
tionship between large scale fields and surface circulations. The negative correlations of
WP5 and WP6 show a better agreement between observations and simulation.
A more in depth evaluation of the dynamical downscaling performance as a function
of the large scale situation is provided in the next section. The analysis is based on the
SLP classification performed in Chapter 6.
7.4.1 Downscaling accuracy under representative synoptic situations
The SLP fields over the IP were classified into eight PPs (Fig. 6.18). The PPs showed
clear associations with the six WPs (Table 6.2). Hence, an evaluation of the wind field
reproducibility as a function of representative large scale situations can be obtained by
analyzing the accuracy of the downscaling to reproduce the WPs under their associated
PPs. For this purpose, the RMSE of the direction and wind speed bias are calculated for
observations and simulation of days belonging to each one of these WP-PP associations.
Four pairs of RMSE and bias are calculated within each association, one for each regional
time series obtained as a result of averaging the wind information of stations classified
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Fig. 7.8: Correlation between the regional wind speed and the pressure difference along the
Ebro valley for days belonging to each WP. The upper panel displays the results obtained with
observations whereas the lower panel displays the results obtained with the simulation. The
homogeneous wind subregions used to calculate the regional time series are defined in Figure
4.11a.
under each wind subregion with different wind variability (Fig. 4.11a). Results are dis-
played in Figure 7.9. To facilitate the physical interpretation of results, the observed and
simulated histograms of the pressure differences along the Ebro valley for each associa-
tion between the WPs and PPs are displayed in Figure 7.10. The following paragraphs
discuss the results of each WP.
The northwestern circulations of WP1 show high associations with PP1, PP4 and PP5
(Fig. 7.9a,d,e). The three PPs show higher pressures at the headboard of the Ebro valley
than at its mouth which favors the intensification of the northwestern circulations of
WP1. The simulation reproduces the positive pressure differences but the values are not
as high as the observed ones (Fig. 7.10a,d,e). It can be argued that the underestimation of
the pressure gradient along the Ebro valley contributes to the general tendency displayed
by the downscaling of underestimating the wind speed at the four subregions under the
three PPs (Fig. 7.9a,d,e). This follows from the positive correlation shown between these
variables for days classified as WP1 (Fig. 7.8). The only exception is the NV subregion,
which shows a wind speed overestimation under PP4 and PP5. The RMSE of the direction
is on the range of 20 to 30 degrees under the three PPs (Fig. 7.9a,d,e), indicative of a good
reproduction of the climatological wind direction of WP1. This could be a consequence
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Fig. 7.9: Mean observed wind speed, wind speed bias and RMSE of the wind direction calcu-
lated with the observed and simulated regional time series of each one of the main associations
encountered between the six WPs and the eight PPs (Table 6.2). The mean SLP of days be-
longing to each PP are also reproduced. The homogeneous wind subregions used to calculate
the regional time series are defined in Figure 4.11a.
of the high wind speeds observed under this WP1 (Fig 7.5a), which minimize the effects
of local orography or physical processes that are not properly modeled.
The northwestern circulations of WP2 show high associations with PP1, PP4 and
PP8 (Fig. 7.9a,d,h). The three PPs show the positive pressure differences along the
Ebro valley (Fig. 7.10a,d,h) that intensify the northwestern circulations over the CFN
(Fig. 7.8). The simulation shows again an underestimation of these pressure differences
under the three PPs. As a consequence, the simulated large scale structure favors the
developing of weaker than observed wind speed circulations for days classified as WP2
(Fig. 7.9a,d,h). This wind speed underestimation is higher under PP1 than under PP4
or PP8. The RMSE of the direction shows values around 80 degrees under the three
PPs. This poor performance of the numerical simulation seems to be related to the
underestimation of the pressure differences along the Ebro valley previously noticed. The
underestimation causes negative pressure differences in some days classified as WP2 in
contrast with the positive observed ones (Fig. 7.9a,b,h). The negative differences favor
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Fig. 7.9: Continuation.
the development of southeastern circulations rather than the northeastern ones. Indeed,
the simulated wind display southeastern circulations in some days classified within this
northwestern WP2 (Fig. 7.6b) that logically contribute to the high RMSE produced by
the downscaling.
The northwestern flows of WP3 are mainly generated by PP2 (Fig. 7.9b). The wind
speed is overestimated on the valley subregions (EV, NS and NV) and underestimated
at the mountain subregion (MS). The wind speed overestimation occurs with a slightly
underestimation of the pressure gradient (Fig. 7.10b). WP3 also shows associations with
PP7 (Fig. 7.9g). The wind speed is in a better agreement with observations at the valleys
but it also shows an underestimation at the MS subregion. Both PP2 and PP7 show a
better reproduction of the wind direction at the EV and MS subregions than at the NV
and NS subregions. The NV and NS subregions are located at areas of more complex
terrain than the EV and MS subregions (Fig. 4.11a) This could be the reason of the
different performance of the simulation. PP2 shows smaller RMSE than PP7. This could
be a consequence of the more intense synoptic forcings in PP2 than in PP7, that produce
more deterministic surface circulations and favors a better reproduction of the flow by
the simulation.
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Fig. 7.10: Observed (shaded) and simulated (lines) histograms of the pressure difference along
the Ebro valley for each of the main associations between the WPs and the PPs: a) PP1, b)
PP2, c) PP3, d) PP4, e) PP5, f) PP6, g) PP7 and h) PP8. The pressure difference is defined
as the SLP observations/simulations at Santander minus their corresponding values at Tortosa
(Fig. 1.2).
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The southeastern circulations of WP4 show high associations with PP6, PP7 and
PP8 (Fig. 7.9f-h). The three produce a wind speed overestimation at the valleys (EV,
NS and NV) and an underestimation at the mountains (MS). This WP4 does not show a
relationship with the pressure gradient as high as the rest of WPs (Fig. 7.8), probably due
to the weak gradients along the Ebro valley observed under the three PPs (Fig. 7.10f-h).
The downscaling reproduces these near zero gradients with a slight tendency towards
negative pressure differences. The negative differences tend to intensify the southeastern
circulations (Fig. 7.7c), which contributes to simulate stronger southeastern circulations
than the observed ones at the valleys (Fig. 7.9f-h). The RMSE of the direction is higher
at the NS and NV subregions than at the EV and MS subregions for the three PPs (Fig.
7.9f-h).
The southeastern circulations of WP5 are forced by PP3 and PP6 (Fig. 7.9c,f). Under
both PPs, the wind speed is overestimated at the valley subregions (EV, NS and NV)
and underestimated at the MS subregion. The pressure differences along the Ebro valley
matches reasonable well with observations under PP6 (Fig. 7.10f) but it is underestimated
under PP3 (Fig. 7.10c). The RMSE scores are around 20 degrees for both PP3 and PP6
indicating a good reproduction of the flow direction for days classified as WP5. As WP1,
this good reproduction of the wind field direction seem to be associated with the strong
surface circulations typical of this pattern (Fig. 7.5a), which minimize the influence of
local orographic effects or physical processes do not properly modeled.
The southwestern circulations of WP6 show important associations only with PP3
(Fig. 7.9c). As WP3, WP4 and WP5 the simulation overestimates the wind speed at
the valleys and like all the previous WPs the downscaled wind is underestimated at the
MS subregion. This behavior is obtained even with an appropriate representation of the
pressure gradient along the valley, indicative of an appropriate reproduction of the large
scale forcing (Fig. 7.10c), pointing again to the general tendency to overestimate the wind
at the valleys and underestimate it at the mountains. The RMSE is around 40 degrees
in the valley subregions and around 20 at the mountainous one (Fig. 7.9c).
In summary, the accuracy of the downscaling to reproduce a certain WP is somewhat
independent of the large scale situation. The wind speed is generally overestimated at the
valleys and it is always underestimated at the MS subregion. This seems to be related
with the orographic influences discussed in section 7.3.1. Only under WP1 and WP2
the wind speed is underestimated at the valleys, but this is a consequence of limitations
to reproduce the large scale which underestimate the pressure gradient along the Ebro
valley and leads to weaker wind speeds over the CFN. Hence, both orographic influences
and large scale misrepresentations introduce their particular biases in the downscaled
wind field.
The previous evaluation analyzes the accuracy of the simulation to reproduce the
climatological flow of the typical surface circulations over the CFN (WPs) and under its
representative synoptic forcings (PPs). A complementary evaluation can be observed in
Figure 7.11. The Taylor diagrams are calculated with the simulated and observed regional
wind speed time series of days belonging to each one of the main associations among the
WPs and the PPs. This comparison allows to evaluate the accuracy of the downscaling in
reproducing the internal variability of the regional wind speeds within each association.
The correlation is generally between 0.5 and 0.8 for all the associations. The different
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Fig. 7.11: Normalized Taylor diagrams calculated with the observed and simulated regional wind
speed time series for days belonging to the main associations between the PPs and the WPs: a)
WP1, b) WP2, c) WP3, d) WP4, e) WP5 and f) WP6. The symbols represent each one of the
four wind subregions defined in Figure 4.11a: EV (circles), MS (squares), NS (diamonds) and
NV (triangles).
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subregions tend to show a similar correlation score for each association; with a lower
variance than observed at the MS subregion, and higher variance than observed at the
EV, NS and NV subregions in this order. For a given WP, there is not a PP under which
the wind downscaling clearly outperform the rest of PPs. However, minor improvements
can be observed. For instance, WP2 is better reproduced under PP1 than under PP4 or
PP8; the wind speed variability of WP3 is better captured under PP2 than under PP7;
WP4 is better reproduced by PP8 than by the other associations, and the same can be
said for WP5 and PP3 which improve the results obtained under PP6.
The different behavior for a given WP is related with the internal variability of the
wind speed for the different WP-PP associations. In order to illustrate this, Figure 7.12
displays the wind speed histograms for the EV subregion and for days classified as WP4-
PP6 and WP4-PP8. The simulation shows slightly better performance in reproducing the
wind speed for days classified as WP4-PP8 than WP4-PP6 (Fig. 7.11d). The histogram
of the wind speed associated with PP8 is wider, higher variance, than the one of PP6. A
higher variance is obviously related with a higher variability of the wind speed time series
and thus, favors is better reproduction by the simulation. The other WPs that show a
different behavior for different PPs support the present interpretation (not shown).
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Fig. 7.12: Histograms of the wind speed observed at the EV subregion for days classified as
WP4-PP6 (discontinuous line) and WP4-PP8 (continuous line).
7.4.2 Large scale misrepresentation
Two main reasons can potentially cause the pressure gradient misrepresentation: 1) defi-
ciencies in the large scale fields from the GCM used as initial and boundary conditions by
the WRF downscaling, or 2) deficiencies in the WRF simulation to reproduce the large
scale fields. To analyze both possibilities it turns out necessary to analyze the capability
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of both simulations to reproduce the observed SLP field. For this purpose, observational
SLP fields were used (Trenberth and Paolino, 1980, source: ds010.1 of the NCAR archive).
The SLP fields consist of monthly averaged values over a spatial grid of 5 degrees lat x
lon. Hence, the SLP fields from ECMWF and WRF grids were monthly averaged and
interpolated to a 5 degree spatial resolution in order to obtain comparable datasets.
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Fig. 7.13: Bias between observational SLP fields from the ds010.1 dataset of the NCAR archive
and the ECMWF (a) and WRF simulations (b). The time series of the spatially averaged
differences of each month are displayed in panel (c), and its annual cycle for the WRF simulations
in panel (d).
The bias between the observed and simulated SLP fields from the ECMWF and
WRF models are displayed in Figures 7.13. The ECMWF data shows small deviations
with respect to the mean of the observed values, which are below 1 hPa for the areas
surrounding the IP (Fig. 7.13a). On the contrary, the downscaled SLP fields show a
general underestimation (Fig. 7.13b). This underestimation is higher at western areas
than at eastern areas of the IP, leading to the underestimation of the pressure differences
along the Ebro valley. The time series of the spatially averaged departures from the
observed SLP field are represented for both the ECMWF and the WRF fields in Figure
7.13c. Only the grid points available to calculate the WRF time series (Fig. 7.13b) are
used in the calculation of the ECMWF time series of differences. The ECMWF shows
an error evolution very close to zero with a few sporadic peaks, whereas the downscaled
fields present a systematic underestimation. An annual cycle with higher errors in winter
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than in summer can be recognized. This is better appreciated in Figure 7.13d which
shows the monthly means of the downscaled errors.
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Fig. 7.14: Correlation between the anomalies of the daily SLP fields of the ECMWF datasets
and the error time series of the WRF simulation displayed in Figure 7.13c. Positive (negative)
values are represented in continuous (dashed) lines.
To identify the large scale situation that produces the SLP misrepresentation in the
downscaling, a correlation map is calculated with the time series of the spatially averaged
departures produced by the WRF downscaling (Fig. 7.13c) and the SLP fields from the
ECMWF datasets. The deterministic annual cycle was removed from the time series of
the departures and the SLP fields before calculating the correlation. The anomalies are
calculated by subtracting to each day its monthly climatological mean. The correlation
map is displayed in Figure 7.14. There is a center of high correlation (r > 0.7) to the
northwest of the IP. Hence, the higher the pressure over this area the larger is the
large scale misrepresentation. Areas located far away from the IP are uncorrelated with
the time series of the departures. The correlation pattern reveals deficiencies in the
downscaling approach herein adopted to capture the high pressures over the northwest of
the IP, which cause an inappropriate simulation of the pressure gradient along the Ebro
valley being partially responsible for the wind speed discrepancies encountered.
7.5 Conclusions
The accuracy of the WRF dynamical downscaling to reproduce the climatological surface
circulations over the CFN has been analyzed. The analysis evaluates of the capability
of the downscaling to reproduce the climatological flow of the six typical wind fields (or
WPs) over the region identified in Chapter 6. Performing the analysis at the daily time
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scales allowed to focus on dynamically driven circulations associated with the atmospheric
dynamics and its interaction with the orography.
The spatial structure of the flow of each WP is generally captured by the downscaling.
The wind speed is systematically underestimated at the sites located at mountain tops.
This was attributed to limitations of the horizontal resolution used in the simulation, 2
km, to reproduce the actual height of the mountains. On the valleys, the downscaling
shows a tendency to overestimate the wind speed probably due to the drag exerted by
the subgrid-scale orography which is not parametrized in the present simulation. The
underestimation at the windiest locations (mountain tops), and the overestimation at
the less windy sites (valleys) reduces the spatial variability of the downscaled wind speed
field in comparison with the observed one.
Contrary to the general behavior of the downscaled wind, the northwestern WP1 and
WP2 show an underestimation of the wind speed at the valleys. This is a consequence of
the underestimation of the SLP to the north of the IP, which produces weaker pressure
gradients along the Ebro valley than the observed ones, and ultimately lead to the un-
derestimation of the northwestern circulations of these WPs. The SLP underestimation
produces in some days classified as WP2 an opposite pressure gradient along the Ebro
valley than the observed one, which led to the simulation of southeastern circulations in-
stead of the northwestern flows typical of WP2. These results show the strong influence
that the large scale exerts over the surface circulations, and suggests that the potential
improvement obtained in the downscaling by increasing the horizontal resolution may be
hampered if the large scale is not appropriately captured.
8Conclusions and something else
Perhaps some day in the dim future it will be possible to advance the compu-
tations faster than the weather advances and at a cost less than the saving to
mankind due to the information gained. But that is a dream.
L. F. Richardson, 1922:
Weather Prediction by Numerical Process. Cambridge University Press.
The surface circulations over the CFN have been analyzed in observations and in
a numerical simulation performed with the WRF model (Skamarock et al., 2005). The
complete observational period from 1 January 1992 to 7 October 2005 was simulated at
a high horizontal resolution over the CFN (2 km) to allow for an accurate evaluation
of the simulation performance in reproducing the surface wind behavior. It should be
emphasized the innovative character of this simulation in its length and spatial resolution.
The analysis focused on daily means to filter out thermally induced circulations and
concentrate the study on dynamically induced circulations exerted by the large scale flow
and its interaction with the topographic features.
The following section summarizes the specific conclusions of each chapter of the The-
sis.
8.1 Conclusions
The original observations were subjected to a quality control and a bias correction to
suppress potentially erroneous records and confer reliability to the conclusions reached
in the analysis.
• About 1.8 % wind speed and 3.7 % wind direction records were diagnosed as invalid.
The high percentage of records invalidated stresses the importance of this kind of
depuration process in order to reach solid conclusions in the analysis. In spite of the
beneficial effects of the QC and the correction of biases, there is no guarantee that
other kind of erroneous records still persists in the dataset. These undetected errors
can contribute to the discrepancies encountered in the comparison of the observations
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with the WRF simulation. Nevertheless, the QC applied to the data ensures that the
dataset has improved its quality with respect to its initial state.
The wind variability was analyzed by classifying together those observational sites
with similar temporal variability by performing a wind regionalization on the observa-
tional and simulated datasets.
• A total of four wind regions were identified showing a distribution in accordance
with topographic features of the terrain. The meridional wind variability is rather
similar over the four subregions indicating an homogeneous behavior of this wind
component over the whole CFN. The zonal wind variability is therefore responsible
for the different wind behavior on the subregions.
• Spectral and wavelet analysis revealed the presence of a dominant annual wave and
varying presence of higher frequency contributions. The valley subregions tend to
show more activity at higher frequencies than the mountain subregion.
• The evaluation of the simulation at the regional scale has been shown to provide
advantages in comparison with the evaluation at the sites. The averaging of the in-
dividual time series of each region reinforces the regional signal and mitigates local
effects in observations and representativeness errors in the simulation providing more
appropriate time series for comparison.
• The WRF simulation reproduces reasonable well the meridional wind variability over
the CFN, and the zonal wind variability at most of the identified subregions. The
Ebro valley and the mountain stations are the subregions wherein the simulation
displayed a better performance in reproducing the wind variability.
• The higher spatial and temporal coverage of the simulation was used to infer the
wind variability at areas and periods with scarcity of observations. For this purpose,
the regionalization methodologies were applied to the simulated wind. The identified
subregions are consistent with those obtained with observations over the CFN, but
the higher coverage of the simulation reveals the existence of additional subregions
outside of the network coverage. These additional subregions appear well defined
covering large areas around the CFN, and suggest the use of observations over these
areas on future studies involving the wind variability over the CFN.
• The inference analysis provides valuable information for the design or improvement of
observational networks. It allows to distribute the stations in order to appropriately
capture the wind variability over the area. More density of stations in the smaller
regions would be desirable. This indicates that a homogeneous distribution of stations
could not be the best distribution of stations.
The climatological circulations over the area were analyzed by classifying together
those daily wind fields with similar surface flows into typical patterns or WPs.
• A total of six WPs were identified. The Northwestern circulations were found to be
dominant (60.9 %) followed by the southeastern ones (30.5 %). This is the main direc-
tion of the valleys over the region and shows the strong influence that the orography
produces over the surface circulations.
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• In order to understand their forcing mechanisms, the SLP fields over the IP for the
1992 to 2005 period were classified into typical pressure patterns or PPs, and related
to the WPs already identified. The relationships found between the PPs and the WPs
revealed the importance of the ageostrophic balance and the intensification of the flow
due to the pressure gradient difference between the headboard and the mouth of the
Ebro valley.
• The climatological wind direction was better reproduced on the mountain subregion
that at the valley subregions likely due to the less influence that the orography pro-
duces on the former locations. The simulation tends to overestimate the climatological
mean wind speed at the valley subregions, and to underestimate it at the mountain
subregion. The underestimation of the wind speed at the windiest sites (mountain
sites) and the overestimation at the less windy sites (valleys) leads to an underesti-
mation of the spatial wind speed variability. It was shown that this behavior is at
least partially related with the smoother topography used in the simulation.
• In concordance with the long term climatology explained above, the simulation shows
systematic wind speed underestimation at the mountain subregion under the six WPs.
Also in agreement with the general behavior was the overestimation of the wind speed
over the valleys under four WPs; however, two northwestern WPs showed a wind
speed underestimation. This was a consequence of a large scale misrepresentation in
the downscaling.
• Both, limitations to represent the terrain features and limitations to reproduce the
large scale circulations introduce errors in the surface wind estimations. Hence, the
expected improvement as a result of increasing the horizontal resolution may be at
least partially hampered if the large scale is not appropriately reproduced. Further
research turns necessary to understand the causes that generated the misrepresen-
tation of the large scale structure. A way around to circumvent the problem can be
attained by applying nudging techniques to the outermost domain in order to impose
the large scale structure to the downscaling.
8.2 Quo Vadis?
The dynamical downscaling has shown a reasonable good accuracy in reproducing the
wind variability induced by dynamical forcings over the area, with certain biases in
reproducing the climatological flow. This finding opens new research questions that can
be addressed in future studies. The following sections provide details for some of these
potential lines.
Extension of the simulation
The good performance of the simulation in reproducing the wind variability over the
CFN is summarized in Figure 8.1 that shows the observed and simulated regional wind
components. The variations in the simulated and observed time series are in quite good
agreement (r = 0.87 and r = 0.93 for the zonal and meridional components, respectively),
which encourages to extend the simulation in order to analyze the wind variability before
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1992, when observations are very limited. The enlargement of the simulation is currently
under development and at the time of editing this text the simulation has been extended
back to 1960. The simulated meridional wind component shows the already noticed ten-
dency of the downscaling to overestimate the southeastern wind circulations (positive
values) and to underestimate the northwestern circulations (negative values).
Fig. 8.1: Monthly mean of the spatially averaged zonal (a) and meridional (b) wind compo-
nents at the 41 observational sites (Fig. 1.2). The black (gray) lines represent the simulation
(observations).
The use of the extended simulation to analyze the climatological flow behavior should
be therefore taken with care. A certain correction seems to be necessary to remove the
systematic errors introduced by the downscaling. One possible correction could be based
on the use of the SLP classification (Chapter 6) to calculate the biases introduced on
the surface wind estimations under each PP. Then, the simulated wind during a certain
temporal period, let’s say a month, can be corrected by adding the bias of each PP
weighted by their relative frequency of appearance on that month. The effects of this
correction on the estimations of the regional wind components are displayed in Figure
8.2. The corrected time series are in a better agreement with observations than the
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direct outputs of the downscaling (Fig. 8.1), specially the ones of the meridional wind
component. Still, some discrepancies are evidenced which can potentially be improved in
the future by applying more sophisticated corrections. The longer time series provided
by the simulation allow for an analysis of the wind behavior since 1960, a period much
longer than the one covered by observations. For instance, a first look reveals that there
were not large changes in the low frequency variations during the last decades.
Fig. 8.2: Monthly mean of the spatially averaged zonal (a) and meridional (b) wind components
at the 41 observational sites (Fig. 1.2). The black lines represent the simulation and the gray
lines the observations.
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Testing of different physical packages
The knowledge of the different regions of wind behavior over the CFN (the regionaliza-
tion), the climatological surface circulations over the region (the WPs) as well as their
relationship with the large scale situations (PPs) convert the CFN into and ideal bench-
mark to test downscaling sensitivities to the mesoscale model configuration. For instance,
the influence on the estimated wind field as a result of changing the model physics can
be evaluated. In order to illustrate the potential application of the classifications herein
performed, a complete year was simulated with the MYJ PBL parameterization (Mellor
and Yamada, 1982; Janjic´, 1994) and the outputs compared with those obtained with
the YSU package. The distribution of the mean wind speed field differences for days
belonging to each WP are displayed in Figure 8.3. The estimations using the MYJ pack-
age produce higher wind speeds than the estimations that use the YSU physics under
the six WPs. This overestimation helps to produce wind speeds in better agreement
with observations in WP1 and WP2 whose mean wind speed was underestimated by
the YSU package. However, it produces a negative influence on WP3-6 under which the
wind speed field was overestimated by the estimations performed using YSU. It would
be interesnting to analyze the different contributions that the YSU and MYJ packages
produce on the simulated WP during the night and day. The comparison can be enlarged
by analyzing the performance of the estimations on each wind region or under each PP.
These comparisons can help to understand the influence over the surface circulations of
the different PBL physic schemes and perhaps to improve their performance.
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Fig. 8.3: Box and whiskers plots showing the distribution of the differences of the mean wind
speed fields obtained with the YSU and ETA PBL scheme for each WP. The dot indicates the
median, the lower bases of the boxes are the 25 percentiles and the upper ones the 75 percentiles.
The lower and upper whiskers indicate the 10 (lower) and 90 (upper) percentiles.
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Fig. 8.4: Ebro valley basin topography (shaded) and locations of the surface stations with wind
observations available from AEMET, and locations with radiosonde data (stars) from the Inte-
grated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA, Durre et al., 2006; Durre and Yin, 2008).
Extension of the spatial coverage: including wind observations at upper
levels.
The strong influence that the presence of the Ebro valley exerts over the CFN surface
circulations has been shown within this Thesis. It would be therefore interesting to en-
large the area of study in the future to completely include the Ebro basin. There is a
considerable number of surface observations available from the Spanish meteorological
agency (AEMET) to provide a reasonable good spatial coverage of the surface circula-
tions within the valley (Fig. 8.4). In addition, there are other mesonets, such as the one
from the CFN used herein, that will allow to increase the spatial resolution in the surface
wind sampling. The extension of the area of study would not only allow to analyze the
surface circulations along the complete basin, but it will also allow to include in the area
of study locations with available radiosonde data (Fig. 8.4). For instance, the radiosonde
at Zaragoza, located in the middle of the Ebro valley, can be used to analyze the vertical
structure of the surface circulations along the valley. The wind speed vertical profile as
a result of averaging those days classified as WP1, strong circulations down the valley,
and days classified as WP5, strong circulations up the valley, can be observed in Figure
8.5a and b, respectively. The northwestern circulations, donwnvalley, show wind speed
maxima at lower levels (Fig. 8.5a) that do not appear in the southeastern circulations,
upvalley (Fig. 8.5b). It would be interesting to analyze in future research the causes of
this observed behavior.
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Fig. 8.5: Wind speed vertical profile for days classified as a) WP1 and b) WP5 at Zaragoza (8.4).
The gray (black) line is associated with the radiosonde taken at 00 (12) hours.
Intradiurnal variability: on the effects of thermal forcings
The thesis focused on the wind variability and climatological flow behavior at daily
time scales. The circulations at this temporal scale are mainly related to dynamically
driven circulations associated with large scale atmospheric variations. Considering sub-
daily time scales would allow for the analysis of thermally driven circulations associated
with the diurnal solar cycle. The heating and cooling of the ground interacts with the
nearby air producing a variety of physical processes that generate diurnal variations on
the atmospheric flow. A first step in evaluating the influence of thermal effects over the
CFN surface circulations could be accomplished by analyzing the climatological diurnal
wind variations (Jime´nez et al., 2009e). The analysis should be undertaken with summer
days due to the stronger diurnal wind variations over land areas outside the tropics,
like the CFN, during this season (Dai and Desser, 1999). As a preliminary overview, the
climatological wind speed diurnal cycles measured at the 41 stations during summer are
displayed in Figure 8.6. It can be appreciated that large variations exist in mean velocity
between the different locations, which range from less than 1ms−1 to more than 10ms−1.
The wind speed values are concentrated in a narrower interval during central hours of the
day, since locations with high wind speed tend to present a minimum, and locations with
low wind speeds a maximum. The stations with a minimum at central hours of the day
tend to be locations well exposed to the stronger general winds like the mountain tops or
hills in the Ebro valley. The different behavior produces a tendency to homogenize the
wind speed over the area during the day, and a more heterogeneous behavior during the
night. It seems to be a consequence of the turbulent mixing that tends to homogenize
the properties within the PBL. This mixing is stronger at central hours of the day, just
when the more homogeneous wind is observed. During the night, the turbulent mixing
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decreases its intensity and allows for an stratification of the meteorological variables with
height and produces the more heterogeneous wind speed over the area. The validity of
this hypothesis can be tested using the WRF simulation as an approximation of the real
world. Another feature that can be recognized in the diurnal variations (Fig. 8.6) is a
general tendency to present a wind speed maximum (minimum) at later hours of the day
(night). It seems to be associated with the effects of the sea-breeze circulations over the
area (Jime´nez et al., 2009e), which favors (is opposite to) the mean surface wind during
the day (night).
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Fig. 8.6: Diurnal wind speed variations as a result of averaging the summer observations at each
one of the 41 observational stations (Fig. 1.2). The thin (thick) lines lines highlight the sites
with a wind speed maxima (minima) at central hours of the day.
Sensitivities to soil characteristics
Another interesting analysis for future research would be the use the WRF model to
test sensitivities of the surface circulations to certain physical properties such as the
surface characteristics. Among the different surface physical properties, soil moisture
availability seems to be an interesting candidate since it plays a major role in the land-
atmosphere interactions (Seneviratne et al., 2006). An example of the effects introduced
on the diurnal wind speed variations during summer at a central location in the CFN
as a result of changing the surface moisture availability is displayed in Figure 8.7. A
drier soil favors the development of higher wind speeds. The largest differences appear at
the late afternoon, that shows wind speed values that differ up to 2 ms−1 between the
different simulations. The causes that origin these differences are currently under study.
The roughness length is another interesting surface property to test, since it plays an
important role in the vertical wind speed profile (Stull, 1988).
In short, the study herein described opens an interesting range of topics for future
research which will contribute to increase our understanding of the surface wind behavior
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Fig. 8.7: Diurnal wind speed variations as a result of averaging simulations performed with
different values of the soil moisture availability for the summer 2003.
as well as the performance of numerical simulations in reproducing it. There is still
considerable research that needs to be undertaken to use the numerical simulations as a
substitute for observations, but there is little doubt about the fulfillment of Richardson’s
(1922) dream at the beginning of the XX century to approximate a solution of the
atmospheric equations of motion. Perhaps, a new challenge would be to find the analytical
solution of the atmospheric equations of motion, if there is any, and use it to calculate
an ensemble of millions of solutions departing from closer atmospheric states to study
the chaotic nature of the atmosphere, but of course, that’s a dream.
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9Appendix A
The relationship between the typical large scale situations over the IP, the PPs, and
the typical surface flows over the CFN, the WPs, was analyzed in Chapter 6. Clear
associations between the PPs and WPs were found, see Table 6.2. This appendix displays
the SLP anomalies for each one of the main associations (in bold in Table 6.2).
Fig. 9.1: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP1 classified as WP1 (a) and
WP2 (b).
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Fig. 9.2: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP2 classified as WP3.
Fig. 9.3: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP3 classified as WP5 and WP6
(b).
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Fig. 9.4: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP4 classified as WP1 (a) and
WP2 (b).
Fig. 9.5: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP5 classified as WP1.
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Fig. 9.6: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP6 classified as WP4 (a) and
WP5 (b).
Fig. 9.7: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP7 classified as WP3 (a) and
WP4 (b).
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Fig. 9.8: Mean anomaly SLP fields (contour lines)for days from PP8 classified as WP2 (a) and
WP4 (b).
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